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ABSTRACT  

 

Falls are a major health problem for older adults and can lead to disability, loss of independence 

and death. Older adults often present to Emergency Departments (EDs) for treatment after a 

fall. Allied health professionals in Care Coordination Teams (CCTs) have established a role in 

EDs over the last twenty years. They focus on identifying a patient’s fall risk factors and 

intervening to address these. However existing ED falls prevention clinical guidelines are based 

on uncertain evidence extrapolated from community settings. As such the most effective 

method for the assessment and intervention of these patients is yet to be established. 

 

Aims 

 

The overall purpose of this research was to establish and improve upon the evidence base for 

how allied health staff in EDs could best support older adults to avoid falls. The first aim of 

this thesis was to investigate clinical methods for supporting future falls avoidance, while 

developing an understanding of cost implications. The second aim was to investigate the 

predictive accuracy of fall risk screening tools currently used in the ED. The final aim was to 

summarise the effectiveness of all ED based falls prevention interventions, including those 

provided by an interdisciplinary CCT and tested in this thesis, with a meta-analysis of published 

trials. 

 

Methodology 

 

Two randomised clinical trials were completed to test an intervention compared to standard 

care. The first trial tested a comprehensive post discharge program; the second a brief 
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educational intervention in the ED setting. A net cost analysis was completed to look at the 

cost effectiveness of this brief educational intervention. A cohort study tested the predictive 

accuracy of two fall risk screening tools by applying them simultaneously to a sample of ED 

presentations. Finally, a systematic review and meta-analysis summarised the evidence from 

ED falls prevention trials. 

 

Results 

 

Neither trial intervention significantly impacted on the number of older adults experiencing 

future falls. However, the brief educational falls prevention intervention was associated with 

maintenance of function, reduced hospital admissions and less falls with fractures. It had no 

net cost benefit across the sample population but was more cost effective in patients that 

presented to the ED with a fall compared to those who have not previously fallen. Both 

screening tools demonstrated limited predictive ability.  

 

The meta-analysis of pooled data from eleven trials confirmed these findings that falls 

prevention intervention initiated in the ED did not significantly reduce the number of patients 

who had future falls. However, the rate of falls, fall related injuries and hospital admissions 

were significantly reduced by ED intervention.  

 

Conclusions 

 

This research has identified limited effect from the provision of services in the ED on reducing 

the number of older adults who have future falls. However, intervention may impact on the rate 

of falls, extent of fall related injuries and costs to health service providers. This research has 
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established an evidence base for allied health CCT practice in the ED for falls prevention. It 

has explored the use and limitations of fall risk screening tools that can identify patients at risk 

of falls and target intervention. Evidence based intervention strategies have been identified and 

evaluated. This thesis has ascertained the most clinical and cost effective method for a CCT to 

support older adults to avoid future falls. A CCT should focus resources on secondary falls 

prevention with patients who have a history of falls. Assessment and intervention should 

involve an interdisciplinary team. Intervention in the ED should consist of educating patients 

on their individual future risk of falls with referral towards timely evidence based strategies for 

falls prevention in the community.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

1.1 Overview 

 

Falls in older adults are both an intensively researched and under prevented public health 

problem.(1) Falls are the most common cause of injuries in older adults.(2, 3) In this thesis, a 

fall is defined as ‘an unexpected event in which the participants come to rest on the ground, 

floor or lower level’.(4) Older adults are considered as aged 65 years and over.(5) After a fall 

many older adults present to Emergency Departments (EDs) to receive treatment. Care 

Coordination Teams (CCTs) are allied health or nursing staff in EDs whose role is to identify 

patients at risk, especially older adults, and plan for their safe and effective discharge into the 

community.(6) CCTs are designed to play a significant role in risk screening and providing 

intervention to support older adults to avoid future falls after ED discharge.  

 

1.2 Epidemiology in older adults 

 

The prevalence of falls in community dwelling older adults is often quoted as approximately 

one in three older adults falling each year. This figure is based on cross-sectional studies from 

a variety of populations performed in the 1980’s and early 1990’s.(7) Prudham et al(8) 

surveyed 2,793 men and women living in the community aged 65 years or older in the United 

States (US). The annual prevalence rate of falls was reported as 28%, with the age standardised 

rate of falls in women twice that of men. Further cross-sectional studies reported prevalence 

rates of falls over 12 months between 27% and 35%.(9, 10) The prevalence rate has changed 

little over the following decades with further studies in the US and the United Kingdom (UK) 

reporting prevalence rates between 24% and 32%.(7, 11, 12) In 2014 in the US, 29% of 
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community dwelling older adults 65 years or older reported falling at least once in the 

preceding 12 months, resulting in an estimated 29 million falls.(13) The prevalence of falls 

increases with age with half of those over 80 years of age falling every year.(14-16) 

 

In Australia it is similarly estimated that one in three older adults living at home experiences a 

fall annually. The Randwick Falls and Fracture study examined the prevalence of falls in 

women aged 65 years or older.(17) Of the 704 participants, 34% had fallen in the previous 12 

months. The fallers were significantly older than those who had not experienced a fall (mean 

age 76.0 years vs 73.9 years; p<0.001). In keeping with what has been reported in other 

countries, the prevalence of falls in Australia has remained similar in other cross-sectional 

studies performed in the 2000’s and 2010’s, ranging from 26% to 35%.(18, 19) The New South 

Wales (NSW) Falls Prevention Baseline survey performed telephone interviews with a random 

sample of 5,681 residents of NSW, who were living in the community and were aged 65 years 

and older.(18) Of those who participated 26% reported falling in the previous 12 months. Of 

those who reported at least one fall, 61% fell only once, 21% fell twice and 17% fell three or 

more times in the preceding year.(18) Two thirds of those interviewed also reported sustaining 

an injury directly related to the fall.  

 

In a large Australian population prospective study of people aged over 60 years, Lord et al(20) 

provided a more robust falls ascertainment with participants reporting falls via a mailed 

questionnaire every two months, with telephone contact to those who did not return their 

questionnaire. An increased falls incidence rate of 39% was reported with 21% of participants 

reporting more than one fall in the 12 month follow up period.  
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In patients that have already experienced a fall and those that have recently been discharged 

from hospital or an ED the prevalence of falls increases.(21-23) It has been reported that up to 

40% of older patients fall in the first six months after discharge from hospital compared with 

30% in the general community population.(21, 24-26) Russell et al(27) reported that 46% of 

patients in a control group who had been discharged from an ED after a fall experienced further 

falls in a 12 month follow up period.  

 

1.3 Causes 

 
 

Fall risk factors are associated with increased falls in older adults. The risk of falling increases 

with the number of risk factors that are present.(28, 29) The number of risk factors also increase 

as a person ages.(30) Major risk factors include impaired balance or strength, gait impairment, 

decreased reaction time, orthostatic hypotension, sensory or visual impairment, cognitive 

impairment and medication side effects especially from benzodiazepines, antidepressants, anti-

psychotics and other psychoactive medications.(29) These factors can be related to one or more 

chronic health condition including arthritis, dementia, diabetes and heart disease.(31) Risk 

factors for falls are thoroughly explored in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

 

1.4 Effects and consequences 

 

Falls in older adults are associated with many adverse health outcomes, including injury, 

debility and death.(3) Falls may lead to both immediate effects such as fractures and head 

injuries and longer term problems such as disability, fear of falling and loss of independence.(3) 

The effects and consequences of falls impact not only the patient, but their families and society. 
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1.4.1 Emergency Department presentations, hospitalisations and injuries 

 

Falls result in a significant strain on the health and hospital system through ED presentations 

and hospitalisations. In a report on ED care between 2017/2018 patients aged 65 and over (who 

make up 15% of the Australian population) accounted for 22% of ED presentations.(32) The 

number of older adults receiving care in the ED has increased by more than 20% since 2001, 

and falls are one of the most common causes of ED visits.(31) In Australia, approximately 17-

18% of ED presentations in older adults are because of falls and between 43% and 57% of 

these people are discharged directly home from the ED.(33, 34) Different figures have been 

reported in other countries. For example in the US in 2005 an estimated 1.64 million adults 

aged 65 and older were treated in EDs as a result of falls, with 78% discharged directly 

home.(27, 35) In 2010 in the US more than 70% of injury-related ED visits among persons age 

65 years and older were related to falls.(36) In England it is reported that falls account for 

700,000 ED presentations and 4 billion annual hospital bed days per year.(37) 

 

Close et al(33) reviewed all patients aged over 70 years, presenting to the ED of a 450-bed 

metropolitan university hospital in Sydney, Australia from April 2007 through to March 2009. 

Of 18,902 all-cause ED presentations, 3,220 (17.0%) were due to a fall. Among fallers, 35% 

had one or more ED presentation and 20% had one or more hospital admission in the preceding 

12 months. Fall related ED presentation led directly to hospital admission in 43% of the cases, 

the majority of which (78%) received acute care only (mean length of stay 14.4 days for men 

and 13.7 days for women). The remaining cases underwent further inpatient rehabilitation 

(length of stay 35.6 days for men and 30.1 days for women). After hospitalisation, 9% of 

patients became first-time residents of long-term care facilities.(33) 
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The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) produced a report in 2018 examining 

the trends in hospitalisation due to falls by older adults.(38) They reported that 111,222 adults 

aged 65 and over were hospitalised due to falls in 2014/2015. Almost 3% of hospitalisations 

for people aged 65 and over were the result of a fall.(38) Injuries to the hip and thigh (24%) 

and head (24%) were the most common types of hospitalised injuries resulting from a fall. 

Fractures of the neck of the femur (also commonly called ‘hip fractures’) accounted for many 

injuries to the hip and thigh (73%). Rates of injury to the head more than doubled over the 

period 2002/2003 to 2014/2015 for both men and women. In 2002/2003, the rates of head 

injury among men and women were 319 and 336 cases per 100,000 population, respectively, 

compared with 706 and 731 cases per 100,000 in 2014/2015.(38)  

 

1.4.2 Mortality 

 

Falls are linked to increased mortality rates. Ayoung-Chee et al(39) studied fallers in the US 

presenting to an ED and reported that 12% died during hospital admission. This longitudinal 

research identified that older adults who suffered ground-level falls and were admitted to the 

hospital, were subsequently readmitted to the hospital within one year in 44% of cases and had 

a 33% one year mortality rate.(15, 39) In another retrospective study in Australia of older adults 

who attended an ED with a fall or fall related injury, over 19% of patients died within one year 

of their ED attendance and by five years that proportion had increased to over 50%.(7) Falls 

continue to be the number one cause of geriatric trauma and have an increasing fatality rate.(36) 

Recent reports have found that fall related deaths are increasing. In 2016 in the US older adult 

falls resulted in over 29,000 deaths and between 2007 and 2016, there was a 31% increase in 

the age-adjusted death rate due to falls among older adults.(40, 41) Morbidity and mortality 

related to falls are more serious in older adults because both the incidence and severity of acute 
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complications increases with age.(42, 43) Worldwide, adults aged over 70 years, particularly 

females, have a significantly higher fall related mortality than younger people.(43) 

 

1.4.3 Further falls 

 

Patients that fall are at risk of subsequent falls because of acute injuries, reductions in mobility 

and declining function. In fact one of the greatest risk factors for falls in patients is a history of 

previous falls.(15, 43) In the six months following an index fall ED presentation, up to 52% of 

patients experience subsequent falls.(44) The average annual fall rate is 30% in the general 

older community population, with 10% of these resulting in serious injury. However in patients 

recently discharged from hospital, 40% fall at least once in the six month period following 

discharge, with 54% of these resulting in serious injury.(45) Older adults also have over twice 

the risk of sustaining a hip fracture after a hospital admission, especially in the first four weeks 

after discharge.(46) 

 

1.4.4 Functional decline 

 

After a fall leading to ED attendance patients have been found to experience a decline in 

functional ability. This can be a result of acute injuries impacting on mobility and independence 

to complete daily tasks such as shopping, cooking and personal care activities. One study in 

2006 identified that 35% of older adults presenting to the ED post fall, experiencing a minor 

injury only, had a decline in function three months after discharge.(47) Russell et al(48) 

completed a further longitudinal study to review older patients’ function. One third of patients 

continued to worsen over 12 months post fall. Other studies have reported that 23% of patients 

experienced a decline in function three months after a fall and that at one year follow up, the 
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ability to carry out basic activities of daily living (ADL) was significantly lower in patients 

who had experienced falls.(48, 49) Patients who were aged 80 years and older, who required 

assistance with ADL and had sensory impairment have been found to be at greater risk of re-

attending the ED with a fall or fall related problem.(7) These findings highlight the importance 

of recognising older adults at risk of further falls and recurrent loss of function in the ED. 

Interventions to support patients to maintain their independence and avoid future falls are 

needed, in addition to initial injury management.(48) 

 

1.4.5 Psychological impact 

 

As well as impacting on mobility and function, falls are associated with psychological changes 

including depression, fear of falling, anxiety and activity avoidance.(16) Fear of falling is an 

ongoing concern of fallers that limits the undertaking of daily activities.(50) It is a specific 

health problem that leads to more health issues, including falls. Fear of falling can result in 

social isolation, depression, anxiety, decreased confidence and decreased quality of life.(50, 

51) It can lead to hesitancy when mobilising resulting in slower gait speed, sedentary behaviour 

and deconditioning.(50) This not only impacts on the patient but can have detrimental effects 

on partners and families.(50-52) Even falls without injury can result in decreased confidence 

leading to reduced mobility, decreased social participation, increasing frailty and risk of further 

falls.(53, 54) Research has identified that in older adults discharged from the ED following a 

fall, 30% of patients lose their autonomy within six months and 49% of patients are readmitted 

to hospital.(42, 54)  
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1.4.6 Economic burden 

 

In 1999 Scuffham et al(55) completed a study in the UK analysing the number of ED 

attendances, admissions to hospital, and the associated costs as a result of falls in older adults. 

They reported 647,721 ED attendances and 204,424 admissions to hospital for fall related 

injuries in people aged 60 years and over. The cost per 10,000 population was £300,000 in the 

60–64 age group, increasing to £1,500 000 in the over 75 years age group. These falls cost the 

UK government £981 million. Most of the costs (66%) were attributable to falls in those aged 

greater than 75 years. The major cost driver was hospital inpatient admissions, accounting for 

49% of total cost of falls. Long-term care costs were the second highest, accounting for 41%, 

primarily in those aged greater than 75 years.(55) In the US the average hospital cost for a fall 

injury is over $30,000 (US dollars) and the costs of treating fall injuries increases with age.(56) 

 

Falls in Australia account for A$648.2 million per year in hospital care and exceed A$1 billion 

per year in indirect costs.(57, 58) Fall related costs represent a significant proportion of health 

care expenditure in older adults.(59) Falls can result in significant injuries with extended 

hospital stays, leading to increased health care costs.(60) Research across all settings shows 

that, in the face of an ageing population, the total estimated health cost attributable to fall 

related injury will increase almost threefold from A$498.2 million per year in 2001 to A$1,375 

million per year in 2051.(61) In hospitals, 886,000 additional bed days per year, or the 

equivalent of 2500 additional beds, will need to be permanently allocated to treating fall related 

injuries.(61, 62)  
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1.5 Management and prevention of falls 

 

Patients need support to engage in interventions to avoid falls. Older adults who fall and attend 

EDs are a diagnostic challenge, as there is often no simple cause and effect relationship.(63) 

While the immediate medical consequences of a fall can often be easily managed in ED, the 

many contributing factors need careful assessment and management to ensure safe discharge 

and prevent representations due to further falls.(4, 5, 63, 64)  

 

An intervention is a therapeutic procedure or treatment strategy designed to cure, alleviate or 

improve a certain condition.(62) Interventions can be in the form of medication, surgery, early 

detection (screening), education or minimisation of risk factors.(62) In falls prevention, 

intervention has traditionally consisted of activities such as medication adjustment, exercise 

and strength programs, visual corrections, management of postural hypotension, vitamin D 

supplements, addressing feet and footwear and hazards in the home environment and provision 

of education.(65) Intervention is determined through completion of fall risk assessment to 

identify predisposing factors within a specific patient and in the environment that increase their 

risk of falling.(65)  

 

 In falls prevention, interventions can be: 

• Targeted at single risk factors: 

- Single intervention: Where only one intervention is provided to the patient such 

as a balance and strength exercise program, medication adjustment, vision 

improvement, home environmental modification, footwear adjustment, or 

educational program.  
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• Targeted at multiple risk factors: 

- Multicomponent intervention: A set of interventions addressing more than one 

intervention domain or category offered to all participants in a program 

(population approach). Everyone receives the same fixed combination of 

interventions such as an exercise program with falls prevention education. 

- Multifactorial intervention: An intervention is made up of a subset of 

interventions that are selected and offered to an individual to address the 

specific risk factors identified through a multifactorial fall risk assessment. 

Patients receive multiple interventions, but the combination of these is tailored 

to the individual, based on an individualised assessment(36, 62, 65, 66) 

 

For older adults effective falls prevention has the potential to reduce serious fall related injuries, 

ED visits, hospitalisations, nursing home placements and functional decline.(65) Prevention of 

falls and fall injuries has been a major focus of research, stimulated by ageing populations and 

by growing awareness of the mortality and morbidity resulting from falls.(3) Over the past 30 

years, researchers have made remarkable progress in understanding falls and testing 

interventions to prevent and manage falls among older adults.(67) As such a number of authors 

have started to collate research findings. Additionally various resources have been developed 

for staff working in EDs with older adults including guidelines with fall prevention 

recommendations and core competencies (including fall related skills).(65, 68-74) These 

resources are further reviewed in Chapter 2. 
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1.6 Care Coordination Teams in Emergency Departments to enact falls prevention 

 

Access to allied health in a CCT in EDs has been an emerging service since the late 1990’s.(5) 

Allied health professionals are particularly beneficial to patients who present with lower acuity, 

non-urgent conditions, or who are older adults with complex, chronic conditions including 

falls.(5) CCTs complement medical and nursing staff by providing physical, functional and 

psychosocial assessment of non-urgent medical patients.(64, 75-80) These teams enable 

medical staff to focus on higher acuity patients in a high demand unpredictable service 

environment.(80) Allied health professionals include occupational therapists, physiotherapists, 

social workers, mental health workers and aged care coordinators. The CCT assessment 

provides information to help inform decisions about whether or not patients with non-urgent 

medical conditions can be safely discharged home or require hospital admission.(6, 78, 79)  

 

There are various models of care that CCTs operate in. One model is an interdisciplinary 

approach, in which team members work together and draw on knowledge from different 

disciplines, but stay within their professional boundaries.(79, 81) In an alternative model the 

occupational therapists and physiotherapists use a transdisciplinary approach.(81) This 

integrates the care provided, whereby therapists may complete their standard professional role 

and transcend outside their traditional boundaries in Australian practice for certain activities. 

The benefit to patients is that there is one key worker who does one assessment and follows 

through with the patient from admission to discharge unless specialist disciplinary skills are 

required, when a second therapist of a different profession then becomes involved. This model 

reduces duplication of repeating information by the patient, is leaner and more efficient.(81) 

Therapists need to be aware of their own professional scope, their level of competence and 

when to seek other professions help. The disadvantages of the transdisciplinary model include 
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the ongoing training required and therapists recognising their limitations. However, all 

therapists can complete initial assessments, provide education for patients presenting with 

common diagnoses such as falls or back pain, and can provide equipment for home or to assist 

with mobility. Each profession uses the full scope of their own professional skills plus 

transcends into the basic skills of the other profession. 

 

Today CCTs have been introduced into most EDs in Australia.(6) However, their compositions 

range from a single person to an interdisciplinary team. In a previous Australian study, eleven 

(92%) CCTs included an occupational therapist, a social worker and a registered nurse (aged 

care, emergency, community nursing or discharge planning specialist), eight (75%) a 

physiotherapist, one (8%) a dietician, and one (8%) a drug and alcohol worker.(6) 

 

Services provided by a CCT include functional assessments, which require understanding a 

patient’s pre-admission function and how their acute injury has impacted on their presenting 

level of function. Assessment of function may include mobility, transfers, and personal ADL 

such as toileting and dressing, Comprehensive functional assessments may incorporate 

validated instruments,(82-84) for assessing factors such as fall risk, personal and domestic 

ADL and cognition. Achieving rapid, accurate functional and social assessment of patients in 

ED is important for medical management.(77) 

 

The CCT provide additional specialist services such as prescription of assistive devices (slings, 

orthoses, etc.) and daily living equipment, management of soft tissue injuries, splinting, 

prescription of mobility aids, cognitive assessment and delirium screening, psychosocial 

assessment, pain management, referral for home hazard assessments and intervention, patient 
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and family education, referring for continuing rehabilitation needs and outpatient services.(5, 

6, 64, 77, 80, 85-87) 

 

The role of allied health teams in facilitating safe discharge of ED patients has been well 

established in a systematic review of the literature.(77, 88) One study showed that 

implementation of an ED-based interdisciplinary CCT resulted in a trend towards increased 

use of ED services, especially overnight stays, for frequent users.(89) However the CCT 

improved psychosocial factors for frequent attenders, in particular housing status and linkage 

with general practice and community services.(89) Smith demonstrated that early allied health 

intervention in the ED could save admissions to acute hospitals.(77) Gill, et al(79) reported that 

an interdisciplinary approach to the assessment of older adults, who had fallen and attended 

EDs, could significantly decrease the risk of further falls and limit functional impairment. Use 

of ED ‘on call’ allied health teams have shown positive results in preventing unnecessary 

orthopaedic admissions.(5)  

 

Arendts et al(90) reported that early allied health intervention in the ED has a significant but 

modest impact on admission rates in older patients. In patients aged 65 and over presenting to 

an ED, they found that early use of interdisciplinary allied health teams influenced hospital 

admission rates in a small number of index diagnoses (angina and grouped musculoskeletal 

conditions).(90) With population ageing a worldwide phenomenon, measures to safely reduce 

hospital admission rates in patients presenting to an ED are important in the quest to maximise 

efficient use of scarce inpatient beds.(90) Even small changes in admission rates at the front 

door will result in meaningful reductions in hospital occupancy and improve system 

capacity.(87, 90, 91) Other potential benefits likely to be derived from the location of 

experienced allied health teams within the ED also include improved patient satisfaction and 
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reduced costs through avoiding hospital admissions, enhanced communication between the ED 

and community care providers and coordination of care for complex patients.(85, 90) 

 

CCT staff are uniquely placed to provide assessment and intervention to patients who have 

presented to the ED after a fall. Once the medical staff have cleared the patient medically the 

CCT assesses the social, functional and environment components of discharge, a role that 

complements that of the other ED staff. CCTs contribute significantly to the quality of care 

received by patients and to their safe discharge back into the community.(77) These teams are 

able to identify and support patients to avoid future falls.  

 

1.7 Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Care Coordination Team 

 

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (SCGH) is an adult tertiary teaching hospital in Perth, Western 

Australia. It has over 600 beds and provides a comprehensive range of clinical services 

including emergency and critical care, orthopaedics, general medicine, general surgery and 

cardiac care. The ED at SCGH treated 67,913 patients in 2016/2017 with an admission rate of 

approximately 50%. SCGH looked to implement a CCT in the ED after the first CCT in 

Australia in Melbourne, Victoria demonstrated success.(87) A three month ‘Falls Team’ CCT 

trial was initially funded through the Emergency Medicine Clinical Practice Improvement Unit 

commencing on the 13 June 2005. Occupational therapists and physiotherapists used this seed 

funding to target patients presenting to the ED after a fall. Additional funding was secured on 

19 September 2005 for a further three months to increase the service to target patients 

presenting with back pain and others requiring functional or psychosocial assessment and 

intervention. 
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In 2005 SCGH ED presentations increased by 14.5% from 39,147 attendances (2003/2004) to 

44,843 attendances (2004/2005) and this increase was continuing to trend upwards in the 

financial year 2005/2006.(92) The overall admission rate for SCGH ED patients was 50.4% 

(2004/2005).(92) The SCGH CCT saw 1,624 patients in the first four months of 

implementation (9% of all ED attendances for this time period). The SCGH CCT targeted 

patients presenting after a fall, patients with back pain and “at risk” patients (those living alone 

and over 65 years with limited supports). The SCGH CCT saw 46% of all patients attending 

the ED after a fall. Patients presenting to the ED after a fall increased by 15% from 1,376 to 

1,609 attendances in 2005 compared to 2004. In fallers over the age of 65 years, the average 

admission rate decreased from 71% to 63% during the implementation of the SCGH CCT 

(Figure 1).(92) 

 

Figure 1: Monthly admission rate for patients 65 years and over who presented to the ED with 

a fall before and after implementation of a CCT in June 2005 
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On average 82 minutes was spent with each falls patient. This examination included a 

comprehensive four page evidence based risk assessment tool, specifically designed for 

patients presenting to the ED after a fall. Extensive discharge planning including community 

liaison and referral improved quality of care and reintegration of the patient into the 

community. An initial economic costing was completed to look at projected cost savings from 

the implementation of the CCT. For patients experiencing falls, these patients were previously 

admitted under General Medicine, which had an average length of stay of 5.33 days and an 

inpatient bed day cost of A$1,170 (2005 Australian Dollars A$). Based on the 2005 CCT three 

month trial it was projected that the team would save approximately 160 admissions related to 

falls annually. This would result in an estimated saving of A$998,010 annually. 

 

Based on these positive results a CCT was funded permanently and has been maintained 

continuously at SCGH since 2005 consisting of occupational therapists and physiotherapists. 

At SCGH the ED CCT is a seven days a week service, operating from the hours of 0700 to 

2100. Other hospitals have identified providing a service from 09:00 to 21:00 (seven days a 

week),(89) and from 11:00 to 19:00 (four days a week).(79) In one study they identified that 

most patients who were referred to a CCT attended the ED between 10:00 and 18:00 hours.(79) 

 

Older patients presenting with a fall constitute approximately 30% of the core patient group 

seen by the ED CCT at SCGH. Interventions by the CCT vary between patients, but for ‘falls 

patients’ it usually includes fall risk screens, assessments and stratification, targeted patient 

education on risk factors, functional retraining, supply of equipment and referrals to falls clinics 

or outpatient allied health services. Discharge planning is facilitated to reduce further falls and 

representation to the ED.  
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SCGH CCT received three research grants from 2008 to study patients presenting with falls 

and the best way to assist this patient group to avoid future falls. Research initiated by these 

grants forms the basis of this thesis.  

 

1.8 Effects of Emergency Department Care Coordination Team referrals in older 

people presenting with a fall 

 

In this section, data are presented from a study published in 2013 that informed but was not 

part of the research presented in this thesis.(93) This was a historical cohort study of 

retrospectively collected data from the Emergency Department Information System (EDIS). 

EDIS is an electronic real-time patient tracking administrative database. One investigator 

electronically interrogated EDIS data from January 2004 to September 2009 for patients with 

falls based on the widely accepted ProFaNE (Prevention of Falls Network Europe) definition 

of a fall: ‘an unexpected event in which the participants come to rest on the ground, floor, or 

lower level’.(4) A historical control group of all falls patients in 2004 were compared to all 

falls patients from 2006. As the CCT began in July 2005, this transition year was excluded 

from comparison. The study described the temporal characteristics of patients presenting to an 

ED with a fall and aimed to assess whether an interdisciplinary CCT based in the ED was 

effective in improving patient outcomes.(93) 

 

1.8.1 Patient characteristics 

 

Of all patients aged 65 years or older attending the ED, approximately 18% presented with a 

fall. This proportion remained stable from 2006 to 2009, with a significantly lower proportion 

of fallers presenting in 2004 compared with the other years (16.7 v 18.1%, difference 1.4%, 
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95% CI 0.7 to 2.1, p<0.001).(93) Mean age, proportion arriving by ambulance, and those 

presenting with a history of previous falls remained stable over time. There was a significant 

decrease in the proportion of females over time, and the proportion of fall presentations being 

from nursing homes from 20.4% in 2004 to 13.6% in 2009 (difference 6.8%, 95% CI 6.6 to 

9.0%, p<0.001) (Table 1).(93) The reasons for this are unclear and might be related to improved 

access to medical and health care in residential facilities. 

 

When compared to all fall presentations, the index presentations (defined as the first ED 

presentation in the period of interest for a fall where the patient was subsequently discharged 

home from the ED) were slightly younger (mean age approximately 80 years), and less likely 

to arrive by ambulance (57.4 v 75.9%, difference 18.5%, 95% CI 16.8 to 20.2, p<0.001) (Table 

1).(93) When comparing falls patients referred and not referred to the CCT, there were 

significant differences in age, sex, and socio-economic index for areas (SEIFA), but no 

difference in ambulance transport or transfer from nursing home (Table 2).(93) 
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Table 1: Characteristics of study group (93)           

 

* p<0.05, t-test or Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare continuous variables, CCT=Care Coordination Team 

Year 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 (Jan to Sept) 

Patients Attending ED 40796 48107 50009 51205 40259 

65 years and older, N (% of all ED attendees, 95% CI) 13205 (32.4, 31.9-32.9) 15312 (31.8, 31.4-32.2) 15923 (31.8, 31.4-32.2) 15436 (30.1, 29.7-30.5) 12082 (30.0, 29.6-30.4) 

Fall Presentations, N (% of > 65 years, 95% CI) 2206 (16.7, 16.1-17.4) 2752 (18.0, 17.4-18.6) 2850 (17.9, 17.3-18.5) 2798 (18.1, 17.5-18.7) 2264 (18.7, 18.0-19.4) 

Mean Age (years, (std dev) 82.1 (8.05) 82.1 (8.41) 82.0 (8.33) 81.9 (8.46) 82.2 (8.56) 

Females, N (% of Fall Presentations, 95% CI)* 1499 (68.0, 66.0-69.9) 1898 (69.0, 68.3-69.7) 1881 (66.0, 65.3-66.7) 1811 (64.7, 63.9-65.4) 1483 (65.5, 64.6-66.3) 

Arrival by Ambulance, N (% of Fall Presentations, 95% 

CI) 1676 (76.0, 74.2-77.8) 2080 (75.6, 74.9-76.3) 2181 (76.5, 75.8-77.2) 2101 (75.1, 74.4-75.8) 1734 (76.6, 75.8-77.4) 

Nursing Home Resident, N (% of Fall Presentations, 

95% CI)* 449 (20.4, 18.7-22.1) 552 (20.1, 19.5-20.7) 532 (18.7, 18.1-19.3) 450 (16.1, 15.5-16.7) 307 (13.6, 13.0-14.2) 

Previous Fall (% of Fall Presentations, 95% CI)  131 (15.8, 14.5-17.2) 182 (18.1, 16.7-19.6) 137 (15.5, 14.2-16.9) 115 (18.4, 16.8-20.1) 

Index Presentations 643 826 1007 886 627 

Mean Age of Faller (years, (std dev) 80.2 (8.51) 80.2 (9.00) 80.8 (8.62) 80.2 (8.87) 80.3 (9.01) 

Female Fallers, N (% of Index Presentations, 95% CI) 438 (68.1, 64.3-71.7) 573 (69.4, 66.1-72.5) 672 (66.7, 63.7-69.6) 564 (63.7, 60.4-66.9) 422 (67.3, 63.5-71.0) 

Arrival by Ambulance, N (% of Index Presentations, 

95% CI) 369 (57.4, 53.5-61.3) 475 (57.5, 54.0-60.9) 602 (59.8, 56.7-62.8) 487 (55.0, 51.7-58.3) 355 (56.6, 52.6-60.5) 

Nursing Home Resident, N (% of Index Presentations, 

95% CI)* 122 (19.0, 16.0-22.2) 169 (20.5, 17.8-23.4) 193 (19.2, 16.8-21.8) 138 (15.6, 13.3-18.2) 90 (14.4, 11.7-17.4) 

Previous Fall, N (% of Index Presentations, 95% CI)*  

131/826 (15.9, 13.5-

18.6) 

182/1007 (18.1, 15.8-

20.6) 

137/886 (15.5, 13.2-

18.1) 

125/627 (19.9, 16.8-

23.2) 

Referred to CCT, N (% of Index Presentations, 95% 

CI)*  518 (62.7, 59.3-66.0) 542 (53.8, 50.7-56.9) 472 (53.3, 49.9-56.6) 345 (55.0, 51.0-58.9) 
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Table 2: Comparison of falls cases referred and not referred to CCT 2006-2009 (93) 

 

  Referred to CCT (N=5155) Not Referred to CCT (N=5509) 

    

Mean Age (years) (SD)*  83.0 (7.98) 81.2 (8.75) 

Female*  3603 (69.9, 68.6-71.2) 3470 (63.0, 61.7-64.3) 

Arrival by Ambulance  3912 (75.9, 74.7-77.1) 4184 (75.9, 74.7-77.0) 

Nursing Home Resident  896 (17.4, 16.4-18.5) 945 (17.2, 16.2-18.2) 

Australasian Triage Score* 1 Resuscitation 5 (0.1, 0-0.2) 55 (1.0, 0.8-1.3) 

 2 Emergency 232 (4.5, 4.0-5.1) 639 (11.6, 10.8-12.5) 

 3 Urgent 2249 (43.6, 42.2-45.0) 2947 (53.5, 52.2-54.8) 

 4 Semi-Urgent 2632 (51.1, 49.7-52.5) 1815 (39.9, 38.6-41.2) 

 5 Non-Urgent 37 (0.9, 0.7-1.2) 53 (1.0, 0.8-1.3) 

Socio-economic Index* Most Advantaged 2778 (54.1, 52.7-55.5) 2805 (51.2, 49.9-52.5) 

 2 1210 (23.6,22.4-24.8) 1280 (23.4, 22.3-16.2) 

 3 628 (12.2, 11.3-13.1) 628 (15.2, 14.3-16.2) 

 Least Advantaged 521 (10.1, 9.3-11.0) 521 (10.1, 9.3-10.9) 

 

* p<0.05, Proportions presented as N (%, 95% CI), χ2 was used to compare categorical outcomes of the cohorts and t-test or Mann Whitney U-test 

compared continuous variables, CCT=Care Coordination Team, SD=Standard Deviation. 
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1.8.2 Care Coordination Team referrals versus seen by Care Coordination Team 

 

In 2006, the CCT attended 1,324 of 1,537 (86.1%, 95% CI 84.3 to 87.8) of fallers referred by 

ED medical staff, validated against the CCT log of patients actually seen by the CCT.(93) Table 

3 displays the comparison of the group seen by the CCT and the group referred to the CCT. 

There were no significant differences in both raw data analysis and generalised estimation 

equation (GEE) modelling. For the 13.9% of referred fallers not seen by the CCT in 2006, there 

were no significant differences in age, sex, mode of arrival, nursing home status, urgency or 

socio-economic index when compared to those seen by the CCT.(93)  

 

For 2006, significant predictors for being seen by the CCT were: age (odds ratio [OR] 1.07 per 

year increase in age), female sex (OR 1.63), arriving by ambulance (OR 1.97), being transferred 

from a nursing home (OR 1.56), and SEIFA (OR 0.85 for each quartile change). These results 

were essentially the same in the group referred to the CCT in 2006 (Table 3).(93) 

 

1.8.3 Urgency analysis 

 

For patients 65 years and older presenting to ED, there was a small but significant change in 

the proportion of patients in the more urgent triage categories over the period 2004 to 2009 but 

not in the overall proportion of patients being admitted (Table 4).(93) However, for patients 

presenting with a fall, there was a significant trend towards higher urgency of these cases. The 

proportion of falls cases in Australasian Triage Score (ATS) categories 1, 2 and 3, was 52.9% 

(95% CI 50.8 to 55.0) in 2004 and 65.7% (95% CI 63.7 to 67.7) in 2009. This trend was 

replicated in urgency of fall presentations referred to the CCT, as well as admission rates 

(Figure 2).(93) Associated with this increase in referral of more urgent patients, the overall 
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proportion of fall presentations referred to the CCT decreased over time from 55.8% in 2006, 

to 43.1% in 2009 (Table 4).(93) 

 

1.8.4 Representation and readmission 

 

For the period 2006 to 2009, there were no significant differences in representation or 

readmission rates for those index cases referred to the CCT compared to those not referred. A 

decreasing trend in rate ratios (RaR) for representation is noted for patients referred to the CCT 

from a RaR of 1.46 in 2006, to a ratio of 1.00 in 2009. A similar trend is apparent for 

readmissions (Table 5).(93) With modelling analysis, this trend is more pronounced, with CCT 

referral associated with lower rates of representation and readmission in 2009 (OR 0.78 for 

both) (Table 6).(93) 

 

After adjusting for variables of interest, the strongest predictors for representation were arrival 

by ambulance and history of previous falls (OR 1.21 and 1.10 respectively). These factors 

became statistically significant as predictors of readmission with OR of 1.67 and 1.33 

respectively (Table 6). Fitting the model with either being seen by CCT or being referred to 

CCT as covariates elicited similar OR for all included factors. 
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Table 3: Comparison of 2006 Cases: raw and GEE modelling comparing cases seen by CCT and cases referred to CCT (93) 

 

 Seen by CCT (N=1324) Referred to CCT (N=1537) 

 Raw Data 

GEE Modelling:  

Odds ratio (95% CI) Raw Data 

GEE Modelling:  

Odds Ratio (95% CI) 

Mean Age (years) (SD) 83.3 (7.90) 1.07 (1.05-1.08) 83.1 (7.97) 1.07 (1.05-1.08) 

Female 981 (74.1, 71.7-76.4) 1.63 (1.21-2.20) 1123 (73.1) 1.53 (1.13-2.07) 

Arrival by Ambulance 1022 (77.2, 74.9-79.4) 1.97 (1.49-2.61) 1176 (76.5) 1.89 (1.42-2.51) 

Nursing Home Resident 301 (22.7, 20.6-25.1) 1.56 (1.10-2.21) 340 (22.1) 1.41 (0.98-2.02) 

Australasian Triage 

Score 1 Resuscitation 1 (0.1, 0-0.5) 0.91 (0.72-1.16) 2 (0.1, 0-0.4) 0.89 (0.69-1.15) 

 2 Emergency 40 (3.0, 2.2-4.1)  51 (3.3, 2.5-4.3)  

 3 Urgent 578 (43.7, 41.0-46.3)  658 (42.8, 40.3-45.3)  

 4 Semi-Urgent 697 (52.6, 50.0-55.3)  815 (53.0, 50.5-55.5)  

 5 Non-Urgent 8 (0.6, 0.3-1.2)  11 (0.7, 0.3-1.3)  

Socio-economic 

Index Most Advantaged 726 (55.1, 52.4-57.8) 0.85 (0.74-0.97) 824 (53.9, 51.4-56.4) 0.97 (0.84-1.12) 

 2 301 (22.8, 20.6-25.2)  363 (23.7, 21.6-25.9)  

 3 169 (12.8, 11.0-14.7)  192 (12.5, 10.9-14.3)  

 Least Advantaged 122 (9.3, 7.8-11.0)  151 (9.9, 8.5-11.5)  

Proportions presented as N (%, 95% CI)  CCT=Care Coordination Team 

GEE=Generalised Estimating Equation  SD=Standard Deviation 
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Table 4: Triage and admission trends over time for patients 65 years and older (93) 

 

Year 2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 (Jan to Sept) 

Patients 65 Years and Over 

Attending ED* 1 Resuscitation  262 (2.0, 1.8-2.3) 306 (2.0, 1.8-2.2) 362 (2.3, 2.1-2.5) 344 (2.2, 2.0-2.5) 287 (2.4, 2.1-2.7) 

ATS, N (%, 95% CI) 2 Emergency  3198 (24.2, 23.5-25.0) 3752 (24.5, 23.8-25.2) 4112 (25.8, 25.1-26.5) 4223 (27.3, 26.6-28.1) 3436 (28.4, 27.6-29.2) 

  3 Urgent 5586 (42.3, 41.4-43.1) 6282 (41.0, 40.2-41.8) 6381 (40.1, 39.3-40.8) 6345 (41.1, 40.4-41.9) 5424 (44.9, 44.0-45.8) 

  4 Semi-Urgent 3902 (29.5, 28.8-30.3) 4761 (31.1, 30.4-31.9) 4828 (30.3, 29.6-31.1) 4333 (28.1, 23.4-28.8) 2820 (23.4, 22.6-24.1) 

  5 Non-Urgent 257 (2.0, 1.2-2.2) 211 (1.4, 1.2-1.6) 240 (1.5, 1.3-1.7) 191 (1.2, 1.1-1.4) 115 (1.0, 0.8-1.2) 

  Total 13205 (100) 15312 (100) 15923 (100) 15436 (100) 12082 (100) 

Patients Admitted from ED* 1 Resuscitation  245 (92.8, 89.0-95.3) 271 (88.3, 84.2-91.4) 322 (89.0, 85.3-91.8) 314 (91.3, 87.8-93.8) 269 (93.1, 89.6-95.5) 

ATS, N (%, 95% CI) 2 Emergency  2349 (73.4, 71.8-74.9) 2653 (70.6, 69.2-72.1) 2855 (69.3, 67.9-70.7) 3197(75.6, 74.3-76.9) 2609 (75.8, 74.3-77.2) 

  3 Urgent 3901 (69.8, 68.6-71.0) 4256 (67.6, 66.4-68.8) 4215 (65.9, 64.8-67.1) 4375 (68.8, 67.6-69.9) 3678 (67.6, 66.3-68.8) 

  4 Semi-Urgent 2054 (52.6, 51.0-54.2) 2292 (48.0, 46.6-49.4) 2232 (46.1, 44.7-47.5) 2111 (48.6, 47.1-50.1) 1330 (47.0, 45.2-48.9) 

  5 Non-Urgent 82 (31.7, 26.3-37.6) 36 (17.0, 12.5-22.6) 56 (23.1, 18.3-28.9) 63 (33.0, 26.7-40.0) 20 (17.2, 11.5-25.1) 

  Total 8631 (65.3, 64.5-66.1) 9508 (62.0, 61.2-62.7) 9680 (60.7, 59.9-61.4) 10060 (65.1, 64.3-65.8) 7906 (65.2, 64.6-66.1) 

All Fall Presentations* 1 Resuscitation  5 (0.2, 0.1-0.5) 14 (0.5, 0.3-0.8) 12 (0.4, 0.2-0.7) 20 (0.7, 0.5-1.1) 14 (0.6, 0.4-1.0) 

ATS, N (%, 95% CI) 2 Emergency  153 (6.9, 6.0-8.1) 183 (6.7, 5.8-7.7) 201 (7.0, 6.2-8.0) 234 (8.4, 7.4-9.4) 253 (11.2, 9.9-12.5) 

  3 Urgent 1009 (45.7, 43.6-47.8) 1301 (47.2, 45.4-49.1) 1267 (44.4, 42.6-46.3) 1407 (50.3, 48.4-52.2) 1221 (53.9, 51.9-56.0) 

  4 Semi-Urgent 1006 (45.6, 43.6-47.7) 1229 (44.6, 42.8-46.5) 1336 (46.9, 45.1-48.7) 1119 (40.0, 38.2-41.9) 763 (33.7, 31.8-35.7) 

  5 Non-Urgent 33 (1.5, 1.1-2.1) 25 (0.9, 0.6-1.4) 34 (1.2, 0.8-1.7) 18 (0.4, 0.38-0.42) 13 (0.6, 0.3-1.0) 

  Total 2206 (100) 2752 (100) 2850 (100) 2798 (100) 2264 (100) 
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Fall Presentations Referred to 

CCT* 1 Resuscitation 2 (0.1, 0-0.5) 2 (0.1, 0-0.5) 1 (0.1, 0.1-0.4) 0 (0.0, 0-0.4) 

ATS, N (%, 95% CI) 2 Emergency 51 (3.3, 2.5-4.3) 53 (3.9, 3.0-5.1) 67 (5.2, 4.1-6.5) 61 (6.2, 4.9-7.9) 

  3 Urgent 658 (42.8, 40.4-45.3) 520 (38.3, 35.8-41.0) 581 (45.2, 42.5-47.9) 490 (50.2, 47.1-53.3) 

  4 Semi-Urgent 815 (53.0, 50.5-55.5) 766 (56.6, 53.9-59.2) 631 (49.0, 46.3-51.8) 420 (43.0, 40.0-46.2) 

  5 Non-Urgent 11 (0.7, 0.4-1.3) 14 (1.0, 0.6-1.7) 7 (0.5, 0.3-1.1) 5 (0.5, 0.2-1.2) 

   Total 1537 (55.8, 53.9-57.6) 1355 (47.5, 45.7-49.4) 1287 (46.0, 44.2-47.8) 976 (43.1, 41.1-45.2) 

All Fallers Referred to CCT 

Admitted* 1 Resuscitation   0 (0.0, 0-0.4) 0 (50.0, 9.5-90.5) 1 (100.0, 20.7-100.0) 0 (0.0, 0-0.8) 

ATS, N (% Referred, 95% CI) 2 Emergency   31 (78.4, 65.4-87.5) 29 (69.8, 56.5-80.5) 47 (83.6, 72.9-90.6) 37 (72.0, 59.8-81.8) 

  3 Urgent  391 (72.5, 69.0-75.8) 281 (65.2, 61.0-69.2) 342 (66.8, 62.9-70.5) 264 (69.4, 65.7-73.8) 

  4 Semi-Urgent  385 (59.6, 56.2-62.9) 326 (53.7, 50.2-57.2) 303 (57.0, 53.1-60.8) 169 (57.2, 52.5-61.9) 

  5 Non-Urgent  6 (54.5, 28.0-78.7) 4 (35.7, 16.3-61.2) 1 (28.6, 8.2-64.1) 2 (40.0, 11.8-76.9) 

  Total  813 (65.6, 63.2-68.0) 640 (58.6, 55.9-61.2) 694 (62.7, 60.0-65.3) 472 (64.4, 61.4-67.4) 

All Fallers Not Referred to 

CCT Admitted* 1 Resuscitation   10 (91.7, 64.6-98.5) 8 (90.0, 50.6-98.2) 18 (100.0, 83.2-100.0) 14 (100.0, 78.5-100.0) 

ATS, N (% Not Referred, 95% 

CI) 2 Emergency   113 (87.3, 80.6-91.9) 131 (90.5, 84.8-94.3) 142 (86.8, 80.9-91.1) 169 (92.7, 88.1-95.6) 

  3 Urgent  535 (85.7, 82.8-88.2) 574 (78.6, 75.5-81.4) 655 (79.7, 76.8-82.3) 569 (82.5, 79.6-85.1) 

  4 Semi-Urgent  205 (52.4, 47.2-56.8) 265 (49.0, 45.0-53.1) 250 (53.4, 48.9-57.8) 290 (58.4, 53.2-63.5) 

  5 Non-Urgent  0 (6.7, 1.2-29.8) 4 (20.0, 8.1-41.6) 7 (63.6, 35.4-84.8) 2 (25.0, 7.2-59.1) 

  Total  863 (73.6, 71.1-76.0) 982 (67.8, 65.4-70.1) 1072 (72.1, 69.8-74.3) 944 (77.4, 75.1-79.6) 

* p<0.05  Proportions presented as N (%, 95% CI)   

ATS Australasian Triage Score   CCT Care Coordination Team    

ED  Emergency Department 
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Figure 2: Referral and admission trends for ATS categories 1 to 3 (93) 

  (…..), fall presentation in ATS 1–3; (     ), fall referrals to CCT; (---), CCT referrals admitted; ( ), CCT non-referrals admitted  

ATS, Australasian Triage Scale; CCT, Care Coordination Team 
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Table 5: Representations and readmissions 2004 to 2009: raw data of index cases (93) 

 

  Representations Readmissions 

Year 

N (index 

presentations) 

Total N  

(%, 95% CI) Referred to CCT Not Referred to CCT 

Rate 

Ratio 

(95% CI) P Total Referred to CCT Not Referred to CCT 

Rate 

Ratio 

(95% CI) P 

2004 643 52 (8.1, 6.1-10.5)     40 (6.2, 4.5-8.4)     

 

2006 

 

826 52 (6.3, 4.7-8.2) 34/468 (7.3, 5.1-10.0) 18/358 (5.0, 3.0-7.8) 1.46 0.12 39 (4.7, 3.4-6.4) 26/468 (5.6, 3.7-8.1) 13/358 (3.6, 1.9-6.1) 1.56 0.13 

 

2007 1007 55 (5.5, 4.2-7.1) 34/542 (6.3, 4.4-8.7) 21/465 (4.5, 2.8-6.8) 1.4 0.14 35 (3.5, 2.5-4.8) 22/542 (4.1, 2.6-6.1) 13/465 (2.8, 1.5-4.7) 1.46 0.18 

 

2008 886 38 (4.3, 3.1-5.9) 22/472 (4.7, 3.0-7.0) 16/414 (3.9, 2.3-6.2) 1.26 0.34 27 (3.0, 2.0-4.4) 17/472 (3.6, 2.1-5.7) 10/414 (2.4, 1.2-4.4) 1.50 0.20 

 

2009 

(Jan-

Sept)  

627 29 (4.6, 3.1-6.5) 16/345 (4.6, 2.6-7.4) 13/282 (4.6, 2.5-7.7) 1.00 0.57 22 (3.5, 2.2-5.2) 12/345 (3.5, 1.8-6.0) 10/282 (3.5, 1.7-6.4) 1.00 0.56 

 

 

Proportions presented as N (%, 95% CI) 

CCT=Care Coordination Team 
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Table 6: Representations and readmissions 2006-2009: regression modelling of all falls cases (93) 

Variable of Interest  Representation  Readmission  

 Odds Ratio 95% CI P Odds Ratio 95% CI P 

Referred to CCT 2006 1.23 0.55-2.77 0.62 2.21 0.77-4.72 0.16 

  2007 1.42 0.78-2.57 0.25 1.68 0.78-3.64 0.18 

 2008 1.12 0.58-2.17 0.74 1.38 0.56-3.38 0.48 

 2009 0.78 0.34-1.77 0.55 0.78 0.30-2.03 0.61 

 All Years 1.18 0.85-1.64 0.32 1.47 0.96-2.24 0.80 

Age  1.01 0.99-1.03 0.31 1.02 0.99-1.04 0.24 

Female  0.85 0.62-1.17 0.32 0.90 0.60-1.37 0.90 

Arrival by Ambulance  1.21 0.84-1.74 0.31 1.67 1.03-2.69 0.04 

Nursing Home Resident  1.00 0.66-1.53 0.98 1.04 0.63-1.72 0.88 

Triage Category  0.95 0.71-1.26 0.73 0.95 0.69-1.31 0.77 

 Socio-economic Index  0.92 0.77-1.09 0.32 0.97 0.79-1.18 0.75 

 Previous Falls  1.10 0.84-1.45 0.49 1.33 1.01-1.75 0.04 

 

CCT=Care Coordination Team 
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1.8.5 Patient characteristics summary 

 

Overall, these data described the impact of a maturing ED CCT from its commencement in 

2005. The CCT were being referred a smaller proportion of fallers with higher urgency. 

However, the admission rate for patients referred to CCT remained stable.(93) This may 

indicate greater selectivity of the referral process as the CCT program matured to provide 

service to those patients most likely to receive benefit. This finding may also be a result of 

more effective CCT interventions in the ED, permitting safe patient discharge for higher risk 

patients.(93) 

 

This study also demonstrated the most significant characteristics of older fallers presenting to 

an ED and being referred to a CCT: increasing age, female sex, use of the ambulance service, 

and patients transferred from nursing homes.(93) However several unknown factors remain 

such as what fall risk screening tools can a CCT utilise to identify this at risk population and 

what intervention strategies could be implemented in the ED setting to support these patients 

to avoid further falls. This thesis aims to address these gaps in the existing clinical guidelines 

and research literature. 

 

1.9 Statement of problem  

 

Falls and the associated injuries remain a major public health problem.(94) Research has 

demonstrated that multifactorial interventions can be effective in falls prevention.(94) 

However there is little to no evidence to demonstrate this specifically for interventions provided 

by a dedicated CCT in the ED setting. Existing ED falls prevention clinical guidelines are based 

on uncertain evidence extrapolated from research often completed in community settings. The 
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initial study of patients presenting to SCGH after a fall demonstrated that the ED CCT role 

matured over time and results were promising, with CCT attending higher urgency patients 

associated with stable overall admission rates. However, the clinical effectiveness of ED CCT, 

especially regarding the accuracy of fall risk screening and success of falls prevention 

intervention strategies, requires further examination. This thesis aims to review CCT 

intervention strategies and current risk screening assessment methods to support older adults 

presenting to the ED after a fall. 

 

1.10 Research questions 

 

1 Does CCT intervention in the ED with a point of contact post discharge service reduce 

falls in older patients?  

2 What is the effect of a brief intervention for falls prevention in older patients presenting 

to the ED? 

3 What is the cost effectiveness of providing a brief intervention in the ED environment for 

falls prevention? 

4 What is the predictive ability of currently used fall risk screening tools (Two Item 

Screening Tool(95) and the Falls Risk for Older Persons – Community Setting Screening 

Tool (FROP Com Screen)(83) for identifying patients at risk of future falls? 

5 Do falls prevention services provided by an ED allied health CCT reduce the incidence 

of falls in older adults after discharge from the ED?  
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1.11 Significance of the study 

 

This research is significant because it robustly explores in detail a new frontier for allied health 

working in the ED environment. The goal is to create an evidence base to guide clinical 

practice. It aims to determine if methods of risk screening patients for falls are effective. If 

patients that are likely to fall again can be successfully identified in the ED setting, further 

services and supports can be arranged. This would have a significant personal and economic 

impact for the patient and society.  

 

Further experimental evaluations of intervention strategies in the ED are required due to the 

limited number of previous RCTs completed in this setting. Limited prior research on CCT 

falls management has been completed in the ED setting. This thesis is significant because it 

aims to explore the success and cost effectiveness of interventions provided to older adults to 

prevent falls in the ED by a CCT. This will help us to better understand intervention strategies 

utilised in fall prevention and to make enhanced choices regarding use of therapist time and 

clinical resources in the future, leading to improved patient outcomes. 

 

1.12 Structure of thesis 

 

This thesis is in agreement with The University of Western Australia Doctor of Philosophy 

Rule for the content and format of a thesis(96) and is presented as a series of papers. This thesis 

is presented as a combination of published manuscripts and supporting text. There is an 

introduction and summary for each paper presented. Chapter 2 provides background literature 

on falls prevention interventions. 
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The paper in Chapter 3 was published in Physical and Occupational Therapy in Geriatrics. This 

explores the impact of multifactorial assessment and intervention in the ED with post discharge 

regular professional intervention to prevent falls.(97) Chapter 4 explores an alternative and 

novel intervention approach consisting of a brief intervention in the ED. This was published in 

Emergency Medicine Australasia.(98) Chapter 5 is an economic analysis to explore the cost 

effectiveness of providing the brief intervention. This was published in the Journal of 

Evaluation in Clinical Practice.(99) 

 

Chapter 6 is background literature that explores fall risk factors and reviews fall risk screening 

methods in the ED setting. It highlights the tools that we currently utilise to identify and provide 

targeted intervention to patients. Chapter 7 was published in the Emergency Medicine Journal 

and is a comparison of two fall risk screening tools.(100) 

 

Chapter 8 is a systematic literature review and meta-analysis of all falls prevention intervention 

techniques (including those presented in this thesis) that have previously been trialled to assist 

older adults presenting to ED to avoid future falls. This summarises all current evidence on 

falls prevention intervention strategies. This paper is currently under review for publication in 

the Australasian Journal of Ageing. 

 

Chapter 9 is the final chapter and consists of a discussion of major findings, limitations of the 

research, recommendations for policy, practice and further research and concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Before undertaking any studies on intervention programs provided by a CCT in the ED to help 

older adults avoid falls, it is important to have an appreciation of the existing evidence and 

clinical guidelines. The purpose of this chapter is to identify, and both narratively and critically 

appraise research on falls prevention interventions that could support older adults presenting 

to the ED after a fall.  

 

2.2 Selection of the evidence 

 

Evidence was selected for the population of older adults 65 years of age and older, who 

presented to an ED. Intervention was considered as any strategy that could be aimed at reducing 

future falls. The intervention could be provided as a primary prevention strategy to patients 

that may not have previously fallen but have identified fall risk factors or as secondary 

prevention to support patients who have experienced falls to avoid recurrent falls. Core 

outcome set recommendations in falls prevention have previously been established.(1) For this 

review we considered the impact of falls prevention intervention on the number of fallers, fall 

related injuries, mortality, ED representations, hospital admissions, physical activity or 

function and quality of life. A literature review was completed to identify randomised and 

quasi-randomised controlled trials, or prior systematic reviews of those trials. A search of a 

range of electronic databases including OVID (Medline [1946 – 2013], Cochrane Central 

Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Embase and 

Cumulative Index for Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) was undertaken. The 
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database searches focused on a combination of the key words including fall, emergency 

department, older adult, frail elderly, geriatric, and aged. A grey literature search was 

completed. Reference lists from all previous systematic reviews and meta-analysis, relevant 

articles and clinical guidelines were reviewed. Research from all years and all languages were 

included if there was an English abstract.  

  

2.3 Grading the evidence 

 

Previous systematic reviews were critically appraised utilising The Joanna Briggs Institute 

(JBI) Checklist for Systematic Reviews and Research Syntheses.(2) The individual studies 

were assessed for quality and risk of bias using the checklist recommended by Cochrane as per 

the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies, Effective Public Health Practice Project 

2007.(3) This tool includes components of intervention integrity.(3) It provides an overall 

rating for articles as weak, moderate, and strong.  

 

2.4 Research evidence exploring fall prevention interventions to support Emergency 

Department patients 

 

2.4.1 Systematic reviews and meta-analysis  

 

A review of the literature identified several systematic reviews and meta-analyses  that have 

historically been completed to collate evidence on falls prevention intervention measures that 

could potentially be provided to patients being discharged from the ED. A summary of the 

quality assessment of these reviews can be found in Appendix 2, Table 14. 
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Weigand, et al(4) in 2001 performed a narrative systematic review of emergency medicine 

literature to assess the appropriateness of an intervention to identify, counsel, and refer ED 

patients over 64 years old who were at high risk of falls. The literature search was adequate, 

although only studies published in the English were included. This means that both unpublished 

studies and those published in other languages could have been missed. Twenty six articles 

were identified; however, none were ED-based studies of either primary or secondary falls 

prevention intervention in older patients. One randomised controlled trial provided a structured 

interdisciplinary approach to patients in the community after discharge which significantly 

reduced the number of falls.(5) Two studies identified that it may be possible to identify 

patients in the ED at risk of falls.(6, 7) The authors concluded that further research was required 

to continue to identify effective measures in the ED which prevent falls.(4)  

 

In 2002 Hill-Westmoreland, et al(8) reviewed the effects of falls prevention programs on the 

proportion of falls in older adults. The study included any research on falls prevention 

interventions in patients 60 years of age or older, as such it included research completed in 

different settings and not limited to the ED. It contained a well-defined review question in 

terms of the types of interventions, study design, participants and outcome measures that were 

to be assessed. Again, the literature search strategy was limited to English articles only. Two 

reviewers independently assessed the studies for inclusion, thus minimising any bias in the 

selection process. However, only one reviewer systematically undertook the validity 

assessment, and although the authors reported a strong correlation between the reviewers' 

assessments for the four studies that were also assessed by a further two reviewers, bias may 

have been introduced into the validity assessment process.  
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Overall the authors used meta-analysis to summarise the findings involving a comparison and 

a quantifiable outcome.(8) The overall mean weighted effect size for the 12 studies identified 

was 0.08 (Z=5.03, p<0.001). The results indicated that there was a 4% decrease in the rate of 

falls for patients who were in the treatment groups receiving various falls prevention 

interventions.(8) These interventions included falls prevention strategies such as exercise, 

mobility training, provision of education, biological and physical assessments, environmental 

modifications and screening and referrals for vision, hearing, mental status, etc.(8) 

 

In 2004 Chang et al(9) assessed the relative effectiveness of interventions to prevent falls in 

older adults. This again included intervention programs provided in all settings which focused 

on falls prevention. There was no restriction on language of publication however a search 

strategy was not provided. Components of falls interventions included multifactorial 

intervention, exercise, environmental modification or education. Forty trials were identified 

and a random effects analysis combining trials showed a reduction in the risk of falling (risk 

ratio [RR] 0.88, 95% CI 0.82 to 0.95) and the monthly rate of falling (RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.72 

to 0.88).(9) A multifactorial intervention was the most effective component which decreased 

risk of falling (RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.72 to 0.94) and the monthly fall rate (RR 0.63, 95% CI 0.49 

to 0.83).(9) Exercise interventions also had a beneficial effect on the risk of falling (RR 0.86, 

95% CI 0.75 to 0.99) and the monthly fall rate (RR 0.86, 95% CI 0.73 to 1.01).(8) The authors 

concluded that interventions to prevent falls in older adults were effective in reducing both the 

risk of falling and the monthly rate of falling. The most effective intervention was a 

multifactorial intervention.(9) Chang et al(9) recommended implementing this program by 

targeting selected people, such as those with a history of falls.  
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Weatherall (2004) estimated the effectiveness of falls prevention programs from randomised 

controlled trials (RCTs).(10) The author evaluated 17 studies available up to August, 2002. 

The analysis demonstrated that: a) exercise as a sole intervention may have a beneficial effect 

but the results were not conclusive; b) multifactorial intervention programs were more effective 

than exercise alone (number needed to treat: multiple interventions, 9.8 versus exercise alone, 

19.5); c) a “visit and advice” intervention may be effective but has the largest number needed 

to treat estimate.(10, 11) The author concluded that multifactorial intervention strategies were 

particularly effective for falls prevention.(11)  

 

In a critical appraisal of this article some limitations were noted. It was unclear if only English 

published articles were included. No quality assessment of the included articles was identified. 

Only one author was involved in the search and data extraction process with no identified 

strategies to minimise errors. This may impact on the strength of evidence supporting the 

author’s findings. 

 

In 2008 Gates, et al(12) evaluated the effectiveness of multifactorial assessment and 

intervention programs to prevent falls and injuries among older adults recruited to trials in 

primary care, community or emergency care settings. The review question was clear and well-

constructed, and the search strategy was not restricted by language. Nineteen studies were 

included with a combined RR for the number of fallers at 0.91 (95% CI 0.82 to 1.02) and for 

fall related injuries at 0.90 (95% CI 0.68 to 1.20).(12) Subgroup analyses found no evidence of 

different effects between intervention provided in different settings, populations selected at 

high risk of falls, and interdisciplinary teams including a doctor, but interventions that actively 

provide treatments may be more effective than those that provide only knowledge and 

referral.(12) The costs of implementation of these interventions have not been extensively 
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studied but as they are likely to be expensive the cost effectiveness of this type of intervention 

is questionable.(12) Overall Gates, et al(12) concluded that evidence that multifactorial falls 

prevention programs in any setting were effective was limited.  

 

Three other systematic reviews were identified that explored interventions to improve 

outcomes for older adults discharged from the ED.(12-15) These reviews were not specific to 

falls prevention programs. The reviews agreed that there was a lack of consistency and clarity 

in study designs and evaluative outcomes and that further research in this area is required.(13-

15) More intensive interventions that followed patients beyond a referral and the use of a 

clinical risk prediction tool appeared to be associated with improved outcomes for older 

adults.(13)  

 

2.4.2 Cochrane reviews 

 

The first Cochrane review of falls prevention interventions in older people living in the 

community was published in 2003, with updated reviews published in 2009 and 2012.(16-18) 

A further review was recently published in 2018 (after completion of the research trials outlined 

in this thesis) and will be examined further in Chapter 8.(19) This section will focus on the 

information provided by the 2012 Cochrane review. However it is crucial to note that only ten 

of the studies identified in this review involved intervention strategies provided to patients who 

presented to an ED after a fall.(5, 20-28) 

 

RCTs were included if the participants were 60 years or older and if most participants were 

living in the community in accommodation, which was not residential care or a rehabilitation 

setting. If the study had a mixed population, it was suitable to be included in the review if there 
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was a subgroup analysis based on place of residence. The authors excluded patients with 

Parkinson’s disease or stroke, but not patients with a cognitive impairment. The study outcomes 

included rate of falls and/or number of fallers, while secondary outcomes included number of 

participants sustaining fall related fractures, adverse effects of interventions and economic 

outcomes.  

 

The searches for all appropriate studies were conducted to include RCTs published up to March 

2012 from a range of databases including Medline, Embase, CINAHL, and Cochrane Library 

registers. Interventions were grouped using the falls prevention classification developed by 

ProFaNE based on single, multicomponent and multifactorial interventions and the type of 

intervention.(1) The pooled data were used in a series of meta-analyses to estimate pooled risk 

and RaR of falls for all the interventions. Additional subgroup analyses were also performed, 

for example to examine the effect of high and low fall risk on interventions, and whether active 

treatment was provided versus interventions which depended on referral to other services or 

primary care physicians for their provision. However, no subgroup analyses was completed for 

interventions provided through the ED setting. 

 

This review included 159 RCTs with 79,193 participants.(18) It identified that a range of single, 

multicomponent and multifactorial interventions were effective in reducing falls and fall risk. 

Multifactorial interventions, which include individual risk assessment, reduced rate of falls 

(RaR 0.76, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.86; 19 trials; 9503 participants), but not risk of falling (RR 0.93, 

95% CI 0.86 to 1.02; 34 trials; 13,617 participants). Home safety assessment and modification 

interventions were effective in reducing rate of falls (RaR 0.81, 95% CI 0.68 to 0.97; 6 trials; 

4208 participants) and risk of falling (RR 0.88, 95% CI 0.80 to 0.96; 7 trials; 4051 participants). 

These interventions were more effective in people with a higher risk of falling, including those 
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with severe visual impairment. Home safety interventions appeared to be more effective when 

delivered by an occupational therapist.  

 

Trials testing interventions to increase knowledge and educate about falls prevention alone did 

not significantly reduce the rate of falls (RaR 0.33, 95% CI 0.09 to 1.20; 1 trial; 45 participants) 

or risk of falling (RR 0.88, 95% CI 0.75 to 1.03; 4 trials; 2555 participants).(18) Overall the 

Cochrane review recommended some interventions that are likely to be helpful and may be 

considered in the context of emergency medicine:  

• Multifactorial interventions that include individual risk assessment resulted in a 

reduced rate of falls. 

• Home safety assessment and modification interventions were effective in reducing the 

rate of falls. These interventions were more effective in people at higher risk of falling, 

including those with severe visual impairment. 

• Group and home-based exercise programs reduced both the rate of falls and the risk of 

falling. 

• Gradual withdrawal of psychotropic medication also reduced the rate of falls. 

 

It is possible that these interventions or types of referrals could be modified to be effective in 

the ED setting.(29) However to date no Cochrane review has explicitly focused on the effects 

of interventions designed to reduce the incidence of falls in older people who present to EDs.  
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2.4.3 Emergency Department randomised controlled trials 

 

As highlighted ten of the studies identified in the 2012 Cochrane review (Table 7) investigated 

older adults presenting to the ED after a fall,(5, 20-28) and only two of these found the 

intervention programs offered to be effective in preventing falls.(5, 22)  

 

2.4.3.1 Positive trials  

 

Two studies reported some success in preventing future falls in older adults after providing an 

intervention program.(5, 22) The Prevention of Falls in the Elderly Trial (PROFET) 

demonstrated that a group of fallers who visited the ED and received intervention had a lower 

risk of falling. The PROFET targeted older adults who had attended an ED in London with a 

fall or fall related injury, recruiting 397 patients, with 183 patients receiving intervention.(5) A 

comprehensive medical assessment by a geriatrician of multifactorial fall risks followed by 

targeted treatment strategies and referrals was provided in a day hospital setting. Included was 

an occupational therapist home environmental hazard assessment and recommendations. 

Importantly, funding was provided for minor modifications and aids. This intervention 

demonstrated a significant reduction in the number of falls (intervention = 183 vs control = 

510; P=0.0002), risk of falling (OR 0.39, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.66) and risk of recurrent falls (OR 

0.33, 95% CI 0.16 to 0.68). The authors underscored the dynamic interaction between intrinsic 

risk factors (i.e., age, gender, comorbidities) and extrinsic risk factors (i.e., environmental 

hazards and home supports), as well as the importance of an interdisciplinary assessment.(30) 

There was also evidence that this model of clinical practice preserved function.(31)   
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This study involved patients who were discharged directly from the ED, but it also included 

patients that were admitted to hospital as a result of their fall and then contacted after discharge 

to enrol in the study. These patients may have received additional clinical inpatient falls 

prevention intervention as the median hospital length of stay was 17 days in the control group 

and 16 days in the intervention group. Any additional falls prevention intervention that these 

patients may have received in hospital was not explored in this study. 

 

A similar study was conducted in an ED in the UK by Davison et al(22) in 2005. This study 

compared conventional care with a multifactorial assessment and intervention program 

including medical treatment, physical therapy and occupational therapy. They aimed to prevent 

falls in cognitively intact, older adults with a history of recurrent falls. Follow up revealed that 

the intervention group had 36% fewer falls over a one year period than the control group. 

Davison, et al(22) found multifactorial intervention was effective at reducing the fall burden in 

cognitively intact older persons with recurrent falls attending the ED, but it did not reduce the 

proportion of patients still falling. Patients in the intervention group had a similar number of 

hospital admissions, however the length of stay was significantly shorter for patients who 

received intervention. These patients also experienced a reduction in fear of falling. Both 

studies provide evidence to suggest that interdisciplinary assessment and interventions have an 

effect on reducing the number and risk of falls, as well as reducing readmissions to the ED.(30) 

However this study also included those admitted to hospital from the ED following an index 

fall and they were recruited after hospital discharge. It was unclear how many patients were 

recruited after a hospital admission, what the hospital length of stay was and if they received 

any extra inpatient hospital fall prevention education or management before participation in 

the study. 
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2.4.3.2 Negative trials 

 

Hendriks et al(21) attempted to replicate PROFET in a Dutch cohort but found no significant 

difference in the time to first fall between the intervention and the control groups. The authors 

made reference to the healthcare system differences between the Netherlands and the UK which 

altered the provision of some of the recommendations of the multifactorial assessment (their 

provision was dependent upon referral by the primary care physician). This meant that instead 

of the research team providing or referring patients to falls prevention interventions, an 

additional step was required to access these interventions, and was outside of the control of the 

research team.(31) This resulted in a delay of up to 3.5 months before interventions were 

provided after the initial ED presentation. Of patients receiving the medical assessments 

reportedly only 43% received at least one recommendation or referral. Additionally, there was 

decreased adherence with only half of the patients asking their general practitioner about their 

referrals and one quarter did not receive the intended referrals and recommendations from their 

general practitioner. The study population was also younger in comparison to the Close et al(5) 

study (mean age 74.9 vs 78.2) and less died in the follow up period highlighting that the 

intervention program may be less effective in younger, more able patients. 

 

Kingston et al(23) reported on a trial which was limited to female patients who were provided 

with a home visit from a nurse within five working days of attending an ED with a fall. The 

home visit focused on management of pain, fall risk factor education, strategies on how to get 

up after a fall and advice on diet and education. Patients in the control group received standard 

post-fall treatment administered in the ED. This consisted of a letter to their general practitioner 

detailing the clinical event, any interventions in the ED and recommendations as to the follow 

up deemed necessary. However no statistically significant difference was noted between the 
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intervention and control groups. In this trial, 44 patients (40%) sustained a fracture, often from 

outdoor falls, a figure much higher than in other studies. Participants were younger compared 

to other studies with a mean age of 71.9 years. As a result, it is difficult to compare the results 

of this study with other RCTs that included older populations with lower fracture rates. Overall 

improved screening and targeting of intervention was recommended.(23) 

 

Lightbody et al(24) evaluated a nurse assessment and management plan for older adults 

discharged home from an ED after a fall. The intervention consisted of a fall risk assessment 

in the home that addressed modifiable risk factors (medication, electrocardiogram, blood 

pressure, cognition, visual acuity, hearing, vestibular dysfunction, balance, mobility, feet and 

footwear). The intervention was carried out by a trained nurse two to four weeks after the index 

fall. Identified risk factors were addressed using referral to existing services. Advice and 

education about safety in the home was also provided. It is unclear if this service involved a 

one-off home visit or if additional follow up was provided. After six months of follow up for 

348 patients (intervention = 155, control = 159), no significant trend towards lower falls was 

found in the intervention group (36 patients had 89 falls) compared to usual care (39 patients 

had 145 falls). Fewer fall related admissions (8 versus 10) and bed days (69 versus 233) were 

reported. The intervention group scored significantly higher in indicators of function (p<0.05) 

and mobility within the community (p<0.02). The authors identified that the study was under-

powered and a longer follow up period may have been required to measure the effect of second 

party referrals and intervention. 

 

In another study, 140 patients presenting to the ED after a fall were randomised to usual care 

(n=70) or to an intervention (n=70) consisting of a fall risk assessment and an evidence based 

prescription faxed to their general practitioner.(25) There was no other direction over any other 
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referrals instigated by the general practitioner or the timing of these. Fall rates as well as 

compliance with advice were monitored for six months. Patients in the intervention group were 

more likely to comply with preventative advice (OR 12.3) but there was no significant 

reduction in falls in the intervention group (OR 1.7).(25) This study did not have sufficient 

statistical power to demonstrate that the intervention led to improved patient outcomes and 

there were significant baseline differences in terms of previous falls in the last six months 

between the intervention (53%) and control (32%) group.(25) However they did attempt to 

provide patients with uniform, guideline based care that was sustainable in the ED setting. 

 

Shaw et al(20) found no significant differences between control and intervention groups for 

patients presenting to the ED with fall related injuries. In this study, all patients received a 

multifactorial baseline assessment, including medical, cardiovascular, physiotherapy and 

occupational therapy. Following the assessment, the control group received conventional care 

while the intervention group received a multifactorial intervention that included treatment of 

underlying medical problems, drug modification, education, and a three month home exercise 

program.(20, 30) The results indicated that there were no significant differences between 

groups for any of the study outcomes, including the proportion of participants who fell and the 

number of falls. The lack of statistically significant results may be due to the fact that the study 

was limited to patients with cognitive impairment. Reportedly 10% fewer patients fell in the 

intervention group, but the sample size was calculated to detect a 30% difference in falls rates, 

similar to outcomes achieved in cognitively intact older patients. The authors reported that 

patients with cognitive impairments have different needs than the general population of older 

adults, and therefore require different strategies for falls prevention.(20) Additionally the 

results from this study are difficult to compare with patients who live independently at home 

as the majority of participants resided in residential aged care facilities. 
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Vind et al(27) recruited 392 older adults to a randomised controlled intervention study. The 

intervention consisted of systematic assessment and personalised treatment aimed at reducing 

risk factors for falls at a hospital outpatient department. The outcome measures were functional 

ability, fear of falling, health-related quality of life and psychological well-being. Only the 

physical function item of the health-related quality of life was slightly positively influenced by 

the intervention. The study was not powered to detect differences in fall rates post intervention 

and only 35% of those invited to participate in the study agreed to, reducing 

generalisability.(27) 

 

de Vries et al(28) completed a RCT to evaluate the effectiveness of multifactorial intervention 

in older adults with a high risk of recurrent falls. This involved assessment within three months 

after presenting with a fall to a doctor or the ED. The intervention group attended a geriatric 

outpatient clinic. However, they found that multifactorial intervention did not reduce falls in 

high risk, cognitively intact older adults. They provided several explanations for the lack of 

intervention effect. These included a small study sample (type II error), ineffective screening 

to identify the population, the usual care group were also provided with beneficial strategies, 

resulting in a lack of separation between groups and the interventions may not have been 

adequate to lower the fall risk in the very high risk group of patients selected. Another 

explanation may be that it is difficult to modify risk in very high risk patients. Participants, 

intervention caregivers and interviewers were also not blinded to group allocation. 

 

Looking at Australian based populations, Russell et al(26) reported on an intervention to reduce 

falls in a cohort of patients who attended an ED following a fall. Standard care was received in 

the ED, but this was followed by an in-home assessment by a trained assessor (physiotherapist, 

occupational therapist, doctor or research fellow) using the Falls Risk of Older People in the 
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Community (FROP-Com) screening tool.(32) Referrals were then made by the team to existing 

community services along with health promotion recommendations. A comprehensive 

interdisciplinary assessment was offered to those subjects who scored in the high risk range on 

the risk screening tool. A significant reduction in the rate of falls was demonstrated with the 

RaR 0.68 (95% CI 0.49 to 0.96), however no difference was demonstrated in the risk of falling 

(RR 1.11, 95% CI 0.95 to 1.31) or the risk of injurious falls (RR 1.06, 95% CI 0.86 to 1.29). 

When the model was adjusted for history of falls in the previous 12 months, balance, level of 

ADL independence and ability to speak English, the effect of the intervention on the rate of 

falls became non-significant (RaR 0.87, 95% CI 0.65 to 1.17).(26, 31) The researchers 

collecting the outcome measures were blinded to group allocation. However, the authors 

reported several limitations such as providing an intervention consisting of referrals to a mix 

of existing community services. The researchers had no control over the scope, duration and 

intensity of the intervention provided. There was also a delay of two to four months between 

the fall risk assessment and a patient receiving intervention to prevent falls. There may have 

been insufficient referrals in the intervention group and a lower level of patient adherence also 

impacting on the effectiveness of the intervention.  
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Table 7: Randomised controlled trials of falls prevention interventions provided to older adults through EDs 

 Intervention Description Proportion Of Patients Who 

Fell 

 Participants Combination Of 

Interventions 

Listed Interventions Control Group 

Care 

Study 

Quality* 

Control Intervention 

Close et al(5) 

(1999)  

> 65 years, lived in the community, and 

presented to an A&E with a fall, 

cognitively intact, English speaking, 

may have been admitted to hospital. 

Multi-factorial • Home hazards assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Referrals to community services 

• Day Hospital Clinic 

Usual care Moderate 0.52 0.32 

Davison et 

al(22) (2005) 

Cognitively intact men and women, > 65 

years, presenting to ED with a fall or fall 

related injury and at least one additional 

fall in the preceding year, may have been 

admitted to hospital. 

Multi-factorial • Education 

• Gait retraining 

• Functional training  

• Referrals to community services 

• Assistive equipment review i.e. hip 

protectors 

• Footwear safety 

• Home hazards assessment 

No medical or therapy 

assessment 

Moderate 0.68 0.65 
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de Vries et 

al(28) (2010) 

> 65 years, living independently or in 

assisted living facility, living near 

University Medical Centre, history of 

fall in previous 3 months (not related to 

traffic or occupational accident), 

cognitively intact, no acute pathology 

requiring long-term rehabilitation, e.g. 

stroke 

Multi-factorial • Medical assessment 

• Medication review 

• Home based exercise  

• Home hazards assessment 

• Referrals to other services 

• GP liaison 

Usual care Moderate 0.56 0.52 

Hendriks et 

al(21) (2008) 

Community dwelling, > 65 years, who 

were seen in an ED or GP Cooperative 

after a fall. 

 

Multi-factorial • Home hazards assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Equipment 

• Referrals to community services 

No medical or therapy 

assessment 

Strong 0.46 0.44 

Kingston et 

al(23) (2001) 

Presenting to ED with a fall, female aged 

65-79 years, discharged home, not in 

residential aged care, cognitively intact. 

Multi-factorial • Rapid home visit 5 days post 

discharge with case management for 

12 months 

• Medication review with pain control 

• Education 

• Diet advice 

• Referrals to other services 

• GP liaison 

GP liaison Moderate 0.05 0.04 
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Lightbody et 

al(24) (2002) 

> 65 years, attending the ED with a fall 

and discharged home. 

Multi-factorial • Home hazards assessment 

• Liaison with family 

• Referrals to community services, 

social services and primary care 

team. 

No home assessment or 

treatment 

Moderate 0.22 0.21 

Russell et 

al(26) (2010) 

Community dwelling, > 60 years, 

presenting to an ED after a fall and 

discharged directly home.  

 

Multi-factorial Referrals to existing services 

including: 

• Physiotherapy 

• Occupational Therapy 

• Podiatry 

• Dietician  

• GP liaison 

• Falls Clinic 

• Optometrist 

• Hip Protectors 

• Footwear Safety 

• Home Hazards 

Letter to GP advising 

of falls risk. Patient 

advised to speak to GP. 

Moderate 0.46 0.51 
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Shaw et 

al(20) (2003) 

> 65 years with cognitive impairment 

and dementia, presented with a fall to an 

ED, able to walk, able to communicate 

(excluding dementia complications), 

inside a 15 mile radius of site of 

recruitment, informant available. 

Multi-factorial • Medical Treatment including 

optical corrections, psychogeriatric 

assessment and cardiovascular 

treatment 

• Medication Review 

• Supervised Home Exercise  

• Referrals to community services 

• Assistive equipment reviews i.e. 

walking aids. 

• Footwear safety 

• Home hazards assessment 

Usual care Strong 0.80 0.74 

Whitehead et 

al(25) (2003) 

> 65 years, presented with fall, 

cognitively intact, not from residential 

aged care, not transferred to another 

hospital, may have been admitted to 

hospital and in hospital catchment area. 

Single intervention • GP Letter identifying risk factors 

and treatment strategies 

recommended 

• Patient copy of care plan 

 

Standard GP care Moderate 0.23 0.48 

Vind et 

al(27) (2009) 

> 65 years, treated in an ED or admitted 

with a fall (fall not due to external force 

or alcohol), cognitively intact, not from 

residential aged care, in local area, 

mobile and not receiving geriatric 

intervention. 

Multi-factorial • Referral to specialists 

• Medical treatment 

• Medication review 

• Individualised exercise program 

 

Usual care Moderate 0.52 0.56 

* Study quality assessed by Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies, Effective Public Health Practice Project 2007(3)    
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2.5 Methodological quality 

 

Gates et al(12) highlighted the variable quality of the RCTs available to support falls prevention 

interventions. This review of the evidence has continued to identify these limitations. Half of 

the studies had potentially unrepresentative samples with often less than 60% of the eligible 

patients agreeing to participate. Blinding of outcome assessors and study participants was often 

omitted. Limited articles commented on the reliability and validity of the outcome measures 

utilised. In one study outcome measures were listed, however the results were not reported in 

the article.(25) In two of the studies it was unclear if random allocation was concealed.(20, 24) 

The duration of the participant follow up varied from six to 12 months impacting on the ability 

to compare results. There was also significant variability in how falls were monitored. Most 

studies relied on the use of fall diaries, however in one study(20) patients completed postcards 

with weekly telephone prompting compared to other studies(27, 28) where patients did not 

receive any prompting until a six month measure. This influences the reliability of falls reported 

by patients in the follow up period and hampers comparison between studies.  

 

In one study the authors noted that less than 80% of patients completed the study.(21) The 

multifactorial nature of the intervention programs in falls research impacts on future 

replication, fidelity and the ability to identify the effect of single elements of intervention. In 

many of the studies there was significant contamination of the control group. Davison et al(22) 

reported that 21% of participants in the control group received a form of specialist falls 

assessment. de Vries et al(28) also found that 70% of patients in the control received a referral 

to a medical specialist and 74% had physical therapy sessions. Furthermore, the results of the 

research are often not generalisable to subpopulations such as patients with decreased cognitive 
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function and those in residential aged care facilities as these populations were frequently 

excluded. 

  

Importantly in all of the studies identified, intervention commenced after discharge with no 

studies providing intervention to patients directly in the ED. Thus, the intervention programs 

are missing a ‘teachable moment’ with patients in the ED setting. None of the studies have 

involved a CCT providing interdisciplinary care directly with patients in the ED at the time of 

a fall presentation. Additionally, all the studies tested secondary prevention programs to 

patients who have already fallen, no research has been completed in the ED to explore primary 

prevention.   

 

2.6 Characteristics of successful research trials 

 

With the intervention trials discussed so far showing a mixed picture, it is important to explore 

the features which were common to the interventions that were effective in reducing falls. The 

characteristics that appear to differentiate successful programs from others include delivery of 

the intervention within one month of an index fall, use of an interdisciplinary team and a greater 

level of intensity of intervention.  

 

In the study completed by Close et al(5) baseline data were collected within seven days of the 

fall. The medical assessment was completed within three weeks of the index fall. Davison et 

al(22) reported a median follow up time of 32 days for intervention. In contrast one negative 

study(21) took up to 2.5 months for interventions to be initiated and in other studies the time 

periods were unclear or not controlled by the researcher.(23, 26) 
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A structured interdisciplinary approach to the management and prevention of falls in older 

adults has shown some efficacy.(5, 22) In the Close et al(5) study it was highlighted that many 

patients had multiple risk factors; these findings highlight the dynamic interaction between 

intrinsic and extrinsic risk and the relevance of interdisciplinary assessment. The studies with 

positive outcomes involved a doctor, occupational therapist and physiotherapist delivering the 

intervention.(5, 22) 

 

These studies also involved comprehensive assessment and intervention programs that were 

tailored to the patient. Studies that involved single strategies such as referrals only or a letter 

to the general practitioner had poorer outcomes.(26, 27) Poor patient participation in falls 

prevention activities also appears to be an important factor underpinning the effectiveness of 

prior programs and may be related to care not centring on what the patient perceives to be 

important.(33) Adherence to the intervention is very important and can be possibly improved 

upon with intensified primary care based encouragement and supervision.(28) The studies with 

positive outcomes had strong links with outpatient geriatrics clinics or day hospitals in which 

patients often received ongoing support after discharge from the ED or hospital. 

 

2.7 Emergency Department clinical guidelines 

 

Various clinical guidelines currently exist and have been developed to support health 

professionals in the ED to assess and provide intervention to help older adults avoid future 

falls. The American Geriatrics Society (AGS) and British Geriatrics Society (BGS) produced 

a clinical practice guideline in 2001, which was updated in 2010.(11) They recommended that 

a multifactorial fall risk assessment should be performed for community dwelling older adults 

who report recurrent (two or more) falls, report difficulties with gait or balance or seek medical 
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attention including presenting to an ED because of a fall.(11) Older adults who report a single 

fall in the past 12 months should be evaluated for gait and balance.(11) It is reported that a 

multifactorial fall risk assessment followed by intervention to modify any identified risks is an 

effective strategy to reduce both falls and the risk of falling in older adults.(11) This statement 

is based on the systematic reviews and meta-analysis completed by Chang, et al(9) and 

Gillespie, et al(16). However, these reviews included all RCTs on falls prevention interventions 

which were not specifically completed in the ED setting, greatly impacting on the strength of 

these recommendations. 

 

In the UK the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) also produced a clinical 

guideline for the management of fallers.(33) The NICE 2004 Falls guideline (33) was 

developed in order to reduce the impact of falls upon older adults and to limit National Health 

Service (NHS) costs. The guideline was updated in 2013. The guideline covers patients who 

present at hospital as a result of falling and makes recommendations on what should happen to 

prevent falls after they return home. They recommend that older adults in contact with 

healthcare professionals should be asked routinely whether they have fallen in the past year 

and asked about the frequency, context and characteristics of the fall/s. Older adults who 

present for medical attention because of a fall, or report recurrent falls in the past year, or 

demonstrate abnormalities of gait and/or balance should be offered a multifactorial fall risk 

assessment.(33) This guideline was produced from an appraisal of systematic reviews, RCTs 

and quasi RCTs, controlled cohort studies and published UK audit data. 

 

The Geriatric Emergency Department Guidelines were published in America in 2014.(34) They 

recommend that it is appropriate to evaluate a patient who has either fallen or is at high risk of 

falling. This assessment is often a complex and time consuming evaluation and usually 
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involves a multifaceted and multi-disciplined approach. Furthermore, the cause of the fall is 

often multifactorial, resulting from a complex combination of causes, described as a “geriatric 

syndrome.” The goal of the evaluation of a patient who has fallen or is at increased risk of 

falling is therefore to diagnose and treat traumatic injuries, discover and manage the 

predisposing causes of the fall, and ultimately to prevent complications of falling and future 

falls.(34) The ED plays a critical role in initiating appropriate evaluation, disposition, and 

follow up in order to meet these goals.(22, 34, 35) However again this guideline draws on 

research completed with patients in the community who may not have presented to an ED after 

a fall or received any intervention through an ED.  

 

In Australia, the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC) 

produced the Guidebook for Preventing Falls and Harm From Falls in Older People: Australian 

Hospitals 2009.(36) They recommend that a multifactorial approach to preventing falls should 

be part of routine care for older adults in hospitals. They provide several points for health 

professionals:  

• Develop and implement a targeted and individualised falls prevention plan of care 

based on the findings of a fall risk screen or assessment. 

• As part of discharge planning, an occupational therapy home visit for patients with a 

history of falls, should be organised. 

• Patients considered to be at higher risk of falling should be referred to an occupational 

therapist or physiotherapist for needs and training specific to the home environment, 

provision of equipment, to maximise safety and ensure continuity from hospital to 

home.(36) 
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The Australian guideline reports that identifying fall risk factors is crucial while the patient is 

in the ED.(36) The ED provides an ideal opportunity for developing plans to minimise these 

risk factors. This guideline proposes that EDs should have a policy that outlines procedures for 

screening, management and referral of older adults presenting to the ED as a result of a fall. 

All ED staff should have an opportunity for orientation, training and ongoing education that 

includes falls prevention policy and procedures and research evidence to support these. An 

evidence based screening procedure should be implemented. All older adults with an elevated 

fall risk should have modifiable fall risk factors addressed.  

 

Additionally, the Australian National Ageing and Research Institute (NARI), which is a 

research body that explores ageing, also identified four best practice points: 

• The patient’s primary health provider should be informed of all fall risk screening 

results and subsequent referrals. 

• EDs should identify a clear referral pathway for patients who have a high risk of falls 

or modifiable fall risk factors. 

• ED staff should communicate clearly to patients and their carers about the potential 

benefit and rational for referrals and interventions for reducing fall risk. 

• EDs should review the completion of fall risk screening and referral as part of their 

routine audit of medical records.(37) 

 

Given the limited number of quality RCTs completed in the ED setting, all current guidelines 

for the ED are based on uncertain evidence. These guidelines claim the evidence for their 

recommendations is stronger than it actually is. The recommendations are generalised and 

based on supporting research that has been often completed with patients in the community. 

The few existing ED based trials are frequently underpowered, are difficult to replicate and 
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when one trial was replicated the same results were not found.(21) Trials have included 

different populations as some studies have included patients admitted into the hospital versus 

those that have populations discharged directly from the ED.(38)  

 

This is demonstrated in an additional falls prevention guideline that was developed by NARI 

for EDs in 2007 in Australia.(39) They highlighted five guideline recommendations, however 

only two were based on evidence obtained from at least one properly designed RCT. Other 

recommendations were deemed consensus opinion, which was used to describe evidence based 

on consensus of expert opinion and the findings of expert working parties.(39) Overall a review 

of the current clinical guidelines highlights the lack of existing quality research evidence to 

support falls prevention intervention provided to patients presenting to an ED. Further well 

developed research is required to establish ED specific strategies to manage and support 

patients presenting after a fall. 

 

2.8 Gaps in falls prevention intervention 

 

In Australia, an increasing number of community dwelling older adults appear to rely mainly 

on hospital EDs for health management, often in crisis.(40) Over 50% of older adults who are 

discharged from EDs are at risk of functional decline and   the ED presentation presents a 

limited window of opportunity for  staff to undertake targeted assessment and intervention.(40) 

Deferring geriatric evaluations and interventions to an inpatient service by admitting any older 

adult with complex medical problems is not the solution, in fact, unnecessary hospitalisation is 

often the cause of adverse outcome, such as loss of mobility, decreased independence, risk of 

nosocomial infections, delirium and nursing home admission.(41)  
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Falls and associated injuries remain a major public health problem, with little evidence that 

deaths and serious injuries from falls are declining.(18) The best evidence for the efficacy of 

interventions to prevent falling should emerge from meta‐analyses of well conducted RCTs 

.(18) At present the evidence is limited for the management and prevention of falls in patients 

that present to an ED. While research has demonstrated that many single interventions and 

multifactorial interventions can be effective in the community setting,(18) the successful 

translation of these approaches into practice, especially through the ED, has generally been 

mixed.(42) Although existing ED clinical guidelines are not supported by strong research 

evidence, they recommend that older adults should receive multifactorial interventions 

following an injurious fall. Another difficulty is that there is little evidence that ED staff are 

able to implement existing guidelines, highlighting further difficulties in the translation of the 

best available research evidence into clinical practice.(43) One study found only 4% of people 

presenting with a fall to a Canadian ED received guideline care, and subsequently patients 

demonstrated worsening fall risk profiles after six months.(43, 44)  

 

From existing research we can speculate that incorporating patient-centred care principles and 

regular support into falls prevention programs may improve participation in falls prevention 

strategies.(45) Presenting information as a positive health message or as life enhancing rather 

than risk alone may also improve participation.(42, 45) Raising awareness and reducing stigma 

associated with falls is critical because older adults may be unaware that preventive 

interventions can improve outcomes. Older adults may also not report their falls to others due 

to fear of being labelled as frail or disabled. Current research suggests that fall prevention 

messages geared towards older adults should promote health and independence rather than 

focusing on reducing falls.(46) Involvement of the older adults and their families in discussing 

their risk factors, goal setting, and preferences may also result in improved uptake and 
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adherence.(42) A more accurate fall risk stratification instrument could provide more feasible, 

targeted prevention interventions focused on the unique risk of the individual patient.  

 

The home environment might be overlooked by health professionals assessing fall risk in the 

ED setting. However, up to three-quarters of falls by community older adults occur in and 

around the home.(46, 47) Home modification is defined as converting or adapting the 

environment to make performing tasks easier, reduce accidents, and support independent 

living.(48) In community patients, professional home assessment, consumer education, and 

installation of home modifications, as part of an integrated risk management intervention, has 

contributed to improved functioning, decreased fear of falls, and reduced incidence of falls in 

older adults.(46, 49-51) Home safety interventions appear particularly effective in patients with 

poor vision.(18) Both positive ED RCTs identified incorporated an occupational therapy led 

home assessment and further research would be useful to explore the effectiveness of this.(5, 

22)  

 

Semi-structured interviews with older patients discharged from hospital have demonstrated that 

some older patients have low levels of knowledge about appropriate falls prevention strategies 

that could be used after discharge in spite of their increased risk of falls during this period. 

These findings suggest that health care workers should design and deliver falls prevention 

education programs specifically targeted to older adults who are to be discharged from 

hospital.(52) 

 

Considering the uncertainty and conflicting results from RCTs to prevent falls in patients 

attending the ED, further research with this population to clarify the best way to prevent falls 

is required. Direct comparison between studies has been hampered by difference in methods, 
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lack of clarity in definitions and differences in study populations and intervention strategies.(5) 

Scant evidence exists to support accurate fall risk screening of older adults and there is a need 

to continue to understand if the ED environment is conducive to providing falls prevention 

education.(41) 

 

Current guidelines state a dedicated, falls specific, interdisciplinary service in the ED that is 

able to address directly the medical, physical and environmental aspects of falls is required.(26) 

Allied health teams are an emerging service in Australian EDs and have been introduced as a 

solution to assist patients presenting with a fall.(53-58) Since the late 1990’s, interdisciplinary 

health care teams have been involved in episodic and disease-orientated model of emergency 

care.(14, 54) One study on the introduction of allied health staff in the ED, increased the 

proportion of patients being reviewed for falls, from 63% in the before period to 89% (P < 

0.001).(43) In this study before introduction of the allied health team, a referral for 

comprehensive falls prevention guideline care occurred for only 3% of patients, afterwards for 

21% of patients.(43) However there is limited other research completed by a dedicated allied 

health CCT in the ED to explore clinical fall risk screening, assessment and intervention 

strategies to assist older adults to avoid falls.  

 

Effective fall prevention strategies in the ED require a willing patient, interconnected 

interdisciplinary staff and efficient and dependable follow up.(38) Limitations of 

interdisciplinary intervention exist: for example they have demonstrated limited effectiveness 

with cognitively impaired patients, who represent a significant proportion of patients 

presenting to the ED after a fall.(20) Other unanswered questions also include: is the use of 

interdisciplinary teams in the ED cost effective? Can they provide coordinated care in this 
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environment, including observation units, to support patients? And should resources be focused 

on primary prevention, or are secondary prevention programs more effective in the ED setting? 

 

2.9 Conclusion 

 

A review of the background literature and relevant guidelines in fall prevention interventions 

in the ED setting has been completed. The current level of evidence is inconclusive to support 

the provision of intervention through the ED to reduce patient falls after their discharge home. 

This chapter has established a need for further research into fall prevention intervention 

strategies a CCT can utilise. It is hypothesised that future intervention programs may benefit 

from being timely, interdisciplinary, consisting of multifactorial strategies provided directly to 

patients in the ED with comprehensive follow up after discharge. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The initial review of the literature (Chapter 2) provided a mixed picture for the effectiveness 

of falls prevention intervention provided to patients presenting to an ED. No difference in effect 

for any of the identified critical outcomes, such as a reduction in the number of fallers, was 

achieved. The certainty of the evidence was low with few high quality RCTs identified. 

However specific characteristics were ascertained in successful studies and were outlined in 

Chapter 2. Generally, they included providing greater intensity interventions (more than 

referrals alone), incorporating patient-centred care principles and assessment of the home 

environment. Additionally the literature and ED guidelines have identified that multifactorial 

intervention in the ED may decrease the rate of falls in older adults.(1) One meta-analysis 

identified that patients with a previous history of falls should be targeted for secondary 

prevention intervention.(2) Another study by Russell, et al(3) suggested that ED patients may 

benefit from point of contact (immediate) interventions post discharge. The current 

interventions provided by the SCGH CCT consisted of immediate assessment and management 

in the ED with referrals to outpatient and community services. Although the CCT are targeting 

fall risk factors, providing education and referring patients to falls specific services (such as 

the falls clinic), the effectiveness of this intervention post discharge was largely unknown.  

 

An initial historical cohort study(4) was a precursor to this thesis and identified that patients 

presenting with a fall who were seen by an ED CCT had a higher discharge rate and less 

hospital representations and readmissions. However, this study could not provide sufficient 

detail about what falls prevention interventions are effective, in what patient groups and in 
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which timeframes. It was understood that patients who were discharged home from the ED, 

were likely to continue to fall and experience functional decline.(5) They were also at 

significant risk of earlier admission into aged care facilities and even mortality.(6) It was 

predicted that SCGH patients were waiting extended periods to receive outpatient support from 

falls clinic services due to waiting lists. Additionally, patients referred to receive support in the 

local falls clinic, occasionally did not attend their scheduled appointments.  

 

Those results led one to wonder if providing initial assessment and intervention in the ED and 

then supporting these patients soon after discharge would help patients avoid further falls and 

lead to increased attendance at the falls clinics. It was hypothesised that this would result in 

better patient outcomes. Accordingly, a RCT was designed to answer these queries and address 

the first research question posed in Chapter 1: 

 

Does CCT intervention in the ED with a point of contact post discharge service reduce falls in 

older patients? 

 

3.2 Manuscript 
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3.3 Summary 

 

This study has built on earlier research work completed such as the PROFET study(7) where 

patients were provided with a comprehensive medical assessment followed by targeted 

intervention strategies and referrals. In this study medical and allied health assessment was 

commenced in the ED setting. Post discharge support included an occupational therapist home 

environmental hazard assessment with individualised case management until services were 

commenced by the local falls clinic. Funding was provided for minor modifications and aids. 

This study was a secondary prevention program for patients who had presented to the ED after 

an initial fall. 

 

As guided by Russell et al(3) in this project we had control over the scope, duration and 

intensity of the intervention provided. There was no delay in patients receiving intervention 

and support after discharge from the ED with post discharge services commencing within a 

one week period. Overall, this research program aimed to provide extended care from the ED 

setting until a patient could link in with local falls clinic and community services.  

 

However, no significant difference was found for the critical outcomes including the number 

of fallers, time from discharge to first fall, physical function and attendance at the falls clinic. 

The post discharge support was time intensive for staff and likely to be costly. Although 

patients had to wait extended periods (up to five weeks), generally all healthy patients attended 

their falls clinic appointment. This research has highlighted that nonattendances were generally 

due to patients being unwell and these patients are a high risk group who may benefit from 

intervention in the home setting.  
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Recruitment in this study was difficult as patients at high risk of falls were found to have 

multiple other comorbidities and often required hospital admission from the ED setting. 

Patients who were admitted to hospital were excluded from participation in this study. 

Originally the study was powered to detect a change between the two groups with a sample 

size of 80 per group to achieve 80% power (significance level 0.05) to detect a difference 

between the group proportions of 0.05. Despite recruitment extending for 18 months we were 

unable to reach this target impacting on the study results. 

 

However, recruitment difficulties and the overall study results highlighted that it is ineffective 

to provide a post discharge support program to this group of patients, discharged from the ED, 

while awaiting services from a falls clinic. Existing services should continue to be utilised as 

available consisting of occupational therapy home visits, rehabilitation in the home, with 

communication with falls clinics to triage at risk patients. This research was limited by the 

short follow up period (5-6 weeks) and future research should consider a longer follow up 

period of six to 12 months to compare with other research and allow more time for review of 

fall and functional outcome measures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Chapter 3 explored provision of a secondary intervention program to reduce further falls in 

older patients presenting to the ED. Multifactorial fall risk assessment and intervention, 

including comprehensive post ED discharge support resulted in no significant impact on the 

number of patients experiencing further falls. Chapter 2 in a review of existing research 

similarly found limited success from other published trials. Ten of the studies identified in the 

2012 Cochrane review investigated older patients presenting to the ED after a fall,(1-10) and 

only two of these found the intervention programs offered to be effective in preventing falls.(1, 

2) Both these studies provided secondary intervention to fallers in the community setting after 

discharge from the ED. No specific falls prevention strategies were commenced in the ED 

setting.  

 

However research continues to demonstrate that patients presenting to EDs remain at 

significant risk of functional decline and further falls after discharge.(11, 12) Perhaps providing 

education to patients in the ED on how to prevent falls at home could reduce post discharge 

falls?(13) While patients are in the ED, health professionals have the opportunity to engage 

with these patients, and utilise a ‘teachable moment’ to provide falls prevention education. 

 

Public health policy such as the UK’s ‘Making Every Contact Count’ (MECC), encourages 

healthcare professionals to deliver opportunistic health behaviour change interventions to 

patients.(14) Healthcare professionals are ideally placed to support and facilitate behaviour 

change with patients.(15) Increasingly it is recognised that sustained reduction to a patient’s 
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risk of falls, requires behaviour changes including a long-term commitment and participation 

in evidence based strategies such as exercise.(16) As such a behaviour change educational 

intervention to support patients presenting to the ED was considered. This project aimed to 

understand if providing services directly to those patients in the ED could impact on subsequent 

fall related outcomes. Patients would be provided with guideline falls prevention intervention 

and care in the ED setting while health professionals would maximise the opportunistic 

teaching moment. It was proposed that this intervention could be utilised with patients who 

were identified at risk of falling (but were yet to fall) in addition to those with a previous history 

of falls, resulting in provision of both primary and secondary prevention in the ED. 

 

4.2 Existing falls prevention education programs 

 

In 2012 a Cochrane review exploring interventions for preventing falls in older adults living in 

the community identified five trials that evaluated educational programs alone designed to 

increase knowledge and change patient behaviour relating to falls prevention.(17-22) However 

no evidence of a reduction in the rate of falls (45 participants) or risk of falling (2,555 

participants) was found with provision of this intervention. Importantly all these trials were 

completed in a community setting, with no patients enrolled in an ED. 

 

Another systematic review and meta-analysis of falls prevention programs that contained 

patient education was completed in 2013.(23) This considered patient education strategies for 

the prevention of falls including patients aged 60 years and over, who were hospital inpatients 

(on acute or rehabilitation wards), or attended an ED because of a fall with subsequent 

admission to the ward or discharge into the community. Overall this research identified that 

education programs were effective in reducing fall rates amongst hospital inpatients and post 
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discharge populations (RR 0.77, 95% CI 0.69 to 0.87), and in reducing the proportion of 

patients who became fallers in hospital (RR 0.78, 95% CI 0.7 to 0.87).(23) The authors 

suggested that providing falls prevention education either as a single strategy or as part of a 

multifactorial intervention could increase the uptake of relevant interventions.(23) However 

there was significant heterogeneity regarding the education intensity, duration and underlying 

theory.(24) Interventions ranged from providing a brochure to a structured program of 

materials and face to face contact for up to 60 minutes.(23, 24)  

 

One trial in that systematic review and meta-analysis was completed in the ED setting.(23, 25) 

Rucker et al(25) provided brief printed educational material to patients aged 50 years and over 

who presented to ED with a recent fall related wrist fracture. No further falls prevention 

intervention was provided in the ED and it was unclear who provided the printed information 

to the patient in the ED setting. On discharge patients received a telephone counselling session 

at 1 week after discharge. The intervention did not impact on falls or fear of falling.(25) 

However the patients in this study were generally younger and healthier than most falls trials, 

with a mean age of 66 years and a median number of two comorbidities. 

 

Other previous research has focused on education in the hospital setting given to ward based 

inpatients. Three trials were identified that evaluated an education intervention in a hospital 

setting and all reportedly found the intervention reduced falls rates.(26-28) Ang et al(28) tested 

an educational session by a trained research nurse targeting individual fall risk factors in an 

acute hospital setting. This was provided to the patient or the patient’s family if the patient had 

impaired cognition.(28) Haines, et al(26) and Hill et al(24, 27) also provided inpatient falls 

prevention education to patients with intact cognition using multimedia formats and tailored 

follow up with two to four 15 minute sessions by a therapist.  
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4.3 Identified enablers and barriers to providing falls prevention education 

 

Limited research exists for the provision of falls prevention education in the ED setting. 

However, research completed in other settings has provided some insight into the barriers and 

enablers to providing falls prevention education programs that should be considered in 

designing an intervention program for the ED setting. Older adults have been found to have 

low levels of awareness of their fall risks and the benefits of falls prevention strategies.(13, 29-

31) Barriers to the engagement and uptake of falls prevention strategies may include the 

perceptions and beliefs of older adults. Previous studies have found that older adults may not 

perceive falls prevention to be personally relevant.(31, 32) In a cross-sectional survey with 394 

community-dwelling older adults in Victoria, Haines et al(31) reported that patients commonly 

said they did not think they were at risk of falls. They reported that older adults may not be 

interested in or motivated to receive falls prevention information as they often underestimated 

their risk of falling, or tended to seek information only after experiencing falls.(31) This may 

support providing education in the ED setting after patients present with a fall, ensuring that 

patients are provided with clear information on their future risk of falling.  

 

Other studies have also shown that older adults have low levels of knowledge about falls and 

falls prevention.(29, 31, 33) However a prospective qualitative survey following provision of 

an individualised falls prevention education program in 473 older patients on a rehabilitation 

ward found that the education raised awareness, knowledge and confidence to actively engage 

in falls prevention strategies.(34) Patients’ thoughts and feelings about their recovery were the 

main barriers they identified to engaging in strategies, including feeling overconfident or 

desiring to be independent.(34) The importance of how the falls prevention message is 

provided needs to be considered. Provision of positively targeted messages has been 
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recommended.(31, 32, 35, 36) For example health professionals should focus on helping older 

adults to see how falls prevention strategies may be personally beneficial to them and messages 

concerning ‘fall risk’ should be discussed via support for constructive, proactive health 

behaviours.(31) Promoting a positive attitude towards living well encourages older adults to 

engage in healthy, risk reducing behaviours which ultimately reduces their risk of falls.(37) 

 

One study explored the perceptions and experiences of falls among Personal Alert 

Victoria (PAV) patients in the community and identified barriers and enablers to engagement 

in falls prevention interventions.(38) Data were collected via semi structured telephone 

interviews (n = 12) and a client survey (n = 46). Descriptive statistics and thematic analysis 

was guided by the Capability Opportunity Motivation Behaviour (COM-B) model of health 

behaviour change.(38, 39) Capability is defined as the patient’s psychological and physical 

capacity to engage in the activity concerned such as having the necessary knowledge.(39) 

Motivation is defined as brain processes that energize and direct behaviour, and opportunity is 

all the factors that lie outside the patient that make the behaviour possible or prompt it.(39)  

 

Capability barriers identified included poor health, lack of time, low health literacy, and 

perceived high intensity of exercise classes.(38) Opportunity barriers were lack of transport, 

high cost, and long waiting times for falls prevention interventions. Motivation barriers were 

the belief that falls are inevitable and a perceived lack of relevance of falls prevention 

interventions. Enablers identified were a focus on broader health and well-being benefits 

(capability), hospitalisations or rehabilitation that incorporates falls prevention in recovery 

(opportunity), and raising awareness of fall risk (motivation).(38) 
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A qualitative exploratory study also explored educators’ perspectives of delivering falls 

prevention education in a hospital setting.(40) Providing falls prevention education led to a 

mutual understanding between staff and patients which assisted patients to engage in falls 

prevention behaviours.(40) Various studies have also recommended the use of individualised 

action plans to personalise patient information, enhance relevance and the patients’ motivation, 

to promote a change in health behaviour.(35, 41, 42) It is hypothesised that this would be useful 

for patients in the ED setting. Often patients may have acute injuries, pain and can experience 

fatigue with an ED admission. An action plan that can be implemented after discharge may be 

a clear and targeted way to address an individual patient’s needs and provide them with a 

personalised way to address their fall risk factors. Hill et al(43) highlights that falls prevention 

education programs must foster a patient’s belief that they could successfully undertake 

strategies to reduce their risk of falls.  

 

4.4 Brief intervention 

 

Provision of education in the ED setting needs to consider the unique environment, including 

balancing injury prevention education with discharge pressures. Only one previous non-

randomised study on falls prevention education has been completed in the ED setting and it 

was limited to providing a brochure with one post discharge phone call.(25) Other hospital 

based programs(26-28) have demonstrated some success, however given the length of time to 

provide these programs of between 30-60 minutes; it is unlikely these programs would be 

appropriate for the ED setting.  

 

Brief interventions have become an increasingly important modality in the treatment of patients 

in the ED environment and have been effective for a range of problems such as substance 
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abuse,(44, 45) managing hypertension(46) and encouraging exercise.(47) There is substantial 

evidence that brief interventions are an efficacious and cost effective option for eliminating or 

reducing harmful health behaviours, especially related to alcohol abuse.(48)  

 

Several studies have reported that a standardised Screening (using a questionnaire), Brief 

Intervention and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT), performed in an ED, can effectively change 

health behaviours, reduce injury recurrence and decrease the number of repeat ED visits.(49, 

50) A 'brief intervention' means implementing an intervention that takes very little time.(51) 

Accordingly, it is envisaged a brief intervention for falls would involve five steps (Figure 3). 

Emphasising motivational interviewing techniques, the healthcare professional promotes 

healthy behaviour change and supports a patient’s commitment to engage in the 

intervention.(50) It is about initiating change for harm reduction.(52) 

 

Figure 3: Brief intervention therapy cycle for falls prevention education in the ED(53)  
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Brief interventions are ideally suited for use as a method of health promotion and disease 

prevention.(52) They are personalised and offered in a supportive, non-judgemental 

manner.(52) They are usually conducted in a one-on-one situation and can be implemented 

anywhere on the intervention continuum.(51) They must be delivered within the limited time 

frame of a standard consultation (typically around 30 minutes for an ED allied health therapist). 

It also needs to fit in with routine practice (e.g. initial screening plus referrals and may be 

accompanied with written material).(45) Two further principles need to be considered in 

designing such an intervention: health behaviour change and adult learning principles. 

 

4.5 Health behaviour change framework 

 

The intervention trialled in this chapter was developed using the framework of the COM-B 

model of health behaviour change (Figure 4).(39) The COM-B model offers a logical approach 

and has been used previously to inform interventions to change health behaviours.(54) Michie 

et al(39) propose that patients need capability, opportunity and motivation to perform 

behaviour and developed the COM-B model to guide understanding of behaviour in context 

and develop behavioural targets as a basis for intervention design.(39, 55) The COM-B model 

has been developed as part of a larger system of behaviour called the behaviour change wheel 

(Figure 5) which is designed to help intervention designer’s move from a behavioural analysis 

of the problem to intervention design using the evidence base.(55, 56) 
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Figure 4: The Capability Opportunity Motivation Behaviour System(56)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The Behaviour Change Wheel(56) 
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4.6 Adult learning principles 

 

Key adult learning principles include fostering the patient’s motivation to learn; providing a 

relevant message; and helping patients to understand the value of the message.(57) Additional 

principles include offering choice, providing encouragement, respecting existing knowledge 

and experience and ensuring a readiness to learn (considering pain levels, environmental 

constraints, fatigue, etc.).(58) Feedback was provided to challenge the patient’s assumptions 

regarding falls with the aim of deepening critical thinking and reflection.(58) Education was 

provided using a multipronged approach recognising that patients have different preferred 

learning styles, defined as the various ways and methods in which information is received, 

processed, and utilised.(59)  

 

The impact of health literacy was also considered.(60) Research indicates that patient education 

information should be limited to short lists of three to five items for best results.(61) Previous 

studies have found that on average, older men and women recall five words.(62) Average word 

recall for patients with low health literacy is 2.5 out of seven.(63) This was applied in the design 

of this brief intervention through the provision of one main clear tailored message on a patient’s 

future risk of falling, which was anticipated would encourage patients to initiate behaviour 

change and engage in falls prevention strategies after discharge.  

 

4.7 Intervention content  

 

Providing health education via falls prevention programs does not automatically translate to 

health behaviour change.(64) As such a process for developing the brief intervention content 

was completed including: 
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• Identifying the target behaviour as provision of patient falls prevention education in the 

ED with patient engagement resulting in reduced falls post discharge 

• Considering findings from past research as outlined above to identify intervention 

methodology and perceived barriers and enablers to intervention acceptance mapped to 

the COM-B model (see Table 8) 

• Consideration of APEASE criteria, behaviour change techniques and key adult learning 

principles.(41, 57, 58) The APEASE criteria are a set of criteria used to make context-

based decisions on intervention content and delivery which consists of affordability, 

practicability, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, acceptability, side-effects/ safety 

and equity considerations.(57) A brief intervention for falls prevention was considered 

to be practical and the intervention was perceived to fit well into the standard care 

provided by the ED CCT. Limited side effects or safety issues were identified. The brief 

intervention could be provided to all patients with an identified fall risk to ensure equity. 

Cost-effectiveness was to be established as part of this thesis.
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Table 8: Mapping of intervention content 

COM-B Domain(39) Perceived Barriers Perceived Enablers Intervention Content 

Capability – 

psychological and 

physical capacity to 

engage in falls 

prevention interventions 

Acute injury 

Lack of time 

Low health literacy 

Pain 

Fatigue 

Recall of education 

 

Opportunistic teachable 

moment (often following 

recent fall) 

 

Use of a brief intervention model  

Incorporating adult learning principles 

Providing written and verbal falls prevention education 

Capacity to provide written education in alternative languages  

Use of motivational interviewing 

Developing and documenting falls action plan for patients to take home with 

encouragement to discuss with family and General Practitioner utilising evidence 

based interventions strategies. 

 

Opportunity – external 

factors that make 

behaviour possible or 

promote behaviour 

Busy environment 

Wait times 

Access to CCT to ensure 

falls prevention 

intervention 

Consideration of environmental impact 

Brief intervention provided in addition to standard care consisting of falls assessment 

and intervention in the ED with outpatient follow up as appropriate to ensure ongoing 

support in the community. 

 

Motivation - brain 

processes that energise 

and direct behaviour 

(habitual processes, 

emotional responding, 

analytical decision-

making, etc.). 

 

Belief that falls are 

inevitable 

Relevance 

Stigma associated with 

falls 

Understanding the risk 

factors and outcomes of 

falls 

Use of a risk screening tool to provide a patient with an individualised percentage of 

risk of the likelihood they will have a fall in the next 6 months 

Information about health consequences from falling 

Clear, targeted and relevant message provided 

Consideration of self-efficacy and confidence 

Problem solving approach 

Promote positive benefits of engaging in falls prevention activities. 
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A brief intervention for provision of falls prevention education was a strategy considered to fit 

well in the fast paced ED environment into an existing ED CCT with referral for more 

comprehensive treatment as an outpatient as required. Patients were provided with verbal and 

written education. The written education was included in a ‘falls pack’ outlining strategies to 

address various risk factors. Therapists were able to tailor this information depending on a 

patient’s individual risk factors. An action plan was documented on the front and on average 

consisted of two to three points, to highlight the most important and relevant strategies for a 

patient to uptake, rather than overwhelming a patient. Therapists involved were provided with 

two session consisting of four hours of education on brief intervention methodology and 

motivational interviewing training. This involved an external facilitator who provided a verbal 

presentation and practical skills training including role modelling. 

 

A RCT was designed to then test the effectiveness of this intervention, so addressing the second 

research question posed in Chapter 1: 

 

What is the effect of a brief intervention for falls prevention in older patients presenting to the 

ED? 

 

4.8 Manuscript 
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4.9 Summary 

 

This research aimed to capitalise on a teaching moment in the ED and determine if providing 

falls prevention education using a brief intervention directly with patients in the ED could 

reduce post discharge falls. The brief intervention was designed considering health behaviour 

change theory, adult learning principles and motivational interviewing. This aimed to support 

the patient and meet the environmental demands of the ED setting.  

 

A sample size of 90 per group (90 x 4 groups = 360 participants) was required. Additional 

patients were recruited to account for any possible withdrawals. Overall, 388 patients were 

involved in the data analysis. In this RCT, the brief intervention did not impact on the primary 

outcome of the proportion of patients with one or more falls in the six month follow up period. 

However, patients in the intervention group had significantly less hospital admissions and 

noted improvement in function at six months, indicating a possible behavioural change as a 

result of the intervention. These benefits were also enhanced in patients that presented to the 

ED with a fall, suggesting that the intervention was more clinically effective as a form of 

secondary prevention. 

 

Further research would benefit from replication of the study to test clinical findings. 

Completion of a process evaluation would support us to better understand the patient 

behavioural changes observed, especially regarding the functional outcomes, while also 

allowing us to continue to develop the intervention model following formal patient feedback. 

An economic evaluation would allow us to understand if a brief intervention for falls 

prevention is a cost effective option for the ED setting. 
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Overall, there is limited research on falls prevention education programs provided directly to 

patients in the ED setting. This research has contributed by exploring a novel approach to 

falls prevention education suitable for the ED patients.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Chapter 4 explored the effect of a brief intervention for falls prevention in older patients 

presenting to the ED. Mixed clinical effectiveness was noted with patients in the intervention 

group having less falls with fractures, less hospital admissions and experiencing less functional 

decline. When the CCT was established at SCGH in 2005, it was projected that the team would 

save approximately 160 admissions related to falls annually yielding an estimated saving of 

A$1million per year. In a healthcare environment where accountability, sustainability and cost 

effectiveness of interventions is increasingly demanded, a cost effectiveness analysis of the 

brief educational intervention described in Chapter 4 was planned.(1, 2)  

 

Previous studies to reduce falls in older people in the community have shown variable costs 

per fall prevented, but none has found an intervention that is both cost saving and reduces 

falls.(3) In the ED setting, there have been only two studies examining the cost effectiveness 

of a program.(4, 5) Both studies reported that the interdisciplinary intervention program to 

prevent falls was not cost effective compared with usual care. 

 

Health economic evaluations aim to examine the balance of costs and health effects of 

interventions, to inform efficient deployment of funding.(6) It was hypothesised that the brief 

intervention may achieve similar clinical outcomes to current care, but at reduced cost. This 

would contribute to providing evidence to support continuing to direct resources to this 

intervention and assist with the translation of research into practice.  
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The cost effectiveness analysis in this chapter examined both the cost and health outcomes and 

was completed as per recommended guidelines.(2, 7) We included the costs of implementing 

the intervention and recorded the total health care costs. The brief intervention has very low 

costs in an established CCT, as such the net cost saving was calculated (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: Net cost analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The analysis was completed from the health system perspective where the brief intervention 

was compared to standard care. The health system perspective underpinned the analysis as the 

health care system and budget are responsible for providing services in the ED setting in 

Australia. The costs (using Australian dollars at 2015 values) included resources required for 

the intervention and any health care cost incurred in the six month follow up period (time 

horizon) (Table 9). Cost data were collected prospectively, including the cost of the 

intervention and through the monthly liaison with patients, enabling a bottom‐up approach.  
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Table 9: Price indexed unit costs ($AUD) in 2015 

Resource Unit Unit Cost Source 

Direct cost 

Therapist consultation time 

with patient in ED 

 

$61.20 per hour 

 

 

$15.30 per 15 mins 

 

 

Health Department 

 

Costs saved 

General Practitioner 

appointments 

 

Per session 

 

$50.85 

 

Medicare Benefits Schedule 

Ambulance use Per transportation $500 (non-urgent) St John’s Ambulance 

 

ED presentations Full costs accrued Full costs accrued Hospital Finance 

Department 

Hospital admissions Full costs accrued Full costs accrued Hospital Finance 

Department 

Outpatient clinic use Full costs accrued Full costs accrued Hospital Finance 

Department 

 

Subgroup analysis was completed (Figure 7) to consider the cost effectiveness of the brief 

intervention provided as both a primary and secondary prevention strategy.  

 

Figure 7: Subgroup analysis 
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With increasing costs in health and the rising prevalence of age-related disease, including 

injuries arising from falls, a full exploration of the cost effectiveness of a brief intervention for 

falls prevention was necessary. Implications of this research include policy development 

supporting allied health’s role in the ED and the development of further patient and staff 

education material to support the delivery of a brief intervention for falls prevention. 

 

This research paper aims to answer the research question posed in Chapter 1: 

 

What is the cost effectiveness of providing a brief intervention in the ED environment for falls 

prevention? 

 

5.2 Manuscript
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5.3 Summary 

 

There is considerable uncertainty around the cost effectiveness of interventions for preventing 

falls in older adults presenting to EDs. The objective of this chapter was to complete an 

economic evaluation of a brief intervention aimed at preventing falls in older adults post 

discharge. The brief intervention had no net cost benefit across the whole study population but 

is cost effective in older adults presenting to the ED after a fall. The point estimate of a net cost 

saving in the intervention group per patient was A$1,580. This increased substantially to 

A$4,624 per patient presenting to the ED with a fall, again highlighting that falls prevention in 

the ED is more clinically and cost effective as a secondary prevention measure, rather than 

supporting patients through primary prevention. 

 

The cost analysis shows the majority of savings is related to preventing fractures and 

hospitalisations, with significantly more fractures in the control group. The patients in the 

intervention group maintained their function and had less falls associated with fractures. A 

process evaluation including focus groups with the intervention population would be beneficial 

to explore and better understand these outcomes. Future research should also consider patient 

costs as this would improve the applicability  of  the  research. 

 

Other studies with complex multifactorial intervention programs provided to patients after 

discharge from the ED have incurred significant costs without demonstrating clinical 

effectiveness.(4, 5) Overall a brief intervention could be considered a low cost option to 

provide patients with falls prevention education directly in the ED setting. It has achieved 

similar clinical outcomes, capitalises on a teaching moment with patients in the ED setting for 

behaviour change, is likely to be sustainable in CCTs and supports linkage to existing 

community outpatient services. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

The previous chapters have focused on the clinical and cost effectiveness of different falls 

prevention interventions to assist patients to avoid falls. However, falls prevention 

interventions targeted towards patients with a high risk of future falls might have the maximum 

impact. Screening patients is an initial step to identifying those patients at highest risk.  

 

Screening generally occurs through use of standardised questionnaires or tools. At the time of 

this research the SCGH ED CCT was utilising the Falls Risk for Older People in the 

Community (FROP Com) Screen.(1) Research reports that this tool is able to identify future 

fallers with reasonable accuracy.(1, 2) It considers falls history, function and balance and is 

recommended in the ACSQHC guideline ‘Guidebook for Preventing Falls and Harm from Falls 

in Older People: Australian Hospitals’.(1, 3) However the tool was developed in the community 

by assessing study participants in their own home several weeks after any fall related ED 

presentation and thus the physical function measure included in this screen may not accurately 

reflect physical ability at the time of ED attendance.(2) Another limitation is that the FROP 

Com Screen has not been externally validated or had feasibility testing in the ED.(2)  

 

As such it was considered relevant to study our risk screening tools utilised to target patients 

for falls prevention intervention. This chapter aims to explore the literature surrounding risk 

screening for falls in older adults and to review the tools available to assist with this in the ED 

setting.  
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6.2 Background 

 

The introduction of clinical guidelines for the prevention of falls in Australia and 

internationally, recommend that patients be assessed for fall risk factors. The geriatric 

population presenting to the ED is a heterogeneous patient group.(4) Although many patients 

in this population are functional, independent, and generally in good health, it has been shown 

that a visit to the ED, even for a relatively minor issue, may be a “red flag” event heralding 

functional decline and the potential need for added health care resources.(4) Screening of this 

population in the ED may allow an opportunity to intervene in those patients to help improve 

health and fall related outcomes.(4) 

 

 The AGS/BGS fall risk assessment guideline and the Geriatric ED guideline recommend 

screening older adults for short-term fall risk.(4, 5) The AGS/BGS ‘Prevention of Falls in Older 

Persons’ guideline provides eleven summary recommendations for screening and assessment, 

including routine questions about the presence and frequency of falls, ambulation difficulties, 

and a multifactorial fall risk assessment for those who perform poorly on standardised gait 

testing.(5, 6) The Geriatric ED guideline advocates for a comprehensive evaluation of geriatric 

patients presenting after a fall or for those identified at high risk of future falls through use of 

a fall risk assessment tool with input from an interdisciplinary team.(4) 

 

In Australia the national guideline recommends that an evidence based screening procedure 

which identifies older patients presenting to EDs at risk of future falls should be utilised.(3, 7) 

The rationale being that use of a fall risk screen to identify high risk patients can trigger further 

actions or interventions. However the evidence level for this recommendation is identified as 

consensus opinion, highlighting the need for further research in this area.(8)  
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As noted in prior chapters, existing falls prevention clinical guidelines are often not supported 

by high level evidence or research completed in the ED setting. They represent the initial stages 

of enhancing falls prevention efforts by decreasing variability in the clinical services 

provided.(6) Fall risk screening is supported in these guidelines, however numerous challenges 

impede effective and routine fall risk screening in the contemporary ED. Several fall risk 

screening tools exist(9) however, none have been evaluated in the ED setting.(10) Many 

hospitals have comprehensive fall risk screening tools for inpatients, however these are often 

not appropriate for the ED setting due to environmental or staff restrictions.(11, 12) Many of 

the individual risk factors and functional assessment screens that are associated with increased 

fall risk in other settings are either impractical or have been found to be inaccurate for ED 

populations to identify high risk older adults.(13, 14) The lack of reliable, accurate, and feasible 

fall risk screening and assessment tools that are appropriate for ED use, represents one major 

obstacle to implementing effective falls prevention programs.(10, 15, 16) In 2011 ED 

researchers, clinicians, and policy-makers therefore ranked geriatric screening and fall risk 

assessment studies as one of the highest priorities on which investigators and funders should 

focus.(6, 10, 17)  

 

6.3 Risk factors 

 

Fall risk factors are frequently classified as intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic factors reflect health 

history and biological factors such as age, gender, acute or chronic conditions, physical and 

psychological illness, mobility or sensory deficits, falls history, and incontinence.(18) Staying 

upright requires sensory inputs (namely vision, proprioception and vestibular function), 

coordination of the information (the brain) and effector mechanisms (strength and balance). 

Deficits in any or all of these domains can perturb balance leading to falls.(19) Extrinsic factors 
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can act as enhancers or detractors to the upright posture.(19) Extrinsic factors include 

medication effects and environmental or home hazards.(18)  

 

Various studies have reviewed the risk factors that may be present in patients who have 

experienced falls. Two meta-analyses investigated risk factors for falls among community 

dwelling older adults(9, 20) and one looked specifically at older adults that present to EDs 

(Table 10).(10) Ganz et al(9) reviewed the prognostic value of risk factors for future falls 

among community dwelling persons 65 years and older.(9, 10, 20) The estimated pre-test 

probability of falling at least once in any given year was 27% (95% CI 19% to 36%). Patients 

who had fallen in the past year were more likely to fall again (likelihood ratio [LR] range, 2.3 

to 2.8).  

 

Visual impairment, medication variables, decreased participation in ADL, and impaired 

cognition did not consistently predict falls across studies.(9) Orthostatic hypotension did not 

predict falls after controlling for other factors. Ganz et al(9) recommended screening for risk 

of falling by determining if the patient has fallen in the past year. For patients who have not 

previously fallen, screening consists of an assessment of gait and balance. Patients who have 

fallen or who have gait or balance problems are at higher risk of future falls.(9)  
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Table 10: Main fall risk factors identified in systematic reviews and meta-analyses that 

consistently predicted falls across studies 

 

Main Fall Risk Factors Identified 

Carpenter et al(10) 

(n= 2 studies) 

Ganz et al(9) 

(n= 18 studies) 

Deandrea et 

al(20) 

(n= 74 studies) 

ED based studies Community  based 

studies 

Community based 

Studies 

Depression Y N N 

Past falls Y Y Y 

Living alone Y N N 

Use of walking aid/decreased 

balance 

Y Y Y 

Cognitive deficit Y N Y 

More than six medications Y N Y 

Decreased daily function N N N 

Orthostatic Hypotension N N N 

Vertigo N N Y 

Parkinson’s Disease N N Y 

Antiepileptic drug use N N Y 

  

 

 

Deandrea et al(20) also found strong associations with one or more falls in patients with a prior 

history of falls (OR 2.92, 95% CI 2.50 to 3.40) in a meta-analysis of 74 studies on risk factors 

for falls among community-dwelling older adults. Additionally the use of a walking aid (OR 

2.50, 95% CI 1.80 to 3.47), cognitive impairment (OR 2.24, 95% CI 1.25 to 4.03), dizziness 

and vertigo (OR 2.30, 95% CI 1.35 to 3.93), Parkinson’s disease (OR 2.73, 95% CI 1.00 to 

7.45) and gait problems (OR 2.06, 95% CI 1.76 to 2.41) were associated with falls.(20)  

 

Carpenter et al(10) completed a review of ED based history, physical examination and fall risk 

stratification instruments with the primary objective of providing a quantitative estimate for 

each risk factor’s accuracy to predict falls. This was limited to two studies (n=660) that met 

the inclusion criteria, which assessed 29 individual risk factors.(2, 10, 13) Carpenter et al(10) 
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identified six fall risk factors in both studies (Table 10). However no single risk factor was an 

accurate predictor of 6 month fall risk. Self-reported depression was associated with the highest 

positive LR of 6.55 (95% CI 1.41 to 30.48) for further falls.(10) This was followed by non-

healing foot sores with a positive LR of 3.20 (95% CI 1.40 to 7.30). 

 

Stubbs et al(21) completed an additional meta-analysis of 14 studies (n=17,926) specifically 

focusing on pain and demonstrated that pain was associated with an increased odds of falling 

(OR 1.56, 95% CI 1.36 to 1.79, I2 53%) in community-dwelling older adults. Foot pain was 

strongly associated with falls (n=691, OR 2.38, 95% CI 1.62 to 3.48, I2 8%) as was chronic 

pain (n= 5367, OR 1.80, 95% CI 1.56 to 2.09, I2 0%).(21) 

 

Current clinical guidelines outline fall risk factors including muscle weakness, history of falls, 

gait or balance deficits, assistive device usage, visual deficits, arthritis, impaired participation 

in ADL, depression, cognitive impairment, and aged over 80 years.(5) Moreover, there is 

potential for interaction among risk factors in so far as the relative risk of falling increases from 

8% with no risk factors to 78% with 4 or more risk factors.(15, 22, 23) 

 

6.4 Why screen? 

 

Medical screening, in the strictest sense, is a method for detecting disease or dysfunction before 

an individual would normally seek medical care.(24) The fundamental purpose of screening is 

early diagnosis and treatment of the patient. Screening tools are usually administered to patients 

who may be at high risk for certain adverse health outcomes.(24) In essence, screening for falls 

involves detection of patients with an elevated probability of having a future fall. They can be 
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utilised as risk stratification tools to indicate a patient’s level of risk or chance of falling in the 

future. 

 

Wilson and Jungner described criteria for a good screening program in their landmark 1968 

paper.(25) The World Health Organization adopted these ten criteria that still serve as the 

foundation for screening programs today: 

1. The condition should be an important health problem. 

2. There should be an accepted treatment for patients with a recognised disease. 

3. Facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available. 

4. There should be a recognisable latent or early symptomatic stage. 

5. There should be a suitable test or examination. 

6. The test should be acceptable to the population. 

7. The natural history of the condition, including development from latent to declared 

disease, should be adequately understood. 

8. There should be an agreed policy on whom to treat as patients. 

9. The cost of case-finding (including diagnosis and treatment of patients diagnosed) 

should be economically balanced in relation to possible expenditure on medical care as 

a whole. 

10. Case-finding should be a continuing process and not a “once and for all” project.(25) 

 

On a whole screening for falls in older adults meets these criteria, however as previously 

outlined in this thesis, current clinical guideline recommendations have been based on evidence 

often generated in community setting rather than through rigorous ED based research trials. 

Further research is required to refine a suitable test or screening tool that directs accepted and 

standardised falls prevention intervention. 
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6.5 Risk screening tools 

 

Screening and assessment are the two main methods used for identifying potential fallers. 

Screening and assessment are different but related activities, however these terms are 

commonly used interchangeably in relation to fall risk prediction.(26, 27) Screening is a brief 

process and through design, screening tools are a limited item instrument (usually five or less) 

that use characteristics associated with an elevated risk.(28) Fall risk screening has a triage 

modality that should be considered a precursor to a fall risk assessment.(26-28) Fall risk 

assessment is a more comprehensive interdisciplinary process used to describe the impairments 

behind the increased risk.(28, 29) 

 

In terms of fall risk screening there are different populations that present to the ED consisting 

of those that have never fallen, fallen once, fallen multiple time, etc. The fall risk screening 

tools will presumably perform differently in these sub-populations as they will have different 

pre-test probabilities. Use of fall risk screening tools with these individual populations should 

be explored to ensure screening efforts are accurate and add value. Currently in the ED at 

SCGH a fall risk screen is completed on any patient (70 years or older) seen by the CCT, 

regardless of reason for attendance. A full fall risk assessment is then completed for those 

identified at risk. The fall risk screening tool also guides intervention and assists with providing 

individualised education to patients.   

 

However, there is no previous research exploring if fall risk screening tools should be utilised 

for primary prevention (in patients that present to an ED, that may not have previously fallen). 

It is unclear if fall risk screening tools are accurate in this population. Also, if patients have 

presented with a fall (already have the ‘disease’) does use of a fall risk screening tool with this 
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population add value for secondary prevention? If we advise a patient that they have a chance 

of falling in the next 6 months is this accurate and in which population? Should only patients 

identified at high risk be directed for intervention? Those at highest risk may be beyond 

amelioration. It is more likely that the ideal tool is one to identify those most likely to benefit, 

with potentially modifiable risk factors, rather than those at highest risk. This review was 

required to identify a fall risk screening strategy appropriate for the ED setting including a 

screening tool and guidelines regarding the target population to direct intervention. 

 

6.6 Selecting a risk screening tool 

 

The initial step in all falls prevention intervention programs is identification of persons at risk 

of falling. In selecting an effective screening tool, one must consider its use with respect to the 

population. This goes beyond basic properties of validity, test-retest and interrater reliabilities, 

sensitivity, and specificity; it also must include an understanding of the limitations of the 

instrument.(8, 15) It is important to consider the populations for whom the instrument has been 

validated; the availability and applicability of standardised written procedures that explicitly 

outline the appropriate use of the tool; the time, space, and equipment constraints imposed by 

the methodology; and the meaningfulness of the findings, indicating the need for 

intervention.(15) 

 

Over the last two decades, there has been an emergence of data regarding the identification of 

fall risk factors, as well as the development and introduction of a number of fall risk screening 

tools.(15) The selected tool should provide a means to assess the patient population as well as 

provide the opportunity to consider factors that may have an impact on fall risk.(30) In addition, 

tools should be easily incorporated into daily practice. If a fall risk screening tool is considered 
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too cumbersome or time consuming, staff members are more likely to either fail to conduct the 

fall risk screen or execute incomplete assessments.(30)  

 

Falls are seen as an important health problem for older adults. Yet the acceptance of fall risk 

screening tools and methods for prevention remain unclear.(31) The harms from screening tool 

use include complications arising from the investigation; unnecessary effects of intervention; 

unnecessary intervention of persons with inconsequential disease, adverse effects of labelling, 

costs and inconvenience incurred during screening and intervention; and consequences of false-

negative results.(32) The value of a screening tool is ultimately determined by its effect on 

morbidity, mortality and disability. Screening activities can help gain information for patient 

monitoring. Screening can also provide a rational basis for resource allocation. It can be used 

to ensure that preventive measures are applied where they will have the most effect. Fall risk 

screening tools should only be promoted after they have been evaluated and proved 

effective.(33)  

 

6.7 Literature review on fall risk screening tools for use in the ED to predict falls after 

discharge  

 

A systematic literature search by Perell et al(8) in 2001 identified 21 articles published from 

1984 through to 2000 describing 20 fall risk screening tools. All of the tools were reportedly 

nursing tools and developed within the hospital or nursing home settings. The study suggested 

that only two tools(33, 34) had both the sensitivity and specificity above the median (81% and 

75% respectively) to be considered useful.(35) However, five of the 21 screening tools had 

sensitivity and specificity both greater than 70%.(33, 34, 36-38) Of these five tools, only two 

described how long it takes to complete (less than one minute), and only one has been replicated 
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in publications by other investigators.(39) All of the fall risk screening tools identified in this 

review were significantly dated and were not established as useful in the ED setting.(35)  

 

Myers (2003) performed a systematic literature review of 47 published hospital fall risk 

screening tools and reported that only nine articles discussed reliability and validity.(30) The 

focus of that review was fall risk screening tools administered by nurses and developed for 

adult populations in acute care hospital settings. Fall risk screening tools developed or used for 

community settings or nursing homes or administered by physiotherapists were not included 

in this review. No specific screening tool was recommended, and no tool was identified for use 

in the ED setting. This review highlighted the need to conduct further testing of current risk 

assessment tools in a variety of clinical settings to establish the validity and reliability of such 

tools for general use.(30)  

 

In 2009, one study specifically evaluated a fall risk screening tool in the ED setting.(14, 40) 

Terrell et al(14) retrospectively reviewed the medical records of patients who fell in the ED 

during a two year period. Using the Hendrich II Fall Risk Model, they reviewed the 

circumstances surrounding any falls in the ED.(14) They concluded that although the Hendrich 

II Fall Risk Model is a valid tool in the inpatient setting, it may not reliably identify patients at 

high risk of falling in the ED setting.(14, 40) Other risk factors for falls should be considered 

to identify patients in the ED setting such as patients with alcohol or drug intoxication and 

those with recent administration of potentially sedating medications.(14) The most prevalent 

Hendrich II risk factors were confusion, male gender, benzodiazepines on the medication list, 

and histories of altered mobility and altered elimination.(14)  
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A recent screening tool was developed by the Stopping Elderly Accidents, Deaths, and Injuries 

(STEADI) program.(41) This tool kit, which has an algorithm for identifying a patient at risk, 

begins with three risk screens: 1) has the patient fallen in the past year, 2) does the patient 

worry about falling, or 3) has the patient admitted that he or she feels unsteady while standing 

or walking? It involves evaluation of strength, gait and balance leading to a more complex and 

comprehensive risk assessment which may not be practical in the ED setting given the amount 

of time available and consideration of other factors such as space for completing 

assessments.(41) 

 

In 2014 Carpenter et al(10) completed a systematic review and meta-analysis of fall risk 

screening tools and risk factors for falls specifically limited to the ED setting. Studies included 

ED based assessment of pre-ED or post-ED fall risk in patients 65 years and older with 

sufficient detail to reproduce contingency tables for meta-analysis. The main objective was to 

quantify the prognostic sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios of all fall risk factors and 

stratification instruments to predict falls in the six months following an ED visit. A total of 608 

studies were identified however only three ED based studies met inclusion criteria.(2, 13, 42) 

One tool was a pilot study abstract on a modified CAGE score which assessed past fall risk, 

but it reported prognostic characteristics that were insufficient to increase (positive LR 1.73, 

95% CI 1.07 to 2.81) or decrease (negative LR 0.69, 95% CI 0.47 to 1.01) the risk of falls in 

the past year.(10, 42) 

 

The remaining two fall risk screening tools were described: Tiedemann et al(2) Two Item Risk 

Screening Tool and the Carpenter et al(13) tool. Both are simple scores based upon two to four 

fall risk factors. The Two Item Screening Tool focuses on whether the person has had two or 

more falls in the last 12 months and do they take six or more medications. The AUC for the 
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tool was reported as 0.70 (0.64 – 0.76).(2) The Carpenter tool assesses non-healing foot sores, 

history of falls in the previous 12 months, inability to cut their own toenails and self-reported 

depression.(13) In terms of predicting patient falls it was reported that a score of three on the 

Two Item Risk Screening Tool demonstrated a positive LR of 3.76 (95% CI 2.45 to 5.78), but 

it was not useful to identify a lower risk subset (negative LR 0.46, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.64).(2, 10)  

 

On the other hand, a Carpenter score of >1 to define “high-risk” yielded optimal predictive 

accuracy with a positive LR of 2.40 (95% CI 1.95 to 2.8) and a negative LR of 0.11 (95% CI 

0.06 to 0.20).(10, 16) Carpenter et al(10) reported that the two published instruments 

demonstrated potential to risk stratify geriatric patients for future six month falls, but 

highlighted that the tools required further evaluation in different ED settings.(2, 10, 13) A score 

of three on the Two Item Risk Screening Tool was found as the most accurate predictor of 

increased six month fall risk.(10) A score of <2 on the Carpenter tool(13) appeared to identify 

a low risk subset of patients, but this study lost 39% of patients to six month follow up, so this 

instrument requires additional evaluation.(10)  

 

Overall, the systematic review completed by Carpenter et al(10) identified the lack of research 

completed in the ED setting. The systematic review found only three relevant studies of which 

one had a significant loss to follow up and the other performed poorly. Two of the studies (2, 

13) described individual fall risk factors and derived an instrument composed of multiple 

predictors, although neither has been validated on different populations than those from which 

they were derived.(10) In two of the three studies, the predictor variables (risk factors) were 

obtained prospectively in the ED before fall outcomes were ascertained, so those collecting the 

index test were presumed to be masked to the primary outcomes. All studies failed to explicitly 

state that outcome assessors were masked to the index tests being assessed, so there was a high 
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risk of incorporation bias.(10) Both prospective studies used self-reported falls as the primary 

outcome, but each used a different definition of falls and a different mechanism of ascertaining 

falls (postcards/telephone calls vs. follow-up with falls clinic).(10) 

 

Various other fall risk screening tools have been described in hospital outpatient and inpatient 

settings.(9, 10) Most, including ABCS injurious fall screening tool,(43) CAREFALL,(44) 

HOME FAST,(45) STRATIFY,(33) University of Pittsburgh Medical Center screening 

tool,(46) New York–Presbyterian Fall and Injury Risk Assessment Tool,(46, 47) Johns 

Hopkins Fall Risk Assessment Tool,(48) Maine Medical Center Fall Risk Assessment,(47) 

Morse Fall Scale,(36, 47) and Spartanburg Fall Risk Assessment Tool,(49) have never been 

assessed in the ED setting.  

 

The ideal fall risk screening instrument would be accurate and reliable in the population they 

are applied; sufficiently brief for routine ED use by clinicians, nurses, or ancillary screening 

staff; and not require space or equipment that is not routinely available in the average ED.(10, 

50) Also in the ED setting, the assessment must be easy to administer, so it will not burden 

acutely ill patients.(35) In summary, the literature reveals that fall risks exist in several 

domains, and that there are numerous instruments from which the clinician might choose to 

screen and assess fall risks.(8, 35) However, none of these have confidently demonstrated 

success to be recommended for routine clinical use in the ED setting for fall risk screening.(35) 

 

6.8 Clinical implications 

 

There is a need to consider the resources spent on screening for fall risk, particularly in the 

acute setting, where patients are typically present for short periods of time and may have 
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significant changes in medical status.(51) Also if therapists are required to complete a 

substantial amount of documentation as part of the fall risk screening process, including 

detailed multidimensional fall assessments, there are concerns that this burden may reduce the 

time spent providing direct patient care.(51) The clinical utility of screening tools is further 

compromised by non-completion and possible errors in completion when used as part of routine 

clinical practice.(51) While advancements such as electronic screening tools may enhance 

compliance, it is important that potential benefits of generalised screening are balanced against 

the burdens.(51)  

 

While falls and the outcomes of falls are significant issues, fall prediction is particularly 

complex.(28) Therapists need to be aware of the limitations of their tools used to screen for 

and predict falls. In some settings, research has found that a therapist’s clinical judgment may 

be just as effective as a fall risk screening tool.(28) One systematic review of fall risk screening 

tools found validity did not differ between ‘clinical judgement’ of fall risk and other developed 

tools.(51, 52) Similarly, the ACSQHC comments that in some acute care settings clinical 

judgment may be just as effective as fall risk screening tools.(26) Clinical judgement has been 

shown to be influenced by training and experience.(30, 51)  

 

6.9 Conclusion 

 

A review of the literature has failed to provide a definitive fall risk screening strategy for 

patients in the ED. However the Two Item Risk Screening Tool(2) was highlighted as 

potentially identifying patients at high risk of future falls.(10) Further testing of tools in the ED 

setting is required. Increased patient volume in the ED setting, reinforces that it is vital to have 

a tool which identifies patients at risk for falls, yet does not over triage or allow for the 
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consumption of resources for those not at risk or at low risk of falls.(40) Screening for fall risk 

in the ED potentially will provide an approach to executing stratified care pathways and 

improves efficiency by directing those with modifiable risk of falls to full assessment and/or 

care. Fall risk screening is particularly pertinent in the ED, where preventative care competes 

with the demands of injury management and timely discharge from the ED. Current 

international research indicates that falls prevention measures are not being routinely 

implemented within the ED.(1, 53-55) A fall risk screening tool can serve as a reminder to 

therapists to check for fall risk, in addition to guiding practice.(1)  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

Chapter 6 introduced the topic of risk screening patients for future falls to target falls prevention 

intervention strategies. The benefits of risk screening for falls include increased efficiency, 

better use of resources, improved patient outcomes and adherence to recommended guideline 

care.(1-3) Many fall risk screening and assessment instruments exist for community, inpatient 

and institutionalised settings.(4) However a review of the literature has not identified a 

definitive fall risk screening tool or strategy for older adults in the ED setting.  

 

The Two Item Risk Screening Tool was highlighted as potentially useful for identifying ED 

patients at high risk of future falls.(5) The instrument was derived in Australia and enrolled ED 

patients aged over 70 who presented with a fall or after two or more falls in the preceding 

year.(5) A threshold score of >2 identifies older adults at increased risk of falls with positive 

LR 3.8 (95% CI 2.5 to 5.8) and negative LR 0.46 (95% CI 0.34 to 0.64).(4-6)  

 

On commencement of this research the SCGH CCT was utilising the FROP Com Screen to 

screen older patients for falls.(7) This tool is recommended by existing Australian clinical 

guidelines.(8) However the tool was developed in the community by assessing study 

participants in their own home several weeks after any fall related ED presentation and thus 

the physical function measure included in this screen may not accurately reflect physical ability 

at the time of ED attendance.(5) Another limitation is that the FROP Com Screen has not been 

externally validated or had feasibility testing in the ED.(5) The Two Item Screening Tool was 

also faster to complete, providing an efficient alternative worth exploring. We aimed to 
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compare these tools to gain a better understanding of their accuracy in predicting patient falls. 

This research would contribute to understanding the benefits and limitations of our screening 

tools which is a core component of conducting a successful risk screening and prevention 

program. This research paper aims to answer the research question posed in Chapter 1: 

 

What is the predictive ability of the recognised fall risk screening tools (Two Item Screening 

Tool and the FROP Com Screen) for identifying patients at risk of future falls? 

 

7.2 Manuscript
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7.3 Summary 

 

This research aimed to explore the accuracy of two fall risk screening tools in the ED. The 

FROP Com Screen and the Two Item Screening Tool were reviewed. Screening for fall risk in 

the ED may assist with identifying a patient’s risk factors, providing an approach to executing 

stratified care pathways, providing evidence of assessment and used as a patient education tool. 

 

However, in this prospective cohort study of older ED attendees, we have shown that neither 

of two proposed brief risk screening tools has sufficient accuracy for recommendation in 

routine clinical care. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.57 (95% 

CI 0.48 to 0.66) for the FROP Com Screen and 0.54 (95% CI 0.45 to 0.63) for the Two-Item 

Screening Tool. The FROP Com Screen had a sensitivity of 39% (95% CI 0.27 to 0.51) and a 

specificity of 70% (95% CI 0.61 to 0.78), while the Two-Item Screening Tool had a sensitivity 

of 48% (95% CI 0.36 to 0.60) and a specificity of 57% (95% CI 0.47 to 0.66). The optimal 

screening strategy for fall risk in the older ED population remains undetermined.  

 

Overall, both tools identified a similar percentage or proportions of fallers, although the Two-

Item Screening Tool was slightly more sensitive. The FROP Com Screen was originally 

validated after a 12 month follow up possibly explaining why the FROP-Screen had reduced 

accuracy over the 6 month follow up period in this study. Both tools demonstrated limited 

accuracy to screen the general population. This highlights their low usefulness for primary 

prevention screening in the ED. The tools were slightly more accurate in a population that 

presented with a fall, indicating that they are more suitable to support secondary fall prevention, 

but still with low overall performance.  
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This research has contributed to understanding the benefits and limitations of our screening 

tools. Since completion of our research between 2015-2017, several other studies have been 

published. Objective functional assessments like Timed Up and Go (TUG) are yet to accurately 

predict future falls in ED patients.(9-11) Eagles et al (2018) completed a systematic literature 

review and identified nine studies (six cohort and three cross-sectional) that assessed the impact 

of ED mobility assessments for older patients on hospitalisation, return visits, future falls, and 

frailty.(12) Overall they reported that mobility assessments such as the TUG were neither 

associated with nor predictive of adverse outcomes.(12) 

 

This was further supported by a study completed by Chow et al (2018) where 192 patients were 

screened in the ED using the TUG and Chair Test.(10, 11, 13) A six month follow up period 

found that the TUG test had a sensitivity of 70.6% (95% CI: 56.2%–82.5%), a specificity of 

28.4% (95% CI: 21.1%–36.6%), a PPV of 26.3% (95% CI: 19.1%–34.5%) and a NPV of 72.7% 

(95% CI: 59.0%–83.9%).(10) Similar results were observed with the Chair Test. It had a 

sensitivity of 78.4% (95% CI: 64.7%–88.7%), a specificity of 23.4% (95% CI: 16.7%–31.3%), 

a PPV of 27.0% (95% CI: 20.1%–34.9%) and a NPV of 75.0% (95% CI: 59.7%–86.8%). 

Overall neither test performed well as a screening tool for future falls in older patients in the 

ED.(10) 

 

Other studies have focused on fall risk in the ED or inpatient settings.(2, 14) Patterson et al 

(2018) completed a retrospective observational study to determine if the Hendrich II, an 

inpatient fall screening instrument, could be useful to screen for outpatient fall risk through the 

ED.(15) They identified that increasing scores on the Hendrich II instrument had an association 

with future visits for falls. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) when using the score to predict 

return visits for falls was 0.64. However, a future prospective study would be required to clarify 
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these results, and at present the tool was deemed insufficient as a standalone instrument for risk 

stratifying ED patients for fall risk beyond their hospital stay.(15)  

 

In 2019 Carpenter et al completed an update of the literature and continued to recommend the 

Carpenter Tool and the Two Item Screening Tool to distinguish low-risk from higher-risk ED 

patients.(9) Currently risk screening tools utilised in the ED setting should be supported with 

clinical reasoning and judgement. Further research is still required to identify effective fall risk 

screening tools. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 

This thesis commenced with an initial critical review of the literature exploring the impact of 

falls, falls prevention guidelines and relevant interventional research. The purpose of this was 

to understand how allied health as part of interdisciplinary healthcare teams or CCTs could 

best support older adults presenting to the ED after a fall. Specific gaps in the ED setting were 

identified and this resulted in the completion of two clinical studies to explore different falls 

prevention intervention programs as outlined previously in this thesis. 

 

The initial review of the literature was commenced in 2011 as this thesis has been completed 

on a part-time basis. As such it was timely to update this review of the literature at the 

completion of the intervention studies, prior to drawing our final conclusions. This chapter is 

a systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature that incorporates RCTs conducted for 

this thesis. This has been submitted for journal publication and is currently under review. This 

research paper aims to answer to the research question posed in Chapter 1: 

 

 Do falls prevention services provided by an ED allied health CCT reduce the incidence of falls 

in older adults after discharge from the ED? 

 

8.2 Manuscript 
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Abstract 

 

Objective: To assess the effects of falls prevention services initiated in the 

Emergency Department (ED) to support patients after discharge. 

Methods: A systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted. Analysis of pooled 

data used random effects modelling with results presented as a risk ratio (RR). 

Results: Eleven studies were identified (n=4,018). The proportion of older adults 

who fell did not differ between the intervention and control groups (RR 0.93; 95% 

CI, 0.82-1.06, I2 68%, p=0.28). There was a significant (p=0.01) reduction in the 

monthly rate of falling (RR 0.69; 95% CI, 0.52-0.91, I2 93%), fall related injuries (RR 

0.72; 95% CI, 0.59-0.88, I2 0%, p=0.001), and hospital admissions (RR 0.76; 95% CI, 

0.64-0.90, I2 0%, p=0.002).  

Conclusion: ED falls prevention services did not significantly reduce the proportion 

of older adults who had future falls. However multifactorial intervention 

significantly reduced fall related injuries and hospital admissions with low 

heterogeneity.  

 

Key Words: Fall; Older Adults; Hospital Care; Health Education 
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Falls are a well-recognised public health concern.(1, 2) Falls and unstable balance 

rank high among serious clinical problems faced by older adults.(3) They are major 

contributors to immobility and premature nursing home placement.(3, 4) 

Internationally the number of older adults receiving care in Emergency Departments 

(EDs) has increased by more than 20% since 2001.(5) In Australia, approximately 17-

18% of ED presentations in older adults were because of falls and between 43% and 

57% of these people were discharged directly home.(6, 7)  

 

Various resources have been developed for staff working in EDs with older adults 

including guidelines with falls prevention recommendations and core competencies 

(including fall related skills such as understanding fall risk factors, using screening 

tools and knowledge of intervention strategies).(8-15) These guidelines tend to 

recommend multifactorial fall risk assessment followed by intervention to modify 

any identified risks to support patients to avoid further falls after discharge home 

from the ED. Access to interdisciplinary teams including allied health in the ED has 

been an emerging service since the late 1990’s.(16-19) Research evidence indicates 

that interdisciplinary teams in EDs enhance care for patients.(17)  

 

However numerous interdisciplinary efforts in the ED have failed to demonstrate 

effectiveness in preventing falls.(11, 20-23) Carpenter et al(20) identified fall 

related issues as a high priority for research in geriatric emergency medicine. 

Previous ED research in falls prevention has generally tested multifactorial 

assessment, intervention, and post discharge follow up.(10, 11, 24, 25) In 2017 

Tricco et al(26) completed a systematic review and meta-analysis and found no 

significant positive association (2 randomised controlled trials [RCTs], n=499) for the 
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provision of multifactorial assessment and treatment relative to usual care in the ED 

setting (OR 1.24, 95% CI 0.86-1.77; ARD 0.04, 95% CI -0.03-0.13).  

 

In 2018 a Cochrane review of interventions for preventing falls in older adults in the 

community found mixed results.(13, 27) Only twelve of the studies identified in this 

review involved intervention strategies provided to patients who had attended an 

ED(11, 21, 24, 25, 28-35) and of these only three, including the Prevention of Falls 

in the Elderly Trial (PROFET), found intervention effective in preventing falls.(24, 

25, 31, 35) The Cochrane review did not look specifically at the effect of intervention 

provided through the ED setting. More recently a number of new studies have been 

undertaken among ED attendees(34-38) and as such there is still uncertainly 

regarding the best treatment for this population and collation of current evidence 

is required.(39) 

 

The objective of this research was to assess the effects of falls prevention services 

provided through the ED designed to reduce the incidence of falls in older adults 

after discharge from the ED. The volume of ED attendees with falls is such that 

evidence-based stratified care pathways for the management of fallers are 

necessary to ensure the appropriate use of limited resources.(31) We conducted a 

systematic review and meta-analysis of published quantitative research studies to 

identify and compare the effect of programs designed to reduce future falls in 

patients presenting to EDs. 
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Methods 

 

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria 

 

This research adhered to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guideline. A variety of search techniques were employed to 

identify published studies of falls prevention interventions. Computerised searches 

were performed using OVID (Medline [1946 – present], Cochrane Central Register of 

Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Allied and 

Complementary Medicine [AMED], Embase and Cumulative Index for Nursing and 

Allied Health Literature (CINAHL). The database searches focused on a combination 

of the key words including fall, emergency department, older adult, frail elderly, 

geriatric, and aged (search strategy in Appendix 6a which includes results from the 

OVID database). The reference lists from all relevant articles were manually 

reviewed and a grey literature search was undertaken using Google Scholar, OAlster, 

and The Grey Literature Report. Last search was completed in June 2019. 

 

A fall was conceptually defined as an unexpected event in which the patient comes 

to rest on the ground, floor or lower level.(40) We included randomised and quasi-

randomised controlled trials that evaluated a service designed to prevent falls or 

fall related injuries. Falls prevention services or intervention was considered any 

assessment, treatment or education aimed at reducing patient falls provided by any 

health profession that commenced in the ED (including ED observation units), with 

or without a post-discharge component. Falls prevention interventions were 
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classified in line with the taxonomy developed by the Prevention of Falls Network 

Europe (ProFANE):(40, 41) 

• Single: one type of intervention strategy provided only. 

• Multiple component: a set combination of interventions provided to each 

patient e.g. geriatric assessment and environmental assessment. 

• Multifactorial: where intervention is matched to a patient’s falls risk factors 

and they may receive different combinations depending on need.(27, 40, 42)  

 

Interdisciplinary teams were defined as two or more healthcare professionals who 

worked collaboratively with the patient.(18) Two authors (KH and AC) independently 

completed the search and met to discuss findings and resolve any discrepancies. 

Abstracts and titles were screened for relevance, duplicates removed, and finally a 

full text review was completed. Trials from all countries were considered if in 

English and involving patients aged 60 years or older. Trials were included if patients 

previously lived in the community, were ambulatory, presented to the ED with a fall 

(with or without injury), and were discharged home from ED. Control groups could 

receive usual care or no falls prevention intervention. We excluded studies that did 

not report fall outcomes (number or proportion of older adults who fell or fall rate), 

that targeted hospital inpatients, or that involved risk screening alone without 

intervention. Studies published only as abstracts were excluded because of possible 

inaccuracy and incompleteness.(10) Attempts to contact authors for full text articles 

were completed as appropriate.  
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Data Extraction 

 

Data were extracted into a preformatted spreadsheet including: 

- Study design, method of data collection and inclusion/exclusion criteria 

- Study setting, study follow up period and sample size 

- Intervention method or program and professionals involved 

- Outcome variables: number and proportion of older adults who fell, monthly 

rate of falls, number of fall related injuries, number of hospital admissions, 

ED presentations, and deaths 

- Statistical analysis: adjustment for any covariates identified in a particular 

study. 

 

Quality and Risk of Bias Assessment 

 

The selected studies were assessed for quality and risk of bias using the checklist 

recommended by Cochrane as per the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative 

Studies, Effective Public Health Practice Project 2007.(43) This tool includes 

components of intervention integrity and was judged to be suitable to use in 

systematic reviews.(43) The tool includes eight sections that review of all aspects 

of study design including selection bias, blinding, confounders, data collection 

methods, withdrawals, etc. It provides an overall rating for articles as weak, 

moderate, and strong. We planned to exclude all weak studies from meta-analysis. 
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Analysis 

 

We computed meta-analytic summary estimates if more than one study assessed the 

same fall related outcome using comparable thresholds. A narrative review is 

presented for studies unable to be meta-analysed. Statistical meta-analysis was 

conducted using RevMan, version 5.3 for Windows. We used a random effects model 

due to the anticipation of significant between-study heterogeneity, considering the 

nature of falls and methods of ascertaining fall occurrence.(10, 44) The chi-square 

test and I2 statistic were used to quantify heterogeneity. The pooled result was 

considered heterogeneous if the I2 statistic was >40% and the chi-square p value was 

<0.05. We assessed funnel plots of risk ratios for publication bias.  

 

Our primary analysis included studies that provided the proportion of patients in 

each group (intervention, control or usual care) who fell at least once. For studies 

that followed up patients for more than 12 months we used data collected at 12 

months if available.(10) For studies with less than 12 months of follow up we 

accepted a minimum of 6 months follow up. A risk ratio (RR) was estimated for 

studies that compared the number of patients who fell once or more (fallers) 

between the intervention or control groups. Studies were stratified by intervention 

classification e.g. single, multiple component or multifactorial.(40, 41) Additional 

sensitivity analysis on the primary outcome was completed exploring intervention 

stratified by being provided by a single health discipline as opposed to an 

interdisciplinary team approach, frequency of interactions (intervention with two or 

more interactions versus those that include less than two) and the recruited 
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population (reduced to studies who recruited solely from the ED and where patients 

were directly discharged home from this setting).  

 

Our secondary analysis included studies that provided data on the total number of 

falls and the average follow up period in each group.(45) We calculated the monthly 

incidence rate of falls and the incidence rate ratio for each comparison between an 

intervention group and control group.(45) Additional outcome measures consisted of 

the proportion of fall related hospital admissions, ED presentations, death, and fall 

related injuries. For studies that were cluster-randomised (e.g. randomised by ED), 

we would perform adjustments for clustering according to guidance provided in the 

Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions(43) if this had not been 

performed correctly in the original study, using an intraclass correlation coefficient 

(ICC) of 0.01.(42)  

 

Results 

 

Figure 8 summarises the study selection process where 4,531 articles were 

identified. Fifty four articles underwent full-text assessment (Appendix 6b). Twenty 

articles met criteria for the systematic review(11, 21, 24, 25, 28-38, 46-50) and 

eleven(21, 24, 25, 30-32, 34-38) were included in the meta-analysis. Excluded from 

meta-analysis were non-randomised trials;(46, 48, 50) those with very different 

populations(11, 28, 29) i.e. cognitive impairment; no required outcome 

measures;(33) or only short-term follow up data.(47, 49) Table 11 includes details 

of the eleven papers (n=4,018) included in the meta-analysis. The quality and risk 

of bias assessment did not reveal any weak studies requiring removal (Appendix 6c). 
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Characteristics of study  

 

Table 11 highlights the descriptive data from the studies for meta-analysis. Of the 

eleven studies, four were completed in Australia, three in the United Kingdom and 

all were published between 1999 and 2019. The mean age varied from 73 to 78.6 

years and sample sizes varied from 140 to 712 participants. Five studies excluded 

those who lived in residential community aged care facilities and seven excluded 

patients with impaired cognition. 

 

The primary studies included a broad range of interventions (Table 11) from 

occupational therapy environmental home assessments, to addressing feet and 

footwear, balance and gait exercises and falls prevention education. Ten studies 

provided multifactorial intervention and one utilised a single intervention approach. 

The most common intervention strategy included an environmental assessment 

followed by referrals to other service providers. The two studies,(24, 35) most 

successful at reducing the number of older adults who fell involved an occupational 

therapist and a doctor who conducted an environmental assessment, medical 

assessment, and referred onto other community services within two weeks of 

discharge from the ED. There was a variation in the time taken to provide the 

intervention from immediately in the ED up to over two months (Appendix 6d, Table 

13). The least successful study involved a nurse providing a patient and their general 

practitioner (GP) with a letter outlining their individual falls risk factors and 

recommended treatment strategies.(32)  
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Pooled results 

 

There was no impact on the proportion of older adults who fell (RR 0.93; 95% CI, 

0.82-1.06) with an I2 value of 68% suggesting considerable trial heterogeneity (Figure 

9) and very low GRADE evidence (Table 12). Multifactorial intervention was more 

effective (RR 0.90; 95% CI, 0.80-1.01, I2 59%, p=0.07) than use of a single 

intervention strategy (RR 2.09; 95% CI, 1.25-3.51), although only one study utilised 

a single intervention approach. Interventions provided by an interdisciplinary team 

tended to be more successful in reducing the proportion of older adults who fell (RR 

0.90; 95% CI, 0.79-1.01, I2 63%, p=0.08) compared to those provided by a single 

health discipline (RR 1.38; 95% CI, 0.64-3.00, I2 82%, p=0.41), although neither result 

was statistically significant (Appendix 6e, Figure 11). Additional sensitivity analysis 

for the frequency of interactions found that intervention with two or more 

interactions was significantly more effective (RR 0.86; 95% CI, 0.75-0.99, I2 63%, 

p=0.04), although substantial trial heterogeneity was present. Studies which 

included similar populations (recruited solely from the ED and discharged home from 

this setting) lead to a reduction in heterogeneity for the primary outcome, but 

continued to demonstrate limited impact on reducing the proportion of older adults 

who fell (RR 0.98; 95% CI, 0.82-1.17, I2 30%, p=0.81). 

 

The monthly fall rate was determined from five papers (Figure 10) and a pooled 

analysis showed a significant (p=0.01) reduction in the rate of falls (RR 0.69; 95% CI, 

0.52-0.91, I2 93%) although with high levels of heterogeneity observed. Five articles 

provided data on fall related hospital admissions with a significant reduction (RR 
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0.76, 95% CI, 0.64-0.90, I2 0%, p=0.002) (Figure 10) supported by no heterogeneity 

and moderate GRADE evidence (Table 12). 

 

ED representations were considered in five articles. These data showed a non-

significant reduction (p=0.07) with intervention (RR 0.85; 95% CI, 0.72-1.01, I2 0%). 

Death was not significantly different between groups (RR 1.01, 95% CI, 0.71-1.44, I2 

7%, p=0.95). Injuries from falls was considered in eight articles (Table 12, Figure 10) 

with a significant reduction observed with intervention (RR 0.72; 95% CI, 0.59-0.88, 

I2 0%, p=0.001).      

 

Publication Bias   

 

A visual inspection of the funnel plots for the monthly rate of falls and hospital 

admissions indicated some evidence of publication bias, with asymmetry noted. All 

other plots appeared symmetrical including the overall pooled result on the 

proportion of older adults who fell (Appendix 6e, Figure 12). 

 

Narrative Review 

 

A narrative review of the eight articles(28, 29, 33, 46-48, 50) unable to be included 

in the meta-analysis also reported limited success. Lee et al(47) found no evidence 

that a personal emergency response system (PERs) at home reduced anxiety, fear of 

falling, or return to the ED among older adults. Use of practice guidelines in the ED 

did not result in a reduction of falls or hospitalisations for falls, injuries, or 

fractures.(50) Educational intervention to reduce falls and fear of falling following 
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fragility fractures was not significantly effective.(48) Also no impact was reported 

following provision of a rapid health visitor intervention provided to females post 

discharge.(28) Risk assessment and point of contact intervention did not reduce falls 

in older patients awaiting outpatient falls clinic support.(49) However the effect of 

an allied health professional referral in the ED, in older adults presenting with a fall, 

was associated with a decrease in representation and readmission rates. Although 

further study was required to examine interventional components on fall 

outcomes.(46) 

 

Discussion 

 

This review of the literature has helped to assess the effects of intervention provided 

by interdisciplinary teams in the ED to reduce the incidence of falls in older adults 

after discharge. A positive finding was that ED intervention reduced fall related 

injuries and hospital admissions. However, the proportion of people that fell was 

not reduced.  

 

Older reviews, such as those by Baraff and colleagues,(50) found that intervention 

in the ED can improve documentation and awareness of falls in older adults, but did 

not improve subsequent falls or hospitalisation risks.(23) Difficulties with ED 

intervention that have been explored include whether the ED culture and clinical 

context is conducive to falls prevention efforts, whether interventions meet 

guideline care recommendations, and inconsistency of services.(23) Furthermore, 

scant evidence exists to imply that ED providers can accurately risk-stratify geriatric 
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patients at increased risk for falls within 6 months(23, 44, 51) affecting the ability 

to direct intervention to those who may most benefit.  

 

However various ED guidelines have been developed(9-12, 15) to support this at risk 

population and this review partly supports their intent, including use of 

multifactorial intervention and interdisciplinary teams. Nine of the studies involved 

an interdisciplinary team and there was a trend towards greater success in reducing 

the number of patients experiencing falls with this approach. This may speak to the 

value of professional specialisation and focus.  

 

The multifactorial aetiology of falls and variation of those at risk make assessment 

and treatment difficult. Eight articles could not find any statistical difference 

between groups and found that fall services were not significantly effective in 

preventing falls.(21, 25, 30-32, 34, 36, 38) There is a possibility that the intervention 

programs provided through the ED are not intensive enough with studies that 

provided two or more interactions demonstrating higher effect. There is some initial 

evidence demonstrating that multifactorial intervention was less effective with 

younger patients. Studies(24, 34-35) that had a higher mean age of approximately 

78 years were more effective in preventing falls.  

 

The data analysis also identified high levels of heterogeneity between studies. This 

was reduced with sensitivity analysis for the primary outcome by restricting the 

analysis to studies where patients received multifactorial intervention, were solely 

recruited from an ED and were discharged home from this setting. Six studies(21, 

24, 31, 34, 36-37) included either patients recruited in mixed settings i.e. GP 
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Cooperatives or patients could be admitted into hospital possibly contaminating the 

intervention provided. Additionally, heterogeneity was low when looking at other 

outcomes including hospital admissions and fall related injuries, indicating that 

measurement of falls between groups may vary impacting on comparison of 

intervention and its effectiveness on fall numbers.  

 

Previous studies(52-54) have recognised the impact of heterogeneity and suggest 

that preventive measures are likely to be more effective if tailored to groups with 

specific risk profiles and a tendency to engage in specific activities such as exercise. 

Further work is required to identify these subpopulations in the ED setting and would 

build on the effectiveness of ED referral pathways. Reducing fall risk involves a 

significant commitment from patients such as participation in balance and strength 

training programs.(39) Patient adherence to falls prevention recommendation also 

impacts largely on study outcomes. Evidence exists for falls prevention, yet patient 

uptake of strategies can be fragmented and limited.(54) If intervention resources 

were better targeted to a patient’s risk profile, previous engagement in activities 

and a patient’s readiness to make changes to avoid falls, would it also result in 

better patient fall related outcomes? Improved targeting of research populations, 

use of core outcome measures and clear documentation of interventions might 

reduce heterogeneity in falls prevention literature. 

 

Recently the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) outlined 

recommendations for falls prevention in community-dwelling older adults.(55) 

Multifactorial intervention and exercise were associated with fall related benefit. 

Other recent research has reported on the success of occupational therapy 
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environmental assessments particularly in patients with a recent falls history.(56) 

However existing evidence indicates that the overall net benefit of routinely offering 

multifactorial interventions to all patients to prevent falls is small.(26) Therapists 

should weigh up the benefits, futility and harms based on the circumstances of prior 

falls, presence of comorbid medical conditions, and the patient’s values and 

preferences.(55)  

 

The most successful randomised interventional studies have been predominantly in 

primary prevention.(31, 57) Studies included in this meta-analysis involved 

populations where patients presented to the ED post falling. Studies show that older 

adults presenting to an ED after a fall are at high risk for recurrent falls.(25, 44, 58) 

Future research may benefit from recognising the risks that this population face. 

Further research should also consider significant medical reasons for falls such as 

cognitive impairment, medication, infections, hydration and diet and may involve 

not only prevention but also risk management or injury minimisation strategies.  

 

The majority of falls prevention studies exclude patients with cognitive impairment 

or those in residential care facilities. Further research is required to provide 

evidence-based strategies for these patients.(59) Studying a wider population may 

be beneficial to review if early interventions targeted to those that have many falls 

risks factors, but have not yet fallen, may assist this population. Limited research 

on the cost effectiveness of these interventions is available and would assist with 

translating research into practice. 
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Future ED research should continue to focus on the effectiveness of interventions 

provided by interdisciplinary teams and may involve novel approaches such as 

integrating new technology for patient education or partnerships with paramedic 

services. In a recent pilot study, occupational therapists travelling with paramedics 

as part of the Early Intervention Vehicle (EIV) in England prevented 75% of patients 

from coming into hospital after calling an emergency service following a fall.(60) 

However a greater understanding of patient outcomes and future falls experienced 

is required. Furthermore we have identified that studies who provided intervention 

either within the ED or within the first two weeks post discharge had better 

outcomes.(24, 35, 38) This suggests timing of intervention may impact on 

success.(24, 35) 

 

Limitations 

 

One limitation of our study was the availability of original studies, common to all 

systematic reviews. The majority of studies utilised multifactorial intervention 

impacting on the ability to compare with other single or multiple component 

programs. Similarly, we are making a conclusion on the limited effect of intervention 

provided by a single health discipline based on only two studies. The overall pooled 

analysis showed high levels of heterogeneity. This may be due to different complex 

clinical interventions, geographic locations, health systems, study designs, data-

collection methods and sample selections. Also, the majority of studies focused on 

medical outcome measures such as number of falls, rather than functional 

performance, which could be considered in future research. 
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Only English-language articles were evaluated. Most of the studies examined health 

outcomes among older ED patients that excluded those with cognitive impairment 

(including dementia or delirium) and those living in residential care facilities. The 

majority of studies do not comment on patient frailty, which would be useful in 

future research. At present the results are not generalisable to these older 

population subgroups.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Multifactorial falls prevention services initiated in the ED did not significantly reduce 

the incidence of older adults who experienced future falls after discharge, however 

patients may substantially benefit from other clinical outcomes. There is moderate 

GRADE evidence to suggest reduction in fall related injuries and hospital admissions 

of at least 10%. This review strongly supports the role of an interdisciplinary team 

in the ED and highlights that at risk patients require falls risk assessment and 

multifactorial intervention in the ED with post discharge follow up delivered in a 

timely manner.  
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 Figures 

Figure 8: Flow diagram of search results and study selection 
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Figure 9: Forest plot of studies using risk ratio comparing falls intervention program impact on number of fallers 
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Figure 10: Forest plot of studies using rate ratio comparing fall prevention 

intervention on fall outcomes: i) monthly rate of falls, ii) fall related injuries, iii) 

hospital admissions, iv) emergency department presentations 
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Tables 

Table 11: Summary of characteristics of included articles 

First 
Author 

Country Intervention 
Delivered By 

Intervention 
Classification 

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria Study 
Quality 

Time to 
Outcome 

Number 
of 

Subjects 

Mean 
Age 

Barker et 
al 

(2019) 
(37) 

 

Australia Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Motivational 
interviewing 

• Education 
module 

• Home 
assessment 

• Exercises 

• Telephone 
support 

• GP liaison 

60-90 years, ED 
presentation for a 

fall, living at 
home, resides 
<50km from 

hospital, 
cognitively intact, 
planned discharge 

<72hours 

Not from private 
residence, planned 

discharge to residential 
aged care, being 
unable to use a 

telephone, non-English 
speaking, unable to 

walk without physical 
assistance, socially 
inappropriate, life 

expectancy <12 
months, MMSE <23, 
living >50km from 

hospital site. 

Strong 12 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

430 73 

Chu et al 
(2017) 
(35) 

Hong Kong Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Occupational 
Therapy Fall 
Reduction 
Home 
Assessments  

• Referrals 

> 65 years, 
community 

dwelling, ED 
presentation for 

fall. 

Individuals who fell 
because of excess 
alcohol, a stroke, 
epilepsy or loss 

consciousness. <15 
telephone MMSE,  
unable to provide 

consent, residing in 
residential care or did 
not speak Cantonese.  

Strong 12 months 
(Follow up 
fortnightly) 

311 78.3 
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Close et al 
(1999) 
(24) 

UK Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Home 
assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Referrals  

• Day Hospital 
Clinic 

 

> 65 years, lived in 
the community, 
and presented to 

an A&E with a fall, 
cognitively intact, 
English speaking, 
may have been 

admitted to 
hospital. 

<7 AMT (with no 
regular carer), did not 

live locally, non-
English speaking. 

 
 

Moderate 12 months 
(Follow up 

every 4 
months) 

397 78.2 

Davison et 
al (2005) 

(31) 

UK Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Education 

• Gait/function 
retraining 

• Referrals  

• Home 
assessments  

• Footwear 
safety 

Cognitively intact 
men and women, > 

65 years, 
presenting to ED 
with a fall or fall 
related injury and 

at least one 
additional fall in 

the preceding 
year. 

Cognitively impaired 
(<24 MMSE), had >1 

previous syncope, were 
immobile, lived >15 
mile from ED, were 

registered blind, had a 
clear medical 

explanation for their 
fall i.e. stroke, 

epilepsy, etc. Enrolled 
in another study. 

Moderate 12 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

313 77.2 

Harper et 
al (2017) 

(38) 

Australia Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Brief falls 
prevention 
educational 
intervention 

• Referrals 
 

> 65 years, 
presenting to the 

ED with any 
diagnosis, for 

discharge home, 
English speaking, 

not residing in 
aged care 
facilities, 

cognitively intact. 

Non-English speaking, 
residing in residential 

care, unable to 
consent. 

Strong 6 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

412 79.2 
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Hendriks 
et al 

(2008) 
(21) 

Netherlands Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Home 
assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Equipment 

• Referrals 

Community 
dwelling, > 65 

years, who were 
seen in an ED or 
GP Cooperative 

after a fall. 

Unable to speak Dutch, 
<4 AMT, had been 

admitted for >4 weeks 
to a hospital, 

immobile. 

Strong 12 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

333 74.8 

Lightbody 
et al 

(2002) 
(30) 

UK Single Health 
Discipline 

Multifactorial 

• Home 
assessment 

• Liaison with 
family 

• Referrals 

> 65 years, 
attending the ED 
with a fall and 

discharged home. 

Admitted to hospital, 
lived in residential 

care, refused or unable 
to consent, out of local 

area. 

Moderate 6 months 
(Follow up 

at 6 months 
only) 

348 75.0 

Matchar 
et al 

(2017) 
(34) 

Singapore Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Individual or 
group 
physical 
therapy  

• Home 
assessment 

• Medication 
review 

• Education 
 

> 65 years, seen in 
ED for a fall or 

fall-related injury 
and discharged 

home or admitted 
to hospital but 
expected to 

weight bear within 
one month. 

Singaporeans or 
permanent 

residents, able to 
perform the Three-

Step Command. 

Patients in road traffic 
collisions, or needing 

inpatient surgery. 

Moderate 9 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

354 78.6 

Russell et 
al (2010) 

(25) 

Australia Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Referrals 

• Education 
 

Community 
dwelling, > 60 

years, presenting 
to an ED after a 

fall and discharged 
directly home.  

Inability to follow 
instructions, > 7 AMT, 

unable to walk 
independently indoors. 

Moderate 12 months 
(Follow up 
bi-monthly) 

712 75.4 
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Tan et al 
(2018) 
(36) 

Malaysia Interdisciplinary 
Team 

Multifactorial 

• Exercise 
program 

• Visual 
interventions 

• Home 
assessment 

• Medication 
review 

> 65 years, history 
of two or more 

falls or one 
injurious fall over 

the past 12 
months. 

Clinically diagnosed 
dementia, major 

psychiatric illnesses 
and inability to stand. 

Strong 12 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

268 75.3 

Whitehead 
et al 

(2003) 
(32) 

Australia Single Health 
Discipline 

Single 

• GP Letter 
 

> 65 years, 
presented with 
fall, cognitively 
intact, not from 
residential aged 

care, not 
transferred to 

another hospital, 
may have been 

admitted to 
hospital and in 

hospital catchment 
area. 

In residential care, <25 
MMSE (without carer), 

outside catchment 
area, limited English, 

severe or terminal 
illness. 

Moderate 6 months 
(Follow up 
monthly) 

140 77.8 
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Table 12: GRADE Summary of the evidence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Outcome   Effect Certainty† 

No. 
of 

RCTs 

No. of 
participants 

Risk Ratio 
 (95% CI) 

 

Number of fallers  
(21, 24-25, 30-32, 34-38)   
 

11 2,528 0.93 
(0.82 to 1.06) 

⨁◯◯◯ VERY LOW 
(due to inconsistency, 

indirectness and imprecision) 

Number of fallers with 
multifactorial 
intervention 
 (21, 24-25, 30-31, 34-38)    
 

10 3,405 0.90 
(0.80 to 1.01) 

⨁⨁◯◯ LOW 
(due to inconsistency and 

imprecision) 
 

Fall related injuries  
(21, 24-25, 30-31, 34, 37-
38) 
 

8 2,939 0.72 
(0.59 to 0.88) 

⨁⨁⨁◯MODERATE 
(due to indirectness) 

ED representations 
(25, 30-31, 35, 38)   

5 1,822 0.85 
(0.72 to 1.01) 

⨁⨁◯◯ LOW 
(due to imprecision and 

indirectness) 
 

Hospital admissions 
(24, 30-31, 35, 38)  
 

5 1,476 0.76 
(0.64 to 0.90) 

⨁⨁⨁◯MODERATE 
(due to indirectness) 

Death 
(21, 24-25, 30-31, 36, 37-
38)    

8 2,884 1.05 
 (0.75 to 1.47) 

⨁⨁◯◯ LOW 
(due to imprecision and 

indirectness) 
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Footnotes: Certainty† 
Imprecision: the 95% CI of the pooled estimate included one or no effect. 
Inconsistency: heterogeneity may be explained by the differing characteristics of the populations, content and duration of the 
intervention across the studies. 
Indirectness: there are important differences between the populations studied prior to intervention and for those whom the 
recommendations are intended. 
 
GRADE Working Group grades of evidence 
High quality: further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect. Moderate quality: further 
research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate. Low 
quality: further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to 
change the estimate. Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the estimate. 
GRADEpro. GDT: GRADEpro Guideline Development Tool [Software]. McMaster University, 2015 (developed by Evidence Prime, Inc.). http://www.gradepro.org  
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8.3 Summary 

 

The aim of this chapter was to summarise the current literature on intervention strategies that 

could be provided by CCTs in the ED to treat older adults who present after experiencing a 

fall. This review included research presented in this thesis (Chapter 4). It provides an overall 

summary of the current strategies tested and outlines future clinical and research 

recommendations. 

 

Limited research has been completed in the ED setting focusing on falls prevention strategies 

and current clinical guidelines are based on uncertain evidence. Overall, eleven studies were 

included in the meta-analysis and only four of these reported positive outcomes in either 

reducing the numbers of fallers or the number of falls experienced by patients. All of these 

studies involved extensive patient support after discharge, which is currently not considered 

routine in clinical practice. This makes implementation of existing research difficult. These 

studies also focused on intervention after discharge from the ED, rather than what can be 

provided to patients directly in the ED setting to capitalise on a teaching moment. The research 

completed in Chapter 4 on the brief falls prevention intervention partly addresses this research 

gap. However further research in this area is required.  

 

At present this chapter has highlighted that identification of patients through the ED after a fall 

and provision of intervention is yet to impact significantly on the number of older adults who 

experience future falls. However, it has led to a reduced monthly rate of falls, fall related 

injuries and hospital admissions.  
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

9.1 Introduction 

 

Current ED falls prevention clinical guidelines are based on uncertain evidence generalised 

from community settings. This thesis has aimed to rectify this and provides new evidence for 

allied health practice in the ED. This research comprised of three clinical studies, an economic 

evaluation and a systematic review with meta-analysis. This was completed to evaluate current 

fall risk screening methods and explore evidence based intervention strategies to support older 

adults presenting to EDs after a fall, from an allied health perspective. Overall, this thesis has 

strengthened evidence for existing clinical guidelines and facilitated the completion of relevant 

research in the ED setting. This chapter summarises the overall research findings relative to 

current published literature not included in the original papers and available to June 2019. This 

chapter will address the individual questions posed and then explore implications for existing 

clinical guidelines. The strengths and limitations of this body of research are identified and 

recommendations for policy, practice and future research are considered. 

 

9.2 Overview of major findings 

 

9.2.1 Does CCT intervention in the ED with a point of contact post discharge 

service reduce falls in older patients? 

 

Previous intervention trials in the ED conducted before this thesis began have provided mixed 

results. Only two studies reported reducing patient falls after discharge(1, 2) and these findings 

were yet to be replicated in other studies.(3) As such this study was designed to identify ED 
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patients at high risk of falls, provide early assessment, intervention and case management 

support until patients could access comprehensive and specialised care in the local falls clinic. 

However no effect from this post discharge point of contact falls intervention was found 

(Chapter 3).(4) Patients were continuing to wait significant periods to access outpatient 

services, experienced functional decline and were at risk of further falls.  

 

Recruitment difficulties were experienced during this study due to the restricted population we 

aimed to capture. We focused on high risk patients who had a previous history of falls and were 

able to be discharged home from the ED. These patients would have had the most to gain from 

an intervention on discharge to support them until further strategies were in place. However, 

these higher risk patients were often admitted to hospital, instead of being discharged, 

extending the time required for recruitment. We followed the patients for approximately two 

months until they were receiving regular support from the local falls clinic. We felt that this 

was appropriate given our role as a provider of acute intervention. However, this study was 

considered exploratory and future work, including an extended follow up time, may have found 

different results. 

 

Nevertheless, useful information was gained from this research including understanding the 

patient’s journey after discharge from the ED and the barriers they face, especially the time 

delays, to access outpatient services. We now understand that patients may wait over one month 

to receive outpatient services through a falls clinic. This is similar to other Australian sites 

where waiting times were reported as approximately 6 weeks.(5) Patients that did not attend 

their follow up appointments were generally unwell and experienced post discharge falls. These 

findings can be used to guide policy and clinical practice. ED clinicians need to ensure that 

liaison occurs with outpatient services to triage and identify patients at risk who need to be 
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seen sooner or would benefit from a home visit service (as they may not be well enough to 

travel to an outpatient clinic). ED clinicians can also use this knowledge to access other interim 

supports such as a one off occupational therapy home visit, educate the patient or family or 

liaise with the general practitioner, until comprehensive support is in place. 

 

Since publication of the paper within Chapter 3, Chu et al(6) completed a study in Hong Kong, 

in which 204 older adults who presented to the ED after a fall were randomly assigned to an 

intervention group. The intervention was a secondary prevention program in which an 

occupational therapist provided a single home visit focusing on fall reduction. Patients in the 

control group received a well-wishing visit by a research assistant who had no professional 

training or knowledge of falls prevention. Patients were followed for 12 months and the 

percentage of fallers over one year was 13.7% in the intervention group compared to 20.4% in 

the control group. There were significant differences in the number of fallers (p=0.03) and the 

number of falls (p=0.02) between the two groups over six months. They concluded that one 

occupational therapy visit after a fall was more effective than a well-wishing visit at reducing 

future falls at six months. A booster visit by an occupational therapist at six months was 

suggested.(6)  

 

The Chu et al(6) study was multisite and recruitment difficulties were also reported in this 

paper. They did not include patients admitted to hospital. Patients received a physician 

assessment in the ED, including a TUG,(7) and were then referred to an occupational therapist 

who saw the patient at home. The occupational therapist completed further assessments within 

five days and provided intervention within two weeks of ED discharge. Falls were monitored 

by fortnightly telephone calls with the patients, no fall diary was utilised, possibly impacting 

on a patient’s recall of the number of falls they experienced. However, Chu et al(6) provides 
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further evidence supporting my thesis findings in Chapter 8 (page 206) that provision of early 

intervention (within two weeks) after an ED discharge may be more effective than intervention 

provided at a later stage. This has implications for post discharge services including those 

provided through falls clinics. 

 

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis completed by Naseri, et al(8) reported home 

hazard modification interventions delivered to those with a previous falls history, was effective 

in reducing the number of falls (RR 0.63, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.93). This was based on one study 

and was deemed low GRADE evidence.(8) However they recommended older hospital 

inpatients recently discharged be provided with a home visit for hazard minimisation 

particularly if they have a recent previous falls history.(8) This research only included patients 

that had been admitted into the hospital and were not discharged from the ED setting.(8) It is 

therefore only speculative at this stage that these finding could be relevant for patients 

discharged from the ED. 

 

An additional RCT was published in 2019 testing the effectiveness of a post discharge 

telephone based program for older adults presenting to the ED after a fall.(9) The intervention 

(RESPOND) consisted of one home based risk assessment with six months of telephone based 

education, coaching, goal setting and support for evidence based fall risk factor management 

and linkages to existing services.(9) Falls per person-year were 1.15 in the intervention group 

and 1.83 in the control group (IRR 0.65, 95% CI 0.43 to 0.99, p=0.042). The rate of fractures 

was significantly lower in the intervention group compared to the control group (0.05 versus 

0.12; IRR 0.37, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.91, p=0.03).(9)  
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However, there were limited differences for the numbers of people who had falls between each 

group (100 versus 106) or other secondary outcomes including ED presentations, 

hospitalisations, falls efficacy and quality of life. Other limitations highlighted included a high 

number of drop outs (n=93), possible underreporting of falls, fall injuries, and hospitalisations 

across both groups and the relatively small number of fracture events.(9) Again this involved 

a comprehensive discharge program, which may not be sustainable in current clinical practice 

due to cost. Intervention was not provided directly to patients in the ED setting. However the 

program provides support for focusing on positive health messages as the intervention targeted 

four key areas including better strength, better vision, better sleep and better bones.(9) 

 

Older adults are often treated and discharged home by ED based health professionals with the 

hope they will attend outpatient referrals and receive support from their general 

practitioner.(10) Recently Shankar et al(10) provided a descriptive study to investigate falls 

prevention activities, including interactions with primary care providers, among community 

dwelling older adults who were discharged home after presenting to an ED with a fall related 

injury. Eighty seven community dwelling people between the ages of 65 and 90 were recruited, 

the majority (76%) being women.(10) These patients were recruited in the ED and provided 

with a brochure describing a local evidence based program called ‘Matter of Balance’ designed 

to reduce fear of falling and increase activity levels.(10)  

 

Patients were called 60 days after discharge to explore post-fall behaviours including efforts to 

engage family and carers, enrolment in a falls prevention program, attitudes towards falling 

and any subsequent falls. Seventy one percent of patients reported talking to their general 

practitioner regarding the fall and 37% reported engaging in falls prevention activities.(10) No 

patients reported enrolling in a falls prevention program although two reported contacting falls 
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program staff. Fourteen percent of patients (n=12) reported a recurrent fall and 8% (n=7) 

reported returning to the ED after a recurrent fall.(10) They did not look at reasons for a patient 

not accessing further support or engaging with services after discharge. They concluded a low 

rate of patients initiating falls prevention behaviours following an ED visit for a fall related 

injury among community dwelling older adults, and highlighted the ED visit as an important, 

but underutilised, opportunity to mobilise health care resources for patients at high risk of 

subsequent falls.(10) This study highlights the need for health professionals to capitalise on the 

ED teachable moment to educate and support patients to engage in falls prevention 

intervention. If a patient does not understand their future risk of falling or the strategies that 

they can use to prevent future falls, they may not make any changes after discharge from an 

ED.  

  

For many older adults, falls carry a stigma associated with declining capabilities and loss of 

independence. Additionally, many older adults are uninformed about effective falls prevention 

strategies or may lack confidence in their ability to prevent falls.(10, 11) Further studies are 

required to assess ED based interventions that help patients acknowledge how important falls 

are to their health and motivate patients to engage in falls prevention activity, but are also 

practical given the busy, episodic, and often chaotic ED environment. Currently ED allied 

health professionals attending older adult falls patients can, at a minimum, provide patients 

with clear information on their individual risk of falls and encourage them to talk to their 

general practitioners and families about falls prevention.(12) Current research evidence 

continues to suggest that high risk ED patients should be referred for an occupational therapy 

home visit. ED allied health staff can also engage with general practitioners to support 

community follow up plus refer patients to interdisciplinary fall risk assessment clinics, if 

available.(10) However therapists should consider if the patient is likely to attend; would they 
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benefit more from a home visit from falls clinic staff because of health or transport difficulties; 

are they likely to adhere to any recommendations; and the length of the waiting periods for 

these services as identified in this thesis. 

 

This thesis also identified that minimising injury rather than pure prevention of falls for patients 

with a high risk of future falls may be required and involve new technology such as sensors 

and alarms in the home environment to assist carers.(13, 14) Current research is continuing to 

explore this frontier and notes that wearable sensors and smart phone technologies provide 

scope for at home monitoring of falls and injuries in older adults.(15, 16) Future technology 

may be engaged to change the way education or information on falls prevention is delivered. 

Technology is currently available to encourage exercise or track participation in physical 

activity. It may play a role in enhancing the independence and quality of life and in reducing 

the individual and societal costs of caring by preventing and managing disability and frailty of 

older patients.(17) However it was noted that a greater effort in interdisciplinary collaboration 

which also extends between services is necessary to integrate technology into existing health 

and social service systems.(17) Future ED research should consider and incorporate all 

available technology and may lead to more accurate risk assessment through measurement of 

previous falls, near-falls or unsteadiness. It may improve reporting of post discharge falls 

(rather than relying on patient self-report) and support more extensive falls prevention 

education provided regularly rather than limited by a one off visit to the ED or a health 

professional’s limited availability after discharge.  
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9.2.2 What is the effect of a brief intervention for falls prevention in older 

patients presenting to the ED? 

 

Previous ED research trials have generally focused on identifying patients at risk of falls 

through the ED and then providing the majority of intervention after discharge when a patient 

is back in the community.(1, 2, 18) No research has focused on intervention that can be 

provided to patients in the ED setting to capitalise on the ED teaching moment. No previous 

ED research has explored the use of brief intervention methodology employing motivational 

interviewing to provide falls prevention education and support. In this thesis a brief 

intervention combined with standard care (multifactorial fall risk assessment and intervention 

with referral to post discharge services) resulted in maintaining function of fallers, less falls 

with fractures and reduced hospital admissions, but didn’t prevent falls post discharge (Chapter 

4).(19)  

  

Some recent research continues to highlight the perceptions of older adults regarding falls and 

the benefits of discussing fall risk. Greenberg et al(20) explored patient perceptions about their 

fall risk, their comfort level regarding discussions related to their fall history and their openness 

for home visits and modifications. Seventy seven percent of patients reported they would be 

comfortable discussing their fall risk with a health professional; there was no difference 

between genders (p=0.57).(20) There was a high association between patient’s perceived risk 

of falling and their risk for functional decline and death.(20) This study involved generally 

white non-Hispanic females (56%) and selection bias was reported. However even falls that do 

not lead to injury often begin a downward spiral of fear that leads to inactivity, decreased 

strength and balance thus resulting in loss of independence in normal daily activities.(20, 21) 

EDs provide an opportunity to engage with the patient and initiate preventive services.(22) 
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This highlights that a discussion of an older patient’s future risk of falls should be part of 

standard practice in the ED with patients that have a history of falls. 

 

However some research has demonstrated that patients may not accurately recall the 

information they are provided with in the ED and this should be considered when providing 

education in this setting.(23-25) One small study examining older patient’s comprehension of 

discharge instructions found that 21% did not understand their diagnosis and 56% did not 

understand their return instructions.(23) Even in a study population in which 72% of patients 

could read the discharge instructions and education aloud to the interviewer, only 49% could 

outline their treatment plan.(24) The ED is an unpredictable and chaotic environment in which 

time constraints, unpredicted interruptions, diagnostic uncertainty, staff shift changes, 

crowding, and other factors impact on patient communication and education.(25) These 

environmental factors complicate what is, at baseline, an inherently stressful event.(25, 26) 

Patients arrive not only with physical complaints, but also with anxiety, fear, and 

uncertainty.(25) Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that encounters between health 

care providers and patients are often less than ideal, such that much of what health staff say is 

not retained by the patient.(25) This may explain why a brief intervention underpinned by 

health behaviour change theory and adult learning principles for falls is appropriate for the ED 

setting. The focus is on providing patients with one key message, ensuring maximum impact 

is gained from a teachable moment with a patient in the ED after a falls presentation.  

 

With all educational interventions, it is essential to communicate crucial information, verify 

comprehension, and tailor teaching to areas of confusion or misunderstanding to ensure patient 

safety post discharge.(27) A variety of formats for delivering education are also 

recommended.(28) In the brief intervention we provided education in different ways. This was 
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underpinned by the COM-B model in which the intervention was designed considering a 

patient’s opportunity, capability and motivation.(29) Learning styles and health literacy also 

affect a patient's ability to comprehend information. Healthcare professionals need to recognise 

that patients have different preferred learning styles, defined as the various ways and methods 

in which information is received, processed, and utilised.(30) The four main categories are 

visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic.(30) A multipronged approach was utilised in 

providing the brief intervention consisting of auditory when the therapists educates the patient 

on their individual fall risk, reading/writing and visual consisting of the falls educational 

information package and development of an action list and kinesthetic when the patients holds 

and writes on the falls pack as required and participates in a physical assessment in the ED. 

This was relevant to provide patients with the best opportunity to engage in the ED teaching 

moment and is recommended to empower patients to take action to reduce their future risk of 

falling. 

 

9.2.3 What is the cost effectiveness of providing a brief intervention in the ED 

environment for falls prevention? 

 

Two previous studies have examined the cost effectiveness of falls prevention programs in the 

ED setting and both reported that an interdisciplinary intervention program to prevent falls was 

not cost effective compared with usual care.(31, 32) This section of the thesis highlighted that 

a brief intervention had no net cost benefit across the whole study population, but was more 

cost effective in older adults presenting to the ED after a fall (Chapter 5).(33)  

 

Older adult falls result in substantial medical costs.(34) Florence et al(35) estimated medical 

expenditures attributable to older adult falls in the US using the Medicare Current Beneficiary 
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Survey data to estimate the fraction of total healthcare expenditures attributable to falls, and 

then applied that fraction to the total US expenditures for medical care from the Centers for 

Medicare & Medicaid Service’s (CMS) National Health Expenditure Accounts (NHEA).(35, 

36) In 2015, the estimated medical costs attributable to fatal and nonfatal falls was 

approximately $50.0 billion (US dollars). For nonfatal falls, Medicare paid approximately 

$28.9 billion, Medicaid $8.7 billion, and private and other payers $12.0 billion (US 

dollars).(35) Overall medical spending for fatal falls was estimated to be $754 million (US 

dollars).(35) Measuring medical costs attributable to falls provides vital information about the 

magnitude of the problem and the potential financial benefit of effective prevention 

strategies.(35)  

 

Also in the US Stevens et al(37) considered the direct medical costs averted by providing falls 

prevention interventions in community dwelling people and reported that implementing a 

single intervention could prevent between 9,563 and 45,164 medically treated falls and avert 

$94–$442 million (US dollars) in direct medical costs annually. They reported that 

interventions with the potential to help the greatest number of older adults were those that 

provided home modification delivered by an occupational therapist ($38.2 million), and 

recommended daily vitamin D supplements ($16.7 million).(37) In a recent systematic review 

of economic evaluations on falls prevention programs provided to community dwelling adults 

the results imply that investing in falls prevention programs for adults aged 60 and older is cost 

effective.(38) Home assessment programs again were the most cost effective type of 

program.(38) However this review did not include any economic evaluations of intervention 

provided to patients being discharged from EDs or hospitals. It also highlighted the 

methodological differences between studies hampering direct comparison of the cost-

effectiveness of program types. 
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Recently Matchar et al(39) published a cost effectiveness analysis of a multifactorial, tailored 

intervention to reduce falls among adults in Singapore aged at least 65 years (N=354), seen at 

an ED for a fall or fall related injury and discharged home. This study was included in my 

systematic review and meta-analysis (Chapter 8) and involved a multi-factorial program of risk 

screening and modification, and physical therapy after ED discharge.(40) Reportedly the 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was 120,667 Singapore dollars (S$) per quality-adjusted 

life years (QALY) gained (S$362/0.003 QALYs).(39) The intervention was more effective and 

cost-saving among those with better mobility, higher cognitive function, better vision and no 

more than one fall in the preceding six months. However overall the intervention was not 

considered cost-effective, compared to usual care.(39)  

 

In my research the brief intervention was associated with less fractures from falls and hospital 

admissions. Given the minimal cost of the brief intervention ($15.60 per patient) compared to 

a possible saving of A$1,580 for a patient presenting with any diagnosis, to A$4,624 for a 

patient presenting after a fall, a brief intervention could be recommended as part of everyday 

practice for patients with identified fall risks factors. In my research, patients in the intervention 

group had greater costs associated with outpatient care, suggesting they engaged in falls 

prevention strategies and attended outpatient hospital appointments. However, the small 

sample size resulted in wide confidence intervals for the estimated cost savings and a result 

that did not reach statistical significance. It is likely that in a larger more targeted population 

the brief intervention is a cost effective way to approach patients presenting to the ED after a 

fall. 
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9.2.4 What is the predictive ability of our currently used falls risk screening 

tools (Two Item Screening Tool and the Falls Risk for Older Persons – 

Community Setting Screening Tool (FROP Com Screen) for identifying 

patients at risk of future falls? 

 

Risk screening is necessary as not every patient would benefit from comprehensive fall risk 

assessment and intervention. It allows finite resources to be directed to those in need and is 

particularly important in the ED setting to allow timely decision making. This research 

highlighted risk screening tools available to assist allied health professionals to identify older 

patients at risk of future falls to target intervention. The SCGH CCT was previously utilising 

the FROP Com Screen (41) and this was compared to the Two Item Screening Tool.(42) In 

Chapter 3 an initial review of the Two Item Screening Tool and the FROP Com Screen was 

completed. The Two Item Screening Tool and FROP Com Screen had reasonably high 

sensitivities of 84.2% and 94.7%, respectively. However, specificities for both were low with 

10% for the Two Item Screening Tool and 0% for the FROP Com Screen. This was further 

investigated in Chapter 7 of this thesis, in which it was found both tools have limited predictive 

ability in the ED setting.(43)  

 

The optimal screening strategy for identifying fall risk in the older patients attending the ED 

remains undetermined. The Two Item Screening Tool and the FROP Com Screen in this 

research have not demonstrated sufficient accuracy. If they are utilised with patients in the ED 

setting, the limitations of the tools should be acknowledged, and clinical judgement applied. 

Recently the United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) outlined 

recommendations for falls prevention in community dwelling older adults.(44) They suggested 
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a pragmatic approach for identifying patients at high risk for falls including assessment for a 

history of falls or for problems in physical functioning and limited mobility.(44)  

 

In 2017 Lusardi et al(45) completed a systematic review and meta-analysis of tools to 

determine risk of falls in community dwelling older adults calculating and comparing post-test 

probability (PoTP) values for individual tests and measures. No single test or measure 

demonstrated strong PoTP. The Two Item Screening Tool and FROP Com Screen were 

excluded from their analysis as data from acute care, post-acute care, or extended care settings 

were not included. Five history questions, two self-report measures, and five performance-

based measures reportedly may have clinical usefulness in assessing risk of falling on the basis 

of cumulative PoTP.(34) Berg Balance Scale score ( ≤ 50 points), TUG times (≥ 12 seconds), 

and five times sit-to-stand times ( ≥ 12 seconds) were reported as the most evidence-supported 

functional measures to determine individual risk of future falls in community dwelling older 

adults.(45) These measures require further validation in the ED setting.(45, 46) There is a 

possibility that performance-based measure may provide more accurate information than self-

report tools. However, this may be difficult in the ED setting, for many reasons including acute 

injuries, pain and reduced space or equipment availability.   

 

Technology may assist patients to assess their own risk of falling, develop an awareness of falls 

and monitor their fall risk.(48) The Aachen Fall Prevention App (AFPA) is a mobile health 

application that assists older adults to self-assess their fall risk.(49) This may provide useful 

information for therapists in the ED, reduce fall risk screening time and improve accuracy of 

falls prediction.(48) Also numerous online resources and assessment apps now exist in different 

areas such as fear of falling, which may improve accessibility and increase efficiency for 

patient assessment and provide online education for patients and therapists.(48, 50) 
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 Overall, this thesis has identified that current fall risk screening tools in the ED should be 

utilised with clinical judgement and that further research is required to improve accurate 

identification of high risk populations. No single, well-evidenced tool currently exists for 

screening patients at risk of falls in the ED.(48) USPSTF reported that although many studies 

used a variety of risk factors and functional tests, history of falls was the most common factor 

that consistently identified patients at high risk for falls and this should continue to be explored 

in future ED based research.(44)  

  

9.2.5  Do falls prevention services provided by an ED allied health CCT 

reduce the incidence of falls in older adults after discharge from the ED? 

 

Prior to commencing this thesis the most recent systematic review was published in 2008 and 

it found that evidence for multifactorial falls prevention programs in any setting was 

limited.(51) A further Cochrane review was completed in 2012 however it did not look 

specifically at the effects of interventions designed to reduce the incidence of falls in older 

adults who present to EDs.(52) Existing clinical guidelines are based on uncertain evidence 

often generated in community settings. With the completion of the research outlined in this 

thesis it was appropriate to summarise the overall evidence and to consider the impact of this 

on clinical practice. 

    

In this thesis a meta-analysis of multifactorial intervention provided to ED falls patients, did 

not see a difference in the proportion of fallers between the intervention and control groups 

(RR 0.93, 95% CI 0.82 to 1.16) (Chapter 8). However, there was a significant (p=0.01) 

reduction in fall related injuries (RR 0.72; 95% CI 0.59 to 0.88, I2 0%, p=0.001) and hospital 

admissions (RR 0.76; 95% CI 0.64 to 0.90, I2 0%, p=0.002). A significant reduction in the 
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monthly rate of falling was observed (RR 0.69; 95% CI 0.52 to 0.91, I2 93%, p=0.01), although 

with high levels of heterogeneity. ED representations and deaths did not vary significantly with 

intervention strategies. Multifactorial intervention provided by an interdisciplinary team, 

involving two or more interactions was recommended.  

 

In recent additional research an RCT compared individually-tailored multifactorial 

interventions to conventional treatment among older adults with recurrent or injurious falls in 

a South-East Asian nation.(53) They found no difference in the fall recurrence, rate of fall and 

time to first fall between intervention and control groups at 12 month follow up. They reported 

that future research efforts are required to develop culturally-appropriate and affordable 

methods of addressing falls in older adults. They also highlighted other factors such as looking 

at different outcome measures rather than solely fall recurrence and reported difficulties with 

patient engagement and adherence to intervention strategies.(53) 

 

Lesser et al(54) aimed to determine whether providing physical therapy (PT) services in the 

ED improved outcomes for older adults who fall. Receiving PT services in the ED during an 

index visit for a ground level fall was associated with a significantly lower likelihood of a fall 

related ED revisit within 30 days (OR=0.655, p<.001) and 60 days (OR=0.684, p<.001).(42) 

However this study did not provide details on the exact nature of PT services provided.(54) 

 

Other strategies have been considered for patients who do not present at the ED. Mikolaizak et 

al(55) evaluated the impact of a fall risk assessment and tailored falls prevention interventions 

among 221 older community dwellers not transported to ED following a fall on subsequent 

falls and health service use. They reported that interdisciplinary intervention did not prevent 

falls in older adults who received paramedic care and were not transported to ED. However, 
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the intervention was effective in those who adhered to the recommendations. Intervention 

patients who adhered to the recommended interventions had significantly lower rates of falls 

compared to non-adherers (RR 0.53, 95% CI 0.32 to 0.87).(55) 

 

In January 2018, the USPSTF updated their recommendations on preventing falls in 

community dwelling older adults, again not specific to the ED setting.(44) Sixty two RCTs 

examined seven falls prevention intervention types.(44) While studies found that multifactorial 

interventions reduced the number of falls, these interventions did not appear to improve other 

fall related outcomes. Pooled analyses found reductions in the number of falls among 

participants who received multifactorial interventions (RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.68 to 0.91; 17 

studies; n=9737) but not in the number of patients experiencing a fall (RR 0.95, 95% CI 0.89 

to 1.01; 24 studies; n=12,490) or experiencing an injurious fall (RR 0.94, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.03; 

16 studies; n=9,445).(56) Of nine studies (n=4,306) reporting the number of injurious falls, 

only one reported a statistically significant reduction among patients receiving multifactorial 

interventions.(56) Given that studies used heterogeneous multifactorial interventions, it is 

difficult to identify specific components that may be effective. Overall multifactorial and 

exercise intervention were associated with benefit.(44) Vitamin D supplementation 

interventions had mixed results, with higher doses being associated with more adverse fall 

related outcomes.(44) 

 

The USPSTF recommends therapists selectively offer multifactorial interventions to prevent 

falls in community dwelling adults 65 years or older who are at increased risk of falls.(44) 

Existing evidence indicates that the overall net benefit of routinely offering multifactorial 

interventions to prevent falls is small which would be supported by this thesis. When 

determining whether intervention is appropriate for an individual, patients and therapists 
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should consider the balance of benefits and harms using the circumstances of prior falls, 

presence of comorbid medical conditions, and the patient’s values, readiness to engage in falls 

prevention education and preferences.(44)  

 

For people aged 65 years and older, falls are the leading cause of both fatal and nonfatal injuries 

and can have devastating effects.(34, 57, 58) A fall is often a life-changing event and can be 

the start of increasing frailty and dependency. This thesis and current review of the literature 

continues to demonstrate limited success in preventing patients falling after discharge from an 

ED. The complex and multifactorial nature of falls continues to make prevention difficult. 

Many interventions could potentially be useful to prevent falls, but because of the heterogeneity 

in the target patient population, heterogeneity of predisposing factors, and their additive or 

synergistic nature, the effectiveness of some interventions is difficult to determine.(44) 

Additionally provision of multifactorial individualised falls prevention intervention can be 

difficult to replicate. Even when a strategy has demonstrated a positive effects and a clinically 

important reduction in falls, the very nature of a heterogeneous falls intervention may prevent 

the elucidation of the exact successful components.  

 

Previous studies(59-61) have recognised the impact of heterogeneity and suggest that 

preventive measures are likely to be more effective if tailored to groups with specific risk 

profiles and a tendency to engage in specific activities such as exercise. Further work is 

required to identify these subpopulations in the ED setting and would build on the effectiveness 

of ED referral pathways. Reducing fall risk involves a significant commitment from patients 

such as participation in balance and strength training programs.(62) Patient adherence to falls 

prevention recommendation also impacts largely on study outcomes. Evidence exists for falls 

prevention, yet patient uptake of strategies can be fragmented and limited.(63) If intervention 
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resources were better targeted to a patient’s risk profile, previous engagement in activities and 

a patient’s readiness to make changes to avoid falls, would it also result in better patient fall 

related outcomes? Improved targeting of research populations, use of core outcome measures 

and clear documentation of interventions might reduce heterogeneity in falls prevention 

literature. Regarding the application of this thesis findings it is hoped that the comprehensive 

description of the content, underpinned by theory and the testing of interventions will assist 

with use of this research in clinical practice.  

 

This research also notes in Chapter 3 (page 98) that patients with significant comorbidities 

and those falling frequently may not benefit greatly from falls prevention intervention. ED 

intervention should focus on injury prevention at home with patient and carer education and 

support for these patients to manage their disability and medical problems. Overall, it is 

hypothesised that for patients at severe risk of falls, the intervention is unlikely to provide a 

benefit, just like in the least severe cases or those with a low risk of future falls. There is 

likely to be a patient group where intervention can make a difference. Future research would 

benefit from identifying the grey zone or Goldilocks patients (who are not so unwell where 

falling is inevitable, and not too well where falling is unlikely, and intervention is not 

clinically or cost effective). 
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9.3 What this thesis adds to existing clinical guidelines? 

 

The overall purpose of this research was to establish and improve upon the evidence base for how allied health staff in EDs could best support 

older adults to avoid falls. At the beginning of this thesis it was highlighted that existing ED falls prevention clinical guidelines are based on 

uncertain evidence extrapolated from community settings. This thesis has generated research that has resolved uncertainty and given clarity for 

some existing clinical guideline recommendations as per Table 13. 

 

Table 13: Thesis findings considered relative to recommendations in current clinical guidelines 

Existing Clinical Guideline recommendations for falls 

management through the ED(64-67) 

What this Thesis adds 

The emergency department represents a good opportunity to screen 

patients for their fall risk. 

This thesis supports this recommendation as 17% of patients had further falls after ED discharge in Chapter 

3 (page 95) and up to 34% in Chapter 4 (page 124). The ED provides an ideal opportunity to engage with 

these patients, provide falls prevention education and instigate falls management strategies. However, this 

thesis identified that neither of two proposed brief risk screening tools had sufficient accuracy for 

recommendation in routine clinical care (Chapter 7). Further work is required to identify screening tools that 

can accurately detect high risk populations in the ED setting. 
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Multifactorial fall risk assessment should be performed for 

community dwelling older adults who have previously fallen and 

present to an ED because of a fall. 

This thesis supports this recommendation. No benefit was found following risk identification or intervention 

provided to patients who have not previously fallen (Chapter 4). A brief intervention was also only cost 

effective in patients that presented after a fall (Chapter 5). Falls prevention resources should be directed to 

secondary prevention, rather than primary prevention in the ED setting. 

Develop and implement a targeted and individualised falls 

prevention plan of care based on the findings of a fall risk screen or 

assessment. 

This thesis supports this recommendation. This thesis explored two different falls prevention intervention 

strategies relevant to the ED setting. 

 

A CCT intervention in the ED with a point of contact post discharge service did not reduce falls for high 

risk patients (Chapter 3). This would not be recommended in current practice due to the clinical 

ineffectiveness and likely high costs. 

 

The screening and brief intervention (Chapter 4) did not impact on the primary outcome of the proportion 

of patients with one or more falls. However, patients in the intervention group had significantly less hospital 

admissions and noted improvement in function at six months, indicating a possible behavioural change as a 

result of the intervention. 

 

Overall multifactorial falls prevention services initiated in the ED did not significantly reduce the incidence 

of older adults who experienced future falls; however, patients may benefit from other clinical outcomes 

including a reduced rate of falls, fall related injuries and hospital admissions (Chapter 8).  
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This thesis supports the role of an interdisciplinary team in the ED and highlights that patients who have 

previously fallen may benefit from fall risk  assessment and a multifactorial intervention plan instigated in 

the ED.  

An occupational therapy home visit for patients with a history of 

falls, should be organised. 

Although this was not directly tested in this thesis, this recommendation would be supported on review of 

the current literature (Chapter 9, page 235).  

The patient’s primary health provider should be informed of all fall 

risk screening results and subsequent referrals. 

We did not review this in this thesis. However, our intervention trials saw up to 34% of patients continue to 

experience falls 6 months after discharge. Patients that did not attend their scheduled outpatient falls clinic 

appointments were often unwell. This population requires follow up from different medical providers and 

ED staff can ensure comprehensive care by delivering a patient’s primary health provider with fall risk 

screening results and the intervention plan. 

ED staff should communicate clearly to patients and their carers 

about the potential benefit and rational for referrals and 

interventions for reducing fall risk. 

 

This thesis supports this recommendation. The screening and brief intervention (Chapter 4) did not impact 

on the primary outcome of the proportion of patients with one or more falls. However, patients in the 

intervention group had significantly less hospital admissions and noted improvement in function at six 

months, indicating a possible behavioural change as a result of the intervention. This intervention largely 

focused on ED staff communicating clearly to patients and their carers about the patients future risk of falling 

and why and how to make changes to avoid future falls. This thesis has identified and tested a novel and 

cost effective approach to providing falls prevention education in the ED setting through screening and brief 

intervention. 
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9.4 Strengths 

 

Existing ED clinical guidelines are based on uncertain evidence often generated from 

community settings. The overall strength of this thesis is the generation of ED based research 

exploring the assessment and intervention of patients at risk of falls that can guide allied health 

clinical practice. The overall findings of this research have strengthened existing clinical 

guidelines. 

 

Professional practice for allied health staff in the ED environment is recent and the results of 

this thesis are directly applicable to a large component of their work treating older adults 

presenting after a fall. This research has built on understanding the demographics of patients 

presenting to the ED at risk of future falls. It has explored the methodologies and tools utilised 

to risk screen patients for falls. The strengths and limitations of the tools utilised and how best 

to manage these in clinical practice have been highlighted. 

 

This research provided an insight into what happens to patients after they are seen by ED allied 

health and referred onto post discharge falls specific services. This has led to the ED and the 

local falls clinic understanding the patient journey and how best to assist patients, by reducing 

barriers such as transport to clinics or visiting patients at home for those who are too unwell to 

travel to outpatient facilities. It has provided an insight into the number of patients that are not 

attending scheduled follow up appointments and how many of these continue to fall. This 

research has highlighted the need to engage with these patients and their carers.  

 

The brief intervention explored a novel approach for providing falls prevention education in 

the ED setting. It is understood that patients are provided with large amounts of information in 

hospital, which they may not retain, especially in the ED environment after an acute injury. 
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However, it is hypothesised that the brief information was clear enough to be retained by 

patients, influencing their behaviour once back in the community.  

 

The majority of research has focused on intervention provided in the community after discharge 

from the ED. These research trials have involved extensive and expensive intervention 

programs. However, this research is significant because it has looked at what a CCT can do in 

the ED to capitalise on a teaching moment with patients. It has provided an intervention strategy 

that could be provided often within existing resources. 

 

9.5  Limitations 

 

Several limitations of this research need to be considered. All clinical trials excluded those with 

cognitive impairment, from non-English speaking backgrounds and those in residential aged 

care facilities. Further research on these sub-populations is required. All the clinical trials were 

completed on a single site. Generalisability would need to be tested in other settings regarding 

the success and cost of the intervention strategies outlined. This research was undertaken in a 

publicly funded hospital. 

 

The ED is a relatively new environment for allied health staff, and this is reflected in the small 

number of high quality research articles available in this area.  

 

Only English-language articles were evaluated throughout this thesis.  

 

The reliability of all our studies depended upon self-reported falls as the primary outcome. 

Ongoing methods to enhance the tracking of patient falls after intervention and post discharge 
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would be useful, rather than relying on patient self-report. Previous research has suggested a 

significant recall bias among older adults reporting falls, with a greater tendency to under-

report in patients who fall frequently.(68, 69) Future research may be enhanced by use of 

additional clinical data sources such as general practitioner medical records or engaging new 

monitoring technology.  

 

Another limitation is that the duration of follow up was truncated in both intervention studies 

to three and then six months. As a health care provider of acute services, we deemed these 

follow up times reasonable. However other studies have followed patients for one year and it 

seems reasonable to suppose that a longer follow up would be better able to detect differences 

in effect and healthcare consumption.(32)  

 

9.6 Overall implications 

 

- This body of work strengthens current clinical guideline recommendations through the 

testing of screening and intervention strategies completed directly in the ED setting, 

rather than being extrapolated from research studies completed in other settings. 

- Overall, this thesis has identified that risk screening and provision of intervention in the 

ED had greater impact and was more clinically and cost effective with patients that 

presented to the ED after a fall. It highlights that CCTs should focus resources on this 

patient group and instigate secondary prevention to assist patients to avoid further falls. 

Limited outcomes have been demonstrated for directing resources to providing primary 

prevention services for falls prevention in the ED setting. 

- This research has established the novel approach of a brief intervention for falls 

prevention education in the ED setting. The brief intervention with patients for falls 
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prevention has been ongoing in the SCGH ED. Translational research strategies are 

currently being utilised to continue to evaluate this intervention and integrate it into 

routine clinical care. Ongoing staff education has occurred, and they are supportive of 

providing a strong message to patients on their future risk of falls. An implication of 

this research has been the adoption of a brief intervention in other areas of health. 

Anecdotally feedback has been provided from other health services (Rehabilitation in 

the Home) who are using a brief intervention for falls prevention in the home setting. 

Additionally, the concept of a brief intervention for a health message is being 

considered by other health professionals, such as dieticians to educate on 

malnourishment. 

- This research has highlighted the need for allied health in the ED and the impact that 

they can have in educating patients about their future risk of falls. This research 

supports the ongoing need for an interdisciplinary team of staff in the ED, especially 

with the advancing age of the population. Overall, 32% of older patients presenting to 

our ED continued to experience falls after discharge. That some patients continue to 

fall suggests that the ED is a place for risk identification and initial intervention. 

However, these patients require long-term support, reinforcing the role of falls 

prevention as part of chronic disease management in primary care. ED allied health 

staff need to communicate risk and assessment findings to enhance collaboration with 

general practitioners and outpatient services. 

 

9.7 Unanswered questions and future research 

 

Future clinical research is required to provide evidence on how best to support older adults 

presenting to ED after a fall. Intervention stratified by age groups (or other risk strata such as 
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morbidity or frailty) would be useful to understand the most appropriate strategies to use and 

if these change with risk. Also, further research on whether allied health intervention in the ED 

is tied to further access of allied health and falls specific outpatient services, which may be the 

most likely pathway through which reduction in future falls would be achieved, would be 

useful. Research on intervention strategies recommended for home may benefit from not only 

including falls prevention measures, but increased levels of injury minimisation. Some patients 

in this research in high risk groups, who were followed post discharge, continued to fall despite 

any intervention. For these patients an acceptance that falls will occur may be required, with 

higher levels of support provided to patients and carers to prevent injury from falls. This may 

require integration of new technology such as alarms, and equipment such as low beds, soft 

flooring to support management in the home. This has commenced in the hospital setting,(16) 

however further review in the home setting may be warranted. 

 

A brief intervention in the ED requires replication and would be strengthened by a process 

evaluation with consumer engagement to understand patient behaviour changes. This would 

allow for further engagement with patients, enhancing the intervention. Provision of patient 

education in the ED setting would benefit from further review to understand the retention of 

educational messages. Is the education provided meeting the patients’ needs and are they likely 

to adhere to the recommendations suggested? The brief intervention involved providing 

patients with a percentage of their future risk of falls, as per the results of the Two Item 

Screening Tool.(42) Future research would be useful to explore if providing patients with a 

specific percentage of risk was more beneficial, then providing them with a generic statement 

such as ‘you have a high chance of falls’ or ‘you are likely to fall again’ or the possible serious 

consequences of a fall e.g. fractures or head injuries.  
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Future research is also planned to explore the role of motivational interviewing through a brief 

intervention and a patient’s stage of change. Would intervention strategies prevent a higher 

number of patients falling, if they were provided to patients that were most agreeable to making 

changes to prevent future falls? Prevention of falls requires significant commitment from the 

patient to engage in strategies such as exercise. Could assessment of a patient’s stage of change 

in the ED guide intervention intensity and improve outcomes?  

 

Future clinical research in the ED setting should continue to incorporate the accepted definition 

of a fall and report on recommended outcome measures.(70, 71) Throughout this thesis we did 

not use outcome measures to explore psychological consequences (such as falls self-efficacy) 

or include a generic health related quality of life measure. Falls often have a significant impact 

on a patient’s confidence and quality of life and review of this would be useful in future studies. 

 

Also, it would be beneficial to understand the effect of interventions to prevent falls on 

functional status, frailty and quality of life. Greater understanding of staff and patient 

perceptions of barriers and enabling factors in the provision of falls prevention intervention in 

the ED setting would be beneficial. Research should continue to focus on translation of 

evidence into practice including robust evaluation of effectiveness so that resources can be 

appropriately targeted into the future.(15) 

 

Further research is required to review risk screening in the ED and to identify older patients at 

risk of falls. A fall risk screening tool is yet to be developed to obtain sufficiently robust 

information in the ED setting. Testing of other tools would be beneficial and the role of clinical 

judgement in this process should be considered. Review of performance based tools compared 

to self-report assessments would be useful in the ED setting. These should be compared to 
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screening simply for a patient’s previous history of falls. Future research should also consider 

the impact of screening for cognition as a major contributor to fall risk. Further research could 

attempt to determine which comorbidities present the greatest impediments to likelihood of 

success of a falls prevention intervention to more effectively target resources. 

 

Future research by allied health in the ED setting may involve new initiatives, such as allied 

health travelling with paramedics, to see older adults at home. This has been completed with 

some reported success in Britain,(72) as older adults have been attended to in their home 

environment and not required to come into ED. However, this is yet to be researched 

significantly in the Australian health care setting and it is unclear what impact this intervention 

has on future patient falls. 

 

 Further research on intervention strategies is required on subgroups including patients with 

cognitive impairment, younger fallers or frequent fallers, as limited research has been 

completed in this area.  

 

9.8 Final comments 

 

Falls management is a vast topic. This research has attempted to focus on clinical applicability 

to support allied health staff treating patients presenting with falls in the ED setting. This thesis 

contributes to the evidence on how allied health staff should identify, assess and treat these 

patients. This research has demonstrated consistency with existing evidence where intervention 

has not been able to significantly reduce the number of patients falling. However targeted falls 

prevention intervention is improving patient outcomes through reduced injurious falls, less 

hospital admissions and improved function.  
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This research is significant because it explores a new frontier for allied health working in the 

ED environment. It has delivered on outlined aims to determine if methods of fall risk screening 

are effective and to explore the success and cost effectiveness of interventions to prevent falls. 

This research has assisted with the maturation process of the allied health role in the ED setting.  

 

Allied health have an important role in the ED to work as part of an interdisciplinary team. 

This research has highlighted the devastating effect of falls in older adults. Older patients 

presenting to EDs post fall continue to remain at risk of further falls. Allied health in the ED 

need to identify patients at risk of future falls, provide patients with falls prevention education 

and post discharge follow up for those with clinical need. This research highlights the 

responsibility allied health have in the ED to support older patients to avoid future falls and 

injuries. 
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Table 14: The Joanna Briggs Institute Critical Appraisal Summary for Systematic Reviews and Research Syntheses from Chapter 2 

Systematic 

Reviews 

 

Quality Assessment Criteria 

 Review 

question 

clearly 

stated 

Inclusion 

criteria 

appropriate 

Search 

strategy 

appropriate 

Sources 

used to 

search 

adequate 

Criteria for 

appraising 

studies 

appropriate 

Critical 

appraisal 

conducted by 

two or more 

reviewers 

Method 

to 

minimise 

errors in 

data 

extraction 

Method to 

combine 

studies 

appropriate 

Likelihood 

of 

publication 

bias 

assessed 

Recommendations 

supported by 

reported data 

Directives 

for new 

research 

appropriate 

Weigand 2001 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear N/A No Yes Yes 

Hill-

Westmoreland 

2002 

Yes Yes Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Chang 2004 Yes Yes Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Weatherall 

2004 

Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Gates 2008 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

CHAPTER 3 

 

 

 

Harper K, Barton AD, Bharat C, Petta AC, Edwards DG, Arendts G, Celenza A. 

Risk Assessment and the Impact of Point of Contact Intervention Following 

Emergency Department Presentation with a Fall. Phys Occup Ther Geriatr, 

2017; 35(3-4): 182-194. 
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*Data collection tools for RCT 

 

 

FINAL TELEPHONE CALL FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS 
DATA SHEET 

Study Number: 
Date of Contact:   

 Contact Number: 

Deceased:  YES     NO 
 
 
Hello, my name is ________________ and I am calling from the hospital.  
I understand that you agreed to participate in the falls research project that we are 
currently completing during your past visit to the Emergency Department. At this time, 
you were referred to the Falls Clinic/Falls Specialist and they have contacted me to 
advise that you had a recent appointment. 
 
Did you attend this appointment? YES NO - Patient: *Not important  

*Forgot 
*Unwell 

  * Other 
- Admin  
- Institutional  

        -Other: 
 
If you did not attend, would you mind letting me know what may have helped 
you to attend? 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Wait time from ED presentation to appointment? Days _______ 
 
Since your visit to SCGH Emergency Department following your initial fall, how 
many (if any) other falls have you had?       0  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 
 
Have you required a health consultation, if you have had any further falls? 

 Yes  No 

Date of health consultation: -Fall 
-Other Health Reason: 

Date of health consultation: - Fall 
- Other Health Reason: 

Date of health consultation: - Fall 
- Other Health Reason: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Patient Sticker 
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*Data collection tools for RCT 

 

Current Function –  
 
Modified Functional Independence Measure / Functional Assessment Measure  
 

Function Usual 
Level 

Current 
Level 

Comments/Support/ 
Frequency 

Cognition    
Orientation    
Communication    
Ambulation- inside   Distance 

Ambulation-outside   Distance 

Step/Stairs   Number 

Bed mobility    
Chair transfer    
Showering    
Dressing    
Eating    
Housework    
Meals    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the ED you were provided with a falls journal to complete during this period. It would 
be greatly appreciated if you could return this via the provided envelope or at your falls 
specific service appointment. 
 
Any other feedback? 
 
This is the end of this study and we will have no further contact with you. I would like 
to thank you very much for being part of this study, This study will help us get a better 
idea of who urgently needs Falls services after a ED admission.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
Cournan M. Use of the Functional Independence Measure for outcomes measurement in acute inpatient rehabilitation. 
Rehabil. Nurs. 2011; 36: 111-7.  
 
Hall KM, Hamilton B, Gordon WA, Zasler ND. Characteristics and comparisons of functional assessment indices: 
Disability Rating Scale, Functional Independence Measure and Functional Assessment Measure. J. Head Trauma 
Rehabil. 1993; 8(2):60-74. 

 

SCALE 
 

7 = Independent 
6 = Independent with equip 
5 = Supervision/Set-up 
4 = Min Assist 
3 = Mod Assist 
2 = Max Assist 
1 = Total Assist 
0 = Not Appropriate 
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*Data collection tools for RCT 

 

 

Falls Diary 
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APPENDIX 4 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

Harper KJ, Barton AD, Arendts G, Edwards DG, Petta AC, Celenza A. 

Controlled clinical trial exploring the impact of a brief intervention for 

prevention of falls in an Emergency Department. Emerg Med Australas. 2017; 

29(5): 524-530. 
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APPENDIX 5 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

CHAPTER 7 

 

 

 

Harper KJ, Barton AD, Arendts G, Edwards DG, Petta AC, Celenza A. Failure 

of fall risk screening tools to predict outcome: a prospective cohort study. 

Emerg Med J. 2018; 35: 28-32. 
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*RCT research script and falls risk screening tools 

 

Two Item Screening Tool 

 

Introduce research to patient as per - 

 

‘We are currently completing a study looking at a patient’s risk of future falls by 

asking two questions. We are also looking at how we provide falls prevention 

education. These patients would receive a quick phone call once a month for six 

months, to see if there have been any further falls. It would be appreciated if you 

could participate’. 

 

By asking you the two questions about falls I am able to determine what your risk of having a 

further fall will be in the next six months.  

  

Your score was   /3 

  

This means you have a (only say their score)  

  

0= 16%  chance of having a fall in the next 6/12 

1= 28%  chance of having a fall in the next 6/12 

2= 44%  chance of having a fall in the next 6/12 

3= 61%  chance of having a fall in the next 6/12 

  

(If the score is 0 or 1 out of 3)  

  

Well over ½ of falls will result in injuries. Although you have a low score, you do have the 

ability to further reduce your risk of falling. I encourage you to take action and make changes 

to decrease your chances of a fall. 

  

(If the score is 2 or 3 out of 3)  

  

This indicates that you have a significant chance of having a further fall in the next six months. 

Falls and their associated injuries are a serious health issue and are the leading cause of injury 

hospitalisation for older people. Falls can be reduced or prevented. Falls prevention is about 

realising that you can influence your mobility and independence. I strongly urge you to take 

action and make changes to decrease your chances of a fall. 

 
Tiedemann A, Sherrington C, Orr T, Hallen J, Lewis D, Kelly A, et al. Identifying older people at high risk of 

future falls: development and validation of a screening tool for use in emergency departments. Emerg Med J. 

2013;30(11):918-22. 
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Russell MA, Hill KD, Day LM, Blackberry I, Gurrin LC, Dharmage SC. Development of the 

Falls Risk for Older People in the Community (FROP-Com) screening tool. Age Ageing. 

2009;38(1):40-6. 
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APPENDIX 6 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

CHAPTER 8 

 

 

 

Harper KJ, Arendts G, Barton A, Celenza A. Providing falls prevention services 

in the Emergency Department: is it effective?  A systematic review and meta-

analysis. Currently under review for publication in the Australasian Journal of 

Ageing. 
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Appendix 6 

 

 

Providing fall prevention services in the Emergency Department: Is it effective? A systematic 

review and meta-analysis 

 

 

a)  OVID MEDLINE search strategy 

b)  Articles removed after full text review 

c) Quality assessment and findings 

d) Additional tables: Table 13 

e) Additional figures: Figures 11 & 12 
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a) OVID MEDLINE search strategy  

Journals@OVID – full text, EBM Reviews - Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, 

EBM Reviews - Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, AMED (Allied and 

Complementary Medicine), Embase 1988 - 2018, OVID Medline (R) 1946 – Present.  

 

1 exp emergency medical services/ or exp emergency service, hospital 215039 

2 exp Emergencies         85887 

3 exp Emergency Medicine        49430 

4 ED.tw          355842 

5 (emergency and department).tw       463631 

6 A&E.tw          128630 

7 (accident adj1 emergency).tw       17213  

8 or/1-7          1038934 

9 exp aged         5659418 

10 exp frail elderly        20487 

11 exp geriatrics        58366 

12 older adult.tw        31573  

13 or/9-12         5713221 

13 fall*mp         1088096 

14 8 and 13         97053 

15 13 and 14         5498 

16 deduplicate 15        4531  
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b) Articles removed after full text review 
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*Quality assessment tool utilised to review selected trials 

 

c) Quality assessment and findings 

 

Quality Assessment Tool For Quantitative Studies  

Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) 
Higgins JPT, Green S. Cochrane handbook for systematic reviews of interventions. Version 5.1.0. 2011. 
http://handbook.cochrane.org/  

 
Criterion Scoring 

 

Selection Bias  

A1 Are the individuals selected to participate in the study likely 

to be representative of the target population? 

 
 

1= Very likely 
2= Somewhat likely 
3= Not likely 
4= Can’t tell 

A2 What percentage of selected individuals agreed to 

participate?  

1= 80-100% agreement 
2= 60-79% agreement 
3= less than 60% agreement 
4= Not applicable 
5= Can’t tell 

Study Design  

B1 Indicate study design? 1= Randomised controlled trial 
2= Controlled clinical trial 
3= Cohort analytic (two group pre + post) 
4= Case-control 
5= Cohort (one group pre + post) (before and after) 
6= Interrupted time series 
7= Other 
8= Can’t tell  

B2 Was the study described as randomised? 1= No 
2= Yes 

B3 If Yes, was the method of randomisation described? 1= No 
2= Yes 

B4 If Yes, was the method appropriate? 1= No 
2= Yes 

Confounders  

C1 were there important differences between groups prior 
to the intervention? 

1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 

C2 If Yes, indicate the percentage of relevant confounders 
that were controlled (either in the design or analysis)? 

1= 80 – 100% 
2= 60 – 79% 
3= Less than 60% 
4= Can’t tell 

Blinding  

D1 Was the outcome assessors aware of the intervention 
or exposure status of participants? 

1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 

D2 Were the study participants aware of the research 
question? 

1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 

Date Collection Methods  

E1 Were data collection tools shown to be valid? 1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 

E2 Were data collection tools shown to be reliable? 1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 

Withdrawals and Drop-Outs  

F1 Were withdrawals and drop-outs reported in terms of 
numbers and/or reasons per group? 

1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Can’t tell 
4= Not applicable 

http://handbook.cochrane.org/
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F2 Indicate the percentage of participants completing the 
study? 

1= 80 – 100% 
2= 60 – 79% 
3= Less than 60% 
4= Can’t tell 
5= Not applicable 
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Table 15: Quality scores for included studies 

 

Study Quality assessment criteria  

 A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 D1 D2 E1 E2 F1 F2 OVERALL 

Barker 2019 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 2 1 3 1 1 Strong 

Chu 2017 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 3 1 1 1 1 Strong 

Close 1999 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 - 3 1 3 3 1 2 Moderate 

Davison 2005 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 - 1 3 1 1 1 1 Moderate 

Harper 2017 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 Strong 

Hendriks 2008 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 - 3 3 1 1 1 2 Moderate 

Lightbody 2002 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 - 3 3 1 1 1 1 Moderate 

Matchar 2017 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 3 1 1 1 1 Moderate 

Russell 2010 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 3 3 3 1 1 Moderate 

Tan 2018 1 5 1 2 2 2 2 - 3 3 1 1 1 1 Strong 

Whitehead 2003 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 3 1 3 1 1 Moderate 
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d) Additional table 

Table 16: Description of allied health study interventions by author 

 

 

 Proportion Of Patients 

Who Fell 

 Recruitment Main Site of 

Intervention 

Delivery 

Professionals 

Involved 

Time Period 

Before 

Intervention 

Commenced 

Listed Interventions Control 

Group 

Care 

Control Intervention 

Barker et al 

(2019) (37) 

ED Home Occupational 

Therapist 

Physiotherapist 

Nurse 

Dietician 

< 2 weeks 

from 

discharge 

• Motivational 

interviewing 

• Education module 

• Environmental  

assessment 

• Exercises 

• Telephone support 

• GP liaison 

GP Letter 0.50 0.46 

Chu et al 

(2017) 

(35) 

ED Home ED Physician 

Occupational 

Therapist 

 

Within 2 

weeks 
• Occupational Therapy 

Fall Reduction Home 

Visit (1 x 1.5 hour)  

• Environmental 

modification (2nd 

home visit if required) 

• On-site skill training 

• Referrals to 

community agencies 

Well 

wishing visit 

0.20 0.14 
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Close et al 

(1999) 

(24) 

 

ED Day Hospital 

and Home 

Doctor 

Occupational 

Therapist 

7 days • Environmental 

assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Referrals to 

community services 

• Day Hospital Clinic 

Usual care 0.52 0.32 

Davison et 

al (2005) 

(31) 

ED Home and 

Hospital 

Doctor 

Physiotherapist 

Occupational 

Therapist 

 

Unclear • Education 

• Gait retraining 

• Functional Training  

• Referrals to 

community services 

• Assistive equipment 

review i.e. hip 

protectors 

• Footwear safety 

• Environmental 

assessment  

No medical 

or therapy 

assessment 

0.68 0.65 

 

 

 

Harper et al 

(2017) 

(38) 

ED ED Occupational 

Therapist 

Physiotherapist 

Immediate • Brief falls prevention 

educational 

intervention 

• Education 

• Referrals to 

community agencies 

Usual care 0.37 0.32 

Hendriks et 

al (2008) 

(21) 

ED Home and 

Hospital 

Doctor 

Geriatrician 

Geriatric Nurse 

Occupational 

Therapist 

2.5 months for 

interventions 

to be in place 

• Environmental 

assessment 

• GP liaison 

• Equipment 

• Referrals to 

community services 

No medical 

or therapy 

assessment 

0.46 0.44 
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Lightbody 

et al (2002) 

(30) 

 

ED Home Nurse With 4 weeks • Environmental 

assessment 

• Liaison with family 

• Referrals to 

community services, 

social services and 

primary care team. 

No home 

assessment 

or treatment 

0.22 0.21 

Matchar et 

al (2017) 

(34) 

ED Home and 

Hospital 

Nurse 

Physical 

Therapist 

Unclear • Individual or group 

physical therapy  

• Environmental 

assessment 

• Nurse review of 

medications 

• Education 

Usual care 

via GP and 

education 

material 

0.38 0.30 

Russell et al 

(2010) 

(25) 

ED Home Physiotherapist, 

Occupational 

Therapist, 

Doctor, or 

Research Fellow 

Up to 28 days 

post ED 

presentation 

Referrals to existing 

services including: 

• Physiotherapy 

• Occupational Therapy 

• Podiatry 

• Dietician  

• GP liaison 

• Falls Clinic 

• Optometrist 

• Hip protectors 

• Footwear safety 

• Home hazards 

Letter to GP 

advising of 

falls risk. 

Patient 

advised to 

speak to GP. 

0.46 0.51 
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Tan et al 

(2018) 

 (36) 

ED, 

Outpatient 

Clinic, 

Primary Care 

Clinic 

Home, Day 

Hospital 

Geriatrician, 

Psychiatrist, 

Ophthalmologist, 

Physiotherapist, 

Rheumatologist, 

Research 

Assistants, 

Occupational 

Therapist  

Unclear • Exercise program 

• Visual interventions 

• Environmental 

assessment 

• Medication review 

• Cardiovascular 

interventions 

• Education 

 

Standard 

care 

0.70 0.71 

Whitehead 

et al (2003) 

(32) 

 

ED Home Nurse 

 

Contacted 

within 1 day 

post discharge 

from ED. 

Unclear on 

timeframe for 

home visit or 

patients 

actioning of 

intervention. 

• GP Letter identifying 

risk factors and 

treatment strategies 

recommended 

• Patient copy of care 

plan 

 

Standard GP 

care 

0.23 0.48 
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e) Additional figures 

 

Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis forest plot of studies using RR comparing falls intervention program impact on number of falls: i) level of 

intervention interaction, ii) studies with clear presentation to ED and discharge home from the ED, iii) single discipline vs interdisciplinary team 

approach. 
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Figure 12: Funnel plot for pooled rate ratio of fall prevention intervention impact on the number of fallers 
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*Poster presentation of systematic review and meta-analysis from Chapter 8 

 

 
 

 

 
 




